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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The ecological integrity of the Central Rockies Ecosystem (CRE) is being compromised by

resource exbaction, cattle production, timber harvesting, transportation conidors, and outdoor
recreation. Thus, the grizzly bear b suffering continuous habiit degradation, and potentially
unsustainable mortality rates in same regions of the CRE. Grinly bears, especialJy males,
typically move through many jurisdictions with dierent management objectives. Outside of parks
they are vulnerable to hunting, and habitat modification and loss -ated
with myriad land
uses. Inside protected areas, bears are often either displaced from quality habitat by human
activities, or may become habituated or f o o d - m d i e dn
g,e
a
isn
rci
their mortali risk
The Eastern Slopes Grinfy Bear Project (ESGBP) was formed in response to a request for
information about grin& bear habitat use, human impacts on bear habitat use, and bear
demographics. This pruject responds to a part of that need by analysing grinly bear mortality
throughout the CRE. Idivided the CRE into three study areas, 1) the CRE portion of Alberta, 2)
the CRE portion of the East Kootenays, BC.. and 3) Banff. Kootenay, and Yoho National Parks.
As there were no recorded grinly bear deaths in Kootenay National Park, analyses for the
national park study area include only the cantiguous Banff and Yoho National Parks.
Grizzly bear mortality and translocation databases and digital access data were provided by land
management agencies from the CRE. Specific analyses corrducted varied among the jurisdictions
based on the major causes of grin& bear death, and the quality of certain attributes of the data.
The conclusions reached and recommendations offered are based on three assumptions, 1) the
databases represent the minimum number of gmly bear deams and translocations, 2)the goal of
management agencies is to maintain or enhance the present population size and distn'bub'm of
grizzly bears in their respectivejurisdictions, and 3) m a t i o n a l hunting of grinly bears is an
acceptable use of the resource. For this research, mortalities are defined as dead bears and
translocations of bean -de
of their ecosystem of origin. The objectiues and methoddogies for
this research were:

mective 1. to prepare a synthesis of the historical and current mortality data and events that
affectedgrinly bear survival in the CRE.
mective 2 to develop a centralized grizzfy bear mortality database accessible to all agencies in
the CRE.

Methods. I conducted a review of the scientific and grey literature, government documents,
contract documents, and graduate theses to prepare a summw of events importantto g-ly

bear suNival (Appendix 1). I integratedinformation from these souras with mottality and
translocation databases supplied to construct an historical mortality database (Appendix 2), and
up to date mortality databases for the three CRE study areas (Appendices 3.4, & 5).

. .

total human-causedand harvest
mortality rates. To anaiyse mortality rates spatially and temporally with respect to changing

Obiectwe 3. to summarize hurnan-caused mortality and

management policies.
Methods. Human-causedgrinly bear mortality was surnmarited by cause of death and the sex,
age, and cohort of bears that died. Istratified mortality data by legal harvest and non spoR
mortality. The Alberta study area was subdivided into Kananaskis Country (no hunting) and
north of the Bow R. (hunting permitted). As there is no hunting in the national parks, only non
sport mortality was analysed. Igenerated total human-caused mortality rates based on
population estimates from each jurisdiction. Similiuty, harvest rnortalii rates were &mated for
the provincial jun'sdictions. Temporally, mortalii rates were estimatedand compared ammg
periods defined by specific management policies in each jurisdiction. Some examples are changes
from gened hunting seasons to limited enby hunts, regional scale road dosures, and impwed
garbage management strategies. The total number of m o ~ r t i e is
s a conservativefigure, as I
used only the recorded deaths and tmnslocations, and did not apply correction factors for
estimating unreported morblity.
Objective 4. to generate a preliminary analysis of mortalii risk posed to grinly beam by human
access into grinly habitat.

Methods. I integtated accurate moltality locations and access data, and created zones of influence
(201) of 500m around roads and front country developments (open to the public and 2WD
accessible), and 200m zones around trails and bad< country develogments. In the East Kootenay
region, ZOls were of 1000m width due to less accurate mortality locations avaihble. I performed
elevational analyses on the Albem and Natianal Park data to describe the vertical diikrtion of
mortalities.

ResuI&. Human-relatedcauses were the primary sources of grln)y bear mowity in the
area (627 of 639 known mortalities). Grizzly bears spend much of the year at lower
elevations in this region, and roads and trails usually follow valley bottoms, often negatively
ii

afecn
tig
bear use of riparian and montane habitats. Eighty-five percent of 462 human-caused
grizzly bear deaths with known locations occurred in 201s along roads and trails and anund
settlements. Area-concentrated kills occurred around Banff townsite, the village of Lake Louise,
along Me Trans Canada Highway, and along roads and trails accassi-ngmany valley systems
throughout the study area Planning for, and managing appropriate development and levels of
access into grizzly bear habitat, such that encounters between humans and bears are minimized,
is a critical issue with respect to managing grhdy bear mortality in the CRE.
In the national wrk-s
frufn 1971-96, there were 118 recorded humancaused grizzly bear
deaths (107 in BNP, 11 in YNP and 0 in KNP). Problem wildlife control (PW) accounted for 72% of
these mortalities followed by highway and railway mortalities a?19%. The annual number of
grizzly bear deaths (average
dedined signikanUy into lhe 1980s. Total human-caused
mortality rates were estimated at 8-1O??%for the 1971-83 period and less than 29C during 1984-96.
However, the female portion of this m o W i (80%)for the period 1984-96 was higher than
reported in any grizzly bear population. One hundred percent of 95 human-caused mortalities
with known accurate locations fell within 500m of roads and front country developments, and
200m of tras
li and back country facilities (201s occupied 25% of the area of suitable habitat in the
study area). Forty-six of these 95 mortalities occurred at park townsites and associated landfills
(LakeLouise 26, Banff 17. F a d 3). 19 took place at sld resorb and commercial lodges. and 16
ocarned at public campgrounds. Of 72 mortalities with month of WI known 57% happened dufing
the berry season. Of 48 dated PW mortalities, 75% fell in the peak tourist season and 42%
occurred during the beny season.

4.w~)

In the Alberta s w arga frwn 1972-96, them we@ 190 recorded humancaused mortalities
(average 7.Wyear). Legally harvested (LH) grizzly bean accounted for 53% of these,followed
by hunting related non sport kills (29%) and problem wildlife control (IP!). The annual number of
LH mortalities increasedthrough the mid-1980s and Wined with the impkm8ntatim of limited
entry hunting (LEH). Fifty-onepercent of all non sport kills occurred during the beny season. The
degree of hunting-related non sport mortali m - n e dconsistent throughout the 25-year period.
Ninety-two percent of 48 illegal and self-defence kills fell during spring and fall hunting s8asans.
The annual number of PW mortalities incmased significantly in the 1984-96 period. The Alberta
government ( A M 0 1990) has set anent hawest and total human-caused mortality rates at 2'96
and 6% respectively, to prevent a population decline. The hanrest mortality rate will be
increasedto 4% when the pravindal grizzly bear population is estimated at 1000 animals.
Estimatedtotal human-caused mortality rates for south of the Bow R. were within aamable
parameters, whereas total human-causedand harvest mortality rates north of the Bow R. were
iii

above provincial momity targets (these results held wen after applying a 25% corecoitn
fador
for unrepocted mortality). Eighty-nine percent of 172 human-caused mortalities with k n m
accurate locations fell within 201s (55% of the area of suitable h a b i t in the study area). South
of the Bow R., 92% of 32 mortalities ocarrred below 200Chn, and 71°k of 139 mortalities north of
the Bow R. fell below 1700m.
In the East K
w
from 1976-96, there were 319 recurded human-caused
mortatities (average 1wear)of which 81 were the result of legal harvests. I believe that many
non sport mortalities have gone uneported and/or unrecorded. The annual number of mortalities
(total human-caused and lH) increased throughout the 21-year analysis period, even following
the implementation of LEH. This was the result of increasing hunting permit allocations to maximize
the tegal harvest within the provincial target harvest rate of d%,and justified by an assumed
increasing grizzly bear population. The mortality rates based on an upper population estimate of
616 were within acceptable parameters for this aspect of population sustainability (4% hawest
and 6% total morCality rates), whereas rates calculated with a lower estimate (214) were above
provincial mortality targets (these results held even after applying a SO'?! correction factor for
unreported mortality). Seventy-one percent of 303 human-caused mortalities with reasonably
accurate locations fell within 1000m of roads and trails (62%of the area of suitable habitat in the
study area).
The results from these analyses, combined with the results of previously published research on
griely bear ecology throughout North America, allowed me to reach the following general

conclusions, and to make recommendations with mspect to managing gmrly bear mortality, for
each jutisdiction
in the CRE. These mommendationsam explained in more detail, in the
chapter(s) of the specific jurisdiction(s),
for which they were developed.
Condusion 1:Human actions account for the greatest proportion of all grinly bear deaths
throughout all jurisdictions in the CRE. Thus, mortality management entails management of human
activities in grizzly bear habitat.
Recommendations: 1) Interagency phnning for effective land use at the regional scale should
consider the needs of grizzly bears. This requires that 2) acarmte, consistent, and complete
reporting and recording of all known grizzly bear deaths and transkcab*onsbe made, and 3) all
jurisdictions develop the same conventions for recording mortality data Agencies responsiblefor
bear managementshould, 4) secure funds to employ a full time Bear Management Specialist and
increase aversive conditioning programs, in particular to develop a Karelian Bear Dog program in
Canada and 5)continue to improve educational programs regarding how to live and recreate
u

safely in bear country. Some grizzlies have died during handling, and some have been
translocated without marking or follow-up. 6) Study the effects of translocating problem grizzly
bears, on both the relocated animals and the resident bears in the relocation site, to understand
the effectiveness of transfocations. 7) Use more on-site or within home range translocations in
conjunction with appropriate aversive conditioning. 8) Area closures should be proactive and not
just after an inadent. They should be based on indicators such as habitat quality and known bear
use of an area.
Condusion 2:In jurisdictions where hunting is permitted, harvest and total m o M i rates have
been within acceptabfeparameters in some regions, and above mortality targets in othefs. This
conclusion is contingent on the population estimates used. Self-defense, illegal, and mistaken
identity kills by ungulate and bfadc bear hunters acawnt for a large percentage of grin@bear
deaths in some regions of the CRE.
Recornmen9) Continue to closely monitor harvest and total mortality, and adjust hunting
permit allocations accordingly. 10) Injurisdictions where any hunting is permitted, create No
Hunting Zones adjacent to parks and high human use areas, and along driveable roads to reduce
the killing of habituated grinlies by huntem and other peaple with guns who encounter these
bears at close range. 11) All hunters going into grirrty bear habitat should be required to show a
proficient unoerstanding of bear identification, behavior, and safety.
Condusion 3: Most PW mortalities occur whem bears are attiacted to human food and garbage,
livestock and feed.
Recornmen-:
Effective legislation and enforcement should be enacted to ensure that 12)
concessionaires in the parks and provinces secure all food attractants, 13) landfills are bear
proofed with appropriate safeguards, preferably electric fencing, 14) all back country users
(campers and hunters) secure food attractants includingfeed for st& and carcasses. 15) in the
provinces, agency personnel should continue to assist landowners in reducing livestock-bear
conflicts. 16) Continue to improve the predator compensation program. Fair compensation for loss
for landowners exercising good husbandry techniques will instill tolerance for bears on their land.
Condusion 4: Mortality rates presented are esm
ti ates,
as they are based on popUlati0n
estimates with wide confidence limits.
Recommendations: 17) Continue to increase the lwd of commitment to developing and using
appropriate population assessment techniques.

Condusion 5: Spatial ~ ~ a @ c
ee
lS
w showed that most grialies died within a narrow zone
dong roads and tra.is, and around human setllemants. Yet, roads and major developments
continue to be constructed into the last unmded amas.

Recornmen18) Collect more detailed access-related and location informationwith each
grizzly bear mortality. 19) Access into grizzly habitat, particularly in areas with past concentations
of mortality, should be regulated through quotas andlor dosums of mads. 20) Commit to no new
roads into the remaining secure gtizzly bear hebitat, and require the decommissioning of industrial
roads at project termination
Conclusion 6 Temporal analyses of the mortality data, as conducted in this project, are
snapshots in time.
Rec~mmen-:
21) This type of analysis should be conducted at future times with improved
population estimates, to assess changing management strategies, and events that affect glin)y
bear survival.
Throughout the period of this study,and as part of the Eastern Slopes Grinly Bear Project
Team, I prepared analyses of grinly bear mortality for presentations and/or documents to the
Central Rodcies Ecosystem InteragencyLiasion Group. the Eastern Slopes Grizzly Bear Project
Steering Committee, the Banff-Bow Valley Task Force, the Rocky Mountan
i
Grizzly Bear
Planning Committee, and for the Kananaslds Country Recreational Rwiew Process. The results
of these effolts have been increased interagency communication with respect to griztly bear
mortality management. Two recommendations presented to the Banff-BnnValley Task Force by
the Eastem Slopes Grinty Bear Project were written into the 1997 h f f National Park
Management Plan. They were, 1) grbrly bear mortality should not exceed 1% of the paws
estimated grizzly bear population annually, and 2) targets will be implemented to restore habitat
effectiveness in key carnivore management units in the park, and thereby reduce mortality risk for
grizzly bears.
Grizzly bears exist at low population densities because they have a low reproductive potential
and require large home ranges. As a mutt the grizzly population is susceptible to rising moftality
risk with increasing exposure to people. The Central Rockies Ecosystem will face incmaang
pressure from human activities as nearby urban populations grow. Thus, there will be an ongoing
need to fund 1) scientific research on the effects of human access and presence in grizzly bear
habitat, and 2) the integration of the above recommendationsinto regional planning and
management policy.
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ABSTRACT

G k f y bear mortal'i data from 1971-1996were analyzed for the central Roddes Emsystem
(CRE) portions of Alberta and the East Kootenays, B.C., and for Banff, Yoho and Kootenay
National Parks. Spatial and temporal anatyses were conducted to examine the relationship
between access, changing grizzly bear management stratege
is
and grizzly bear mottality. It was
assimed that the goal of management agencies was to maintain the present population status
and distribution of grinfies, and that recreational hunting of grizzly bears is an acceptable
practice. Mortality rates. summaries by cause of death, sex,age, and cohort are pmsented.
Human-related causes were the primary sources of recorded grizzly bear momlity in the study
area (627 of 639). Except for the East Kootenays region, which accounted for W/oof all recorded
mortality in the CRE, the annual number of grinly bear deaths declined in the latter years of the
anafysis period. Estimatedtotal human-caused and harvest mortality rat85 since the eady 1980s.
have been within acceptable parameters for this aspect of population sustainability in most
jurisdictions. However, these were contingent on the population estimates used to generate
mortality rates. Eighty-five p e m t of 462 mortalities with accurate locations ocarrred within 500m
wide zones of influence (201) around mads and front country developments and 200m wide
zones around trails and back country developments. Area-concentrated kill locations -re
observed throughout the CRE. Improvedgatbage management, public education regarding
bears. and the implementation of limited entry grinly bear hunting appears to have contributed
the most to managing molteli in the CRE. However, more needs to be done to prevent potential
population declines. Managing access and development, and educating hunters about bear
behavior are the critical issues with respect to managing grizzly bear moftalii in the CRE.
Recommendations for managing grlnly bear rnorWty am presented.
keywords: grizzly bear, Urnus mas,mortality, translocation, Central Rockies Ecosystem.
spatial analysis, temporal analysis, access, roads, trails, zone of influence
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1 INTROOUCnON

-

When the gria/y bear shakl have passed and he is found in such lament*

small
numbers now ......there shailhave d m a a r e d f m ourmountains me of the
sublimest specimens of animal liib itrat ex#& fhe western m'I~mess.
.....we as sportsmen natural&& should see to it lhat his -is8 & not
hastened and that his life shall be p18se~i3dto pasterityJ.AMcGuire ca-1900
Editor. Outdoor Ufe Ma--ne.

Background and Description of the Probkm
The ecological integrity of the Central Roddes Ecosystem (CRE, Fwre 1-1) is being
compromised. Wilderness in the CRE is being lost to intensive exploration and development of
coal,oil and gas, cattle pmduction, timber harvesting, and outdoor mmab'on. M o w e r , present
atitudes towalljs the grizzly bear (Ulsus a m ) ,a potentialty dangerous animal ( H e m 1985)
and competitor for food and space (Mattson 1990). challenge human - gtizzly bear coexistence.
As a result, the grinty bear, is suffering from continuous habitat degradation and potentially
unsustainable mortality rates in same regions of the CRE.
1.I

The grizzly bear is a wideranging
species that rarely finds its home range encompassed by one
jurisdiction (Newmark 1985; Henem 1995). Gmzlies do not recognize political boundaries. Males

in particular often move through many jurisdictions (private, municipal, provincial, and federal)
annually. Outside protected areas, they are vulnerable to hunting and habitat modification and
loss assodated with myriad land uses. Inside protected areas, undisturbed habitat is shrinking
and bears are often displaced from quality habitat by nammrly conceived human-centered
planning (Gibeau et al. 1996). Initial analyses of glinly bear mortality data from Banff National
Park ( G i h u et al. 1996) showed that the park has not maintained grizzly bears in landscapes
exhibiting ecological integrity (Raine and Riddell 1991, Gibeau 1993, Paquet and Hackman 1995).
Mortality, especially in the adult female cohort, is the primary factor limiting grinly bear
populations (Knight and Ebemardt 1985, Knight et al. 1988). Yet, during the period 1981-96, Banff
exhibited the highest female mortality mte reported for any grizzly bear population (Chapter 2).
By comparison, Kootenay and Yoho National Parks recorded few grlrrly bear mortalities within
their boundaries. However, bears known to use these parlcs are frequently killed or removed by
people in neighbouringjurisdictions (Raine 1991).

Figure 1-1. Study area map showing the location of the Central Rockies Ecosystem
(CRE) in western Canada. Q ESGBPIBenn

Grinly bear survival is contingent on a finite growth rate (no. of births Ino. of deaths) of 21 w e r
a biologically meaningful time (Mattson et al I-).
Natural survival rates for adult grizzly bears

are high and consistent (Knight and Ebethardt 1985, Mclellan 1989), whereas young bears die
more frequently of natural causes such as intmspecificaggre&on (Stn'ngham 1983), aca'dents
(Nagy et al. 1983). and nutrilion related causes (Nagy et al. 1983, Knight et al. 1988). In the
southern parts of grinly bear range, natural mortali is infrequently d i e r e d , and is probably
a minor cause of adult mortality. M o w data from around North America are similar to those from
the CRE. They show that humancaused mortality far outweighs natural mortality (Craighead et
al. 1988, Can 1989, Mdellan 1989, Dood and Pac 1993, G u m 1995, Gibeau et al. 1996).

Historical (Storer and Tevis 1955, Noble 1972, Nielsen 1975, Young and
1980, McCmry
and Herrero 1982, Brown 1985) and recent woks (McCellan and Shaddetm 1988, Mattson et al.
1996b,Gibeau et al. 1996) consistently link the type and degree of human land use with glinly
bear mortality. Mattson et al. (1996a) state that the bias of oversampling human-caused mortality
would have to be many times gmater not to condude that human-caused mortality is the greatest
threat to grinly bear survival today. Although percentage values for sustainable total and
harvest mortality rates have been identified in computer simuhted populations (Bunnell and Tait
1980,Hanis 1984), no dear understanding exists of the relative risk of mortality posed to bears
by other human activities. Because population numbers and vital rates are not known for many
areas, numbers of undetected mortalities are estimated by inference, with scale varying by
region. Thus, the threshold where grizzly bear populations begin to W i n e ~Zhnnotbe pr8~1*seb
determined.
The East Kootenay Region of the CRE has undergone extensive human development since

about 1950 (Fuhr and Dernarchi 1990). and past grin& bear hunting losses are generally
regarded to have been excessive (seeChapter 4). In Alberta, the grizzly is now restricted to
relatively uninhabited portions of the Boreal Forest, and a narrow band of forest separating the
plains and the Continental Divide of the Canadian Roddes. Nagy and Gunson (AFWD 1990)
estimated the Alberta population at 790 animals including 200 in Jasper, Banff, and Waterton
Lakes National Parks. Estimates for Banff Nationl Park range from 56-85 ( V m 1974, Gibeau et
al1996). Interagency planningfor effective land use at the -mal scale (Henero 1995),
whereby bears can meet their energeb'c requirements, and errcounters between humans and
bears can be reduced, may be the best option for reducing grizzly bear mortality (Mattson and
Knight 1991a).
Roads and major developments am continuingto be constructed in the last remaining unroaded
areas. Roads are frequently implicated in haeased grlzrly bear mortality, as they facilitate access

for a host of human acbjvies, increase the frequency of energetically costly flight responses. and
increase vehicle related m o r t a l i (Mattson et al. 1987, Mdellan and Shaddeton 1988, Mclelhn
1989, BCMOELP 1995, Gibeau et al. 1996). At some scale, grizzlies, or at least specific cohorts,
will cease crossing major transportation conidom (Gibeau and Hemro 1998b). Thus, these
activities fragment the landscape, reduce the availabiiii of secure remote habitat (Gibeau and
Henero 1998a). and displace wild bears. Habituated bears (those that tolerate people at dose
range, often to feed on natural foods) occasionally conflict with humans. often resulting in the
death or displacement of the bear. As well, they are frequently killed illegaJly, or in pemived selfdefense, as they use habitat near people (Eastem Slopes Grizzly Bear Project 1998; Chapter
3). These disturbances are causing localized zones of high mortality, and increasingly disjunct
populations. Some evidence suggeststhe combined effects of mortality and landscape alteration
are causing a reduction in gene flow and population declines (Gibeau 1995)The seasonality and distribution of important habitats in relation to human adivitie~,and the
annual variation in habitat qualii affect grizzly bear survival. Grizzly bears require a wide range
of foods over the year, both animal and vegetable. Accessabilii to important habitat hot spats
with as little negative disturbance from human activitias is necessay It has been suggested that
low h a b i t security can lead to demographic effects by causing dirsplacement of beas fmm
quality habitat, population depression and decreasing population viability ( O W 1995, Gibeau
and Herrero 1998). Habitat security is positively correlatedwith the amount of potentialfy
productive habitat and negatively conelated with the percentage d the land occupied by human
zones of influence (Gibeau and Herrero 1998). Yellowstone grinfy bears with access to secure.
habitats had lower probabilities of becoming habituated or food-conditioned, and thus lower
mortality risk Man less wary bears using habitats dose to people (Mattson at al. 1m).
Certain foods at different times of the year may lead bears into remote back country areas

(Mattson et al- 1992) or draw them dose?to humans, as often happens during Buffaloberry
(Shepherdia canadensis ) season along the eastem slopes of the Rocky Mountains in Alberta. In
situations where bears may need to secure food dose to humans, they have to choose between
nutrition and security. It has been noted that grklies living a natural lifestyle can mexist with
people (Mills 1919, Meagher and Phillips 1989, RusseJl 1994). However, grinlies using habitats
near people often become habituated to dose human presence. MoWity risk for be- (Mattson
et al. 1992, Gunther 1993) and potential risk for people increase when bears become habituated,
or worse, food-conditioned (Henem 1985).

Purpose
Resource managers from Brftish Columbia, Alberta and the National Pads are working together to
plan for increasing human development and human activities, while trying to prevent terminal
erosion of the functional capabilities of natural systems, and further declines in biodiversity-To be
successful,they have stated their needs for a rigorous scientific assessment of population
demographics for appropriate indicator specias,of which the grizzly is the primary one. The
Eastern Slopes Grinty Bear Project (ESGBP) was formed in mqmme to an urgent need for
information about grizzly bear habitat use, human impacts on bear habitat use, and bear
demographics including mortality in the CRE (Herrero et al. 1998). Accordingly, my ~
@
~
3
produces an analysis of grinfy bear mortality thmugllwt the CRE- I also provide data essential
to the development of a mortality submodel for a regional grizzty bear cumulative effeds odd
being developed by the ESGBP. The data will constitute me component of a comprehensive
cumulative effects analysis of the regional grinty bear population.
1.2

Objectives
1. To acquire historic and current grizzly bear mortality and translocation databases ffmeach
agency in the CRE responsiMe for grizzly bear management To synthesize this data with the
historical literature, to examine the relationship between human land uses past and present, and
grizzly bear mortality.
1.3

2.To develop a centraliied grizzly bear mortality database accessible to all agencieJ responsible
for grizzly bear management in the CRE.
3. To estimate mortality rates and analyse human-causedmortality spatially and tmgodW with

respect to changing management strategies.
4. To integrate mortality and access data f m the CRE to generate a preliminary analysis of

mortality risk posed to grizzly bears by human access into grinly bear habitat.
5. To keep the Eastem Slopes Grinly Beer ProjectSteering Committee, the Centrcll Roddes

Ecosystem Interagency Liasion Group, and the Rocky Mountain Grizzly Bear Planning
Committee abreast of the latest research results, so that informed decisions can be made with
respect to grizzly bear management throughout the CRE.
6. To offer recommendations to each agency with resped to coordinating efforts at -ntahing
grizzly bear mortality at a sustainable
lwd.
6

-

Study Area The Central Roclrim Ecosys@m
As grizzly bear movements are not constrained by pditid boundaries, the Central Rockies
Ecosystem (Figure 1-2) was deemed the most appromate geographic unit of study to address
the task of coordinating inter-jurisdiimal management policy. It is an area of a~praximately
42,000 kmz straddling the Continental Divide of the Canadian Roddes. The study area
encompasses Iands from Ute ColumbiaTrench to east of the Alberta foothills, and ftom the norttr
end of Banff National Park to south of Kananaskis Country in Alberta and the Elk Valley in British
Columbia (Figure 1-2). It is managed by a host of Federal and Pmindalj ~ r i s d i ~ o ~with
ls,
approximately W ?
afforded some form of protected status,60??
in multiple use crown lands in
Alberta and British Columbia, 10% in private ownemhip. and 1% Federal Resefveumty)lands
(Komex International 1995).
1.4

The CRE is arbitrarily defined by a combination of geographic, biotic. and jurisdictional features.
Because grizzly bears m w e across the Continental Divide, and mortality data were available
from the British Columbia Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks, Iinduded the west slopes of
the Rocky Mountains. The Columbia Trench was chosen as the westem boundary of the study
area as it has intensive devdopment, a north-south transportation corridor, and a wide river that
combine to impede east-west bear mwments in the area. The southern border of the study area
extends from Canal Flats across the south edge of B.C. Wildlib Management U n l (WMU) 424,
WMU 423 roughly in half. It enters Alberta
through Elkford to the Continental Divide, di~ding
approximatety one-third of the way down Alberta WMU 402 and divides WMUs 402 and 308 inline with the north border of WMU 305. The CRE is defined ecologically in the east, by the
furthest extent of grinly bear mge,and practically delimited by the east boundary of Bear
Management Area (BMA) 7 and BMA 13. The northern border follows the north edge of WMUs
322,324,429, and 430, then divides WMU 432 west to the confluence of Job Creelc and the
Brazeau River.From there the boundary follows the Brazeau River to the NE comer of Banff
National Park and fdlows the north boundary of the park It enters BC and traces the northwest
border of BC WMU 436 to the Trans-Canada Highway. One disadvantage of this arbitrary
outline is that the grizziy bear population cannot be assumed to be dosed. The bound-,
particularly in the north and south,are pefmeable to bear movements. Also, the study area is
fragmented by concentrations of human use and is dissected by the Trans-Canada Highway and
the Canadian Pacific Railway mainline to such an extent that wen after 4 4 2 years of study,
female grizzly bean are not known to have crossed the Trans-Canada Highway (Gibeau and
Herremi998b).

Figure 1-2. Study area map showing the relationship of jurisdictions within the Central
Rockies Ecosystem (CRE). O ESGBPIBenn

The CRE comprises a diierse selection of vegetation communities due to the topographic, pedic,

and dimatic variation of the foothills and mountain landscape. The alpine ecoregion is composed
of rock, ice, heath and low shrub meadows with kruppelholz Subalpine Fir (Abies Iasiucaarpa)).
Engelrnann Spruce (hbeaen~elrnmnh),and Afpine Larch (Lanb/Lalln).The subalp'ne emregion
consists of dense forests of Subalpine Fir, Engdmann Spruce, and Lodgepole Pine ( B u s
contorts), interspersed with avalanche paths. The alpine and subalpine occupy the gmtest area
in the region. The upper boreal-cordilleranoccupies the elevaional zone below the subalpine in
the foothills and mountains of Alberta. It is comprised predominantly of dosed f0fWs of
Lodgepole Pine and White Spruce (Pkeaglauca).The lower boreal-cordilleranis a mixed-wwd of
Balsam Poplar (Populusbal3amHera), Lodgepole Pine and White
Aspen (Populus trern~l~des),
Spruce. The lower boreal mixedwood is dominated by tall shrub wetlands, Aspan Poplar, Balsam
Poplar, Lodgepole Pine, and White Spruce. The Aspen parkland is a tfansitional zone betweerr
the prairies and foothills. It is a warmer, drier ecoregion in the southeast of the study area
consisting of Aspen forests and Fescue (FeStuca c a m p W s ) grasslands. The montane emregion
is found below the subalpine and in the valley bottoms of a few of the larger river systems in
Alberta and British Cdurnbia It is camposed of grasslands interspersed with forests of Douglas
Fir (Pseudotsuga r n e M ~ i ) ,White Spruce, Lodgepole Pine and Aspen. In British Columbia, the
southern portion of the CRE contains the interior Oauglsrs Fir biogeodimaticzone. Here the dry
Douglas Fir savannah, mWmning
Western Larch (LariK uccWmtak'~),and bdgepok Pine, lies
above the Columbia Valley wetlands. The northwest portion of the CRE houses the interior
Cedar-Hemlock biogeodimatic zone. This moist region comprises dosed forests of Western Red
Cedar (Tnujaplicata) and Western Hemlock (Tsugaheterophylla) lined with avalanche tracks.
For the last century in the CRE, humans have attempted to contrd natural processessuch as fire,
insects, and disease. Historically, intermittent wildfires created a mosaic of forest types and ages,
which supported a diverse composition of flora and fauna However, fire suppression has
created even-aged and even-canopiedforest communities with a potentially dangerous buildup
of fuel in the understory, and over much larger areas than in pre-Columbian times. This is leading
to the heightened risk of a major fire that may bum hotter and spread farther than the frequent
small historical fires. For grizzly beats, this means that large tracts of land are aging into late
successional community types that do not produce the requisite food sped= of beam. G f d y
bears do best in post fire vegetation communitiesa
l mdue to the need for fire, of two of its
major food items, Buffaloberry (Shephediacanadsnsb)(Hamer 1996) and Yellow Hedyscuurn
(He-amm
sulphuesclens) (Hamer 1996). Except for holsetail (Equr'selumawlls8)in more
mature forest communities, most important grhdy bear foods in Banff Nationel Park are found in

open and s e d communities (Harner 1987). Many of these communities am the result of past fire
events.
The dimate is continental and characteeed by long cold wn
i ters

and shoR cod summers (Janz
and Ston 1977). Average annual preclreclpitation varies greatly with elevation; in Alberta, from ~ 5 0 0
mrn along the foothills and in the montane to about 800mm in the upper subaipine and alpine
zones (McKay et al. 1963). The eastern slopes in Alberta exhibit generally drier conditions than
the west slopes in the East Kmtenays due to the rainshadow effect6n the east side of the
Rocky Mountains. January is the coldest month and July the warmest, with warm winter winds

from Pacific air massesn
ge
a
il
v

the montane and foothills zones intermittentty snow-free (Janzand

Ston 19n).
Literature Review
1 conducted a literatue search in the scientific and grey literaturnto understandthe tt\eories and
analysis techniques required to assess the degree of grizzly bear mortalii that has occurred in
the CRE study area, and the effects this mortality has had on the -mal grizzly bear
population. As well, a summary of events significant to glrzzly bear rnortalii in the CRE was
collected from the literature reviewed (Appendix 1). A brief review of this search f ~ l l ~ w s .
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A Brief History of Gritdy mar MortaIity in dhs CRE
European explorers and settlers with repeating rifles and imperialisticamihrdes toward the land

presented the first significant human-caused influences on grizzly bear po~ulati~ns
in North
America (Appendix 1 and 2). By the 1930s, thousands of grinlies had been killed for protection,
fur, and sport (Stegner 1962, Nidserr 1975). As in other parts of the world (Servheen 1990).
grizzly bear populations in Canada generally declined wer the last ~entury,as infened from furmarketing records and historid anecdotes. Alternating periods of population growth and M i n e in
local areas have been suggested in historical accounts, depending on the pr0t8~011
afforded
Mrough changing hunting practices, land uses and jurisdictional boundaries (Nable 1972. N i e l m
1975, AFWD 1990).
From the 1940s on in the CRE, recreational use increased, aided by accdemted road cnf'@rudon
into wilderness areas. The late 1940s and 1950s saw the near elimination of the g
m bear from
the foothills of Alberta, as the ranching industv intensified ~peratiO(ISdong the front ranges of the
Rocky Mountains (McCrory and Hemem 1982). In the East Kootenays of British Columbia,
heavy hunting depressed grizziy bear populations (Fuhr and Demarchi 1990). In Alberta and

British Columbia, hunting mortality has been reduced in recent years with the implementation of a
limited entry draw for allocating hunting permits, and the establishment of areas dosed to gdzly

bear hunting.

In North America, entire populations of grinly bears became food-conditioned on human food and
waste around campgrounds and settlements, particularly in garbage dumps and landfills
(Craigheadet al. 1995). The mountain National Parks of the CRE were no exception (NoMe
1972). During the early 1980s, public information programs about bears were improved, and a
state of the art garbage management system was employed. Efforts to manage grizzjy bear human coexistence in the parks slowly imprwed. The mast recent Banff National Park
Management Plan includes as a key component of the park's vision, that 'restoring habitat,
mitigatingthe impact of human aaivies and facilities, and reduang human-caused mortality will
contribute to the on-going viability of sensitive species such as grinty bear, ..."The plan also
sets a target for grizzly bear mortality at less than 1% of the park's mulation annually (Banff
National Park 1997).
The Gninly Barr as an Indicatvr of ECdogic.1 Indbgrity
Indicator species act as barometers of the condition of the ecosystem. The grizzly bear serves
this role well as it exhibits low population densities and reproductive rates, is wide-ranging and
usually solitaly (Egbert and Stokes t976), and is sensitive to pressures exerted by an everexpanding human presence through its range. Thus, it has beerr used as an indicator of ecological
integrity in assessing the environmental impacts of large scale developments (NRCB 1993a,
1993b, ERCB 1994, Gibeau et al. 1996, Henero and Hemm 1996). To many, the grizzly bear
symbolizes the last vestiges of terrestrial wilderness in a rapidly changing world. It is an a w e
inspiring animal, one that elicits stmg emotions, and can bring the issues of its plight fully onto
the f font burner. The grizzly uses a broad range of seasmal habitat types, from valley floor to
the alpine, is capabfe of predation, adively searches out ~8m*on,
and spends much of its W n g
months feeding on a wide range of vegetative foods. Herrero (1994) stated that after tens of
thousands of yeam of co-evolutii, the grizzly does best with a natural fire regime that produces
a mosaic of habitat types.
The grizzly also fulfills the rde of 'umbrella species.' a coarse filter indicator of the status of

biodiversity and ecological processes natural to terrestrial 8~0syst8ms(NOSS1987). Paquet and
Hackman (1995) analysed niche overlap for 410 tenestriai vertebrate species, and detefmined
that protecting the habitat needs of grizzly bear, lym (Lynx canadens&), and wolf (Canis lupus),
would protect the habitat of 403 addiional species. Thus, if enough quality habitat to sustain a
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viable population of grizzly bears were saved, proteco
tin
with narrower ecological requirements.

would be afforded many

spedes

Cumul.tiw EIYisctV Analysis
How do grizzly bear populations and their habiit respond to the total effects of all the human
activities in a given area? How do these responses vary among age and sea dasses, given that
survival and fecundity of adult females are Meal to population viability (Knight and Eberbardt
1985)? Mattson (1990) has stated that where and how bean use their habitat is an integration of
food biomass changes, human-related habitat changes, bear tolerance of humans and human
tolerance of bears. How do we identify the threshold that marks a decline in h e g w s ability to
survive?

Cumulative effects are the total spatial and temporal effectsof perturbations (usually a
consequence of human activities) on a populationand its habitat, as derived from a cumulative
effects model (Beanlands et al. 1986). Cumulative effects analysis (CEA) for grizzly bears
addresses the Yotal and interactingeffects of human activities on the bear population, mediated
through its habitat," and the non-human biotic impacts (Mattson and Knight 1991b). CEA
assesses whether usable habiit is abundant enough, and mortality risk low enough to support a
viable grizzly bear population (Mattson and Knight 1991b). A cumulative effects model (CEM)
should serve as a proactive, predictive method to measure the additive and synergistic effects of
human activities, and evaluate them in relation to past and present perturbations (Weaver et al.
1986a). A CEM for grizzly bears quantifies habitat quality and the effects,for a range of human
activities, on a beats ability to use its habiit effectively, and evaluates the temporal and spatial
risk of mortality for these activities. As grizzty bear populations are subject to habitat-spedficand
mortality-specific effects (Mattson 1990), the habitat and human effects ~~mparrents
afford a
habitat effectiveness (HE) value that combines with the mortality risk index (MRI) for each bear
management unit (Weaver et al. 1986a). Given the predicted MRI and HE values, managers plan
appropriate griaty bear management strategies.
'

CEAs have been performed for several grizzly bear populations (Christensen 1986, Young
1986, Weaver et J. 1986b, Mattson and Knight 1991a, Gibeau et al. 1996, Herrero and Herrem
1996). However, to date CEAs for grizzly bears have not used a cumulative effects model with
an effective spatial and temporal anatysis of mortality. This has been due primarily to difficulties
experienced in modelingwith a lack of viabiliibased thmshdds, in particular for moftalii n'sk
(Mattson and Knight 1991a, Apps 1993). Three key problems are aggafent:

1. Estimating mortality rates and population viabilii for each junsdidion and for the entire CRE is

necessary. This requires accurate population estimates, that in turn require the following
information that the ESGBP is presently collecting:
reliable total mortality numbers
reproductive rates
initial age structure of the population
knowledge of agespecific survivorship in the absence of hunting

2. Viability-based mortality thresholds of the effects of human activities on grizzly bears and their
habitat throughout the CRE have not been quantified as:
grizzly bear mortality data have not been collected msistenUy or mmpletely by all agencies.
for much of the study area, little quantitative human use data can be related to grinly bear
mortality.

3. An ecosystem approach to cumulative effects assessment is essential. Grinlies am subject to
different management objectives in each jutisdiction in the CRE. Each agency responsible for
grinly bear management has stated its need for inter-jurisdictional grizzly bear management, an
integrated CRE grizzly bear mortality database, a scientific evaluation of mortality, and an
effective regional cumulative effects model.
Future Work
There are biases involved when assuming that recorded mortality equates to actual mortality. The
degree of detection of grizzly bear deaths probabfy varies by cause, and the thoroughness of

the reporting and recarding of mortality data has varied among jufisdidons and time periods.
Thus,to identify a preliminary index of undetected mortality, data fmthe radidlared
population of grizzly bears of the ESGBP need to be analysd and compared with results
presented in this paper.
Sensitivity analyses are needed to more rigorously test the resub of the non-parametric statistics
performed on much of the data-

Mortality risk is one of hnro major outputs of a CEM. The MR! quantifies the risk to grizzlies from
the suite of human ac!ivities in the area. The assignment of MR #Jefficients to the multitude of
human a d i v i i in a given area requires an understandingof the thresholds of mortality risk.

Determining these threshdds requires quantifiable human use data such as the nature (point,
linear, or dispersed) and intensity of the activity (how many people and parties use a tail per unl
time). Also, it must be known whather access is motomed or non-motorized, are firearms
permitted, and are there food attractants or livestock present (IGBC 1994). Human attitudes
towards grizzly bears, and the bean' innate and learned behaviors to the above pai*ntsaffectthe
risk Ecological factors that affect mortality risk to grizzly bears are the degree and quality of cover,
the seasonal variation of important food items, and the population density of bean with respect
to carrying capacity. As well, the thresholds can only be understood in concert with other
population vital rates such as repmduction and sunrivonhip (Craighead et al. 1976). As these
rates are not adequately understood at present, and data to generate them am still being
collected, the determination of MR coeRcients will be future work,
The Document
I describe an issue that is ecalogicalIy and pdiicaly complex. As many municipal, provinaal, and
federal jurisdictions are invoked, data collection has varied in scope and thoroughness. Thus,
methods used in the analysis throughout the CRE, atthough as consistent as possible, vary
based on the constraints of the data acquired. For instance, in choosing zones of influence around
roads and trails, I had to use wider buffem for the East Kootenay mgion arbitrarily. as the mortality
locations were not as accurate as in Alberta and the national parks.
1.6

Chapter 2 provides a discussion of the results, their management implications, and
recommendations for Banff, Yoho, and KOOfenay National Pads. Chapters 3 and 4 fdlow the
same format for the CRE portions of Alberta and the East Kootenays of British Cdumbia,
respectively. As Chapters 2,3,and 4 are Maen to stand alone, condusions, recommendations,
and references are presentedat the end of each chapter for its e
rjurisdiction.
Glossary of Acronyms Used in t b Text and Appendices of thh Document
Jurisdictions, A - n a f , and Organiz.dleonsh t
b CetWmI Rockies Ewsysten
AB
CRE portion of Alberta
AFWD AB EnvirorrmentalProe
tco
itn,
BC
British Columbia
Fish and Wildlie Division
BNP Banff National Park
CRE Central Rockies Ecosystem
EK
ESGBP Eastern Slopes Grizzly Bear
CRE portion of the East
Kootenays, BC
Projed
KNP Kootenay National Park
KC
Kananaskis Country, Alberta
YNP Yoho Natiorral Park
BCMOELP British Columbia Ministry of
Environment, Lands, and Parks
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AC

H
iL
LH
N

N/S
PW
Re
RR

Causes of Grizzly Bear Deaths
accidental death nesulting from handfing during an agency control action
highway - motor vehicle collision
illegal includes poaching, illegal PW contrd action, mistaken as Madc bear, pmoked SD
legal harvest
natural - loss of cub or y m n g ; result of intraspedfic conflict; disease
norr sport all human-caused mortalities except legal harvests
problem wildlife agency control action

-

-

-

research
railway - cdlision with Erain

self-defense
First Nations People under tmaty may legally kill grinly bears at any time
Trans translocation of problem bear in this paper translocations are bng d i c e remwals
from the population
unknown
SD
TI

-

Ad
YLG

BMA
CEM

LEH
NTS

UTM
WMU

MisceIlaneous Acronyms
adult
yearling
Bear Management Area
cumulative effects model
limited entry hunting
national topographic series
universal transverse mercator
Willdife Management Unit

sAd
COY
CEA
GIS
LLD
TRIM

subadult

cuboftheyear
cumulative effects assessment
geographic informationsystem
legal hnd description
-n
resource infomatbn

ZO I

zone of influence = buffer zone

-
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CHAPTER 2

THE NATIONAL PARKS OF THE CENTRAL ROCKIES
ECOSYSTEM

ABSTRACT
Grinly bear mortality data from 1971-1 996 were acquired and integrated for Banff*Yoho and
Kootenay National Parks. There were no grinly bear deaths recorded for Kootenay National Park
during this time. Spatial and temporal analyses were conducted to examine the relationship
between access, changing grin& bear management strategies and grizzly bear mortality.
Mortality rates, summaries by cause of death. sex, age, and cohort are presented. The annual
number of grizzly bear deaths was higher in the 1970s and declined significantly into the 1980s.
However, the female portion of this mortality, 80?!from 1984-96, was higher than has been
published for any grizzly bear population. Total human-caused mortality rates for the 2 parks
combined were estimated to have been 8010% for the 1971-83 analysis period. These rates
dropped to below 2% during 1984-96. Human-related causes were the priInary sources of
recorded gmzly bear mortality in the study area (118 of 129 mortalities). Problem wildlife control
accounted for 72% of 1 18 know human-caused mortalities, followed by highway and railway
mortalities (1 9%), unknown cause of death (m),and research ( 4 % ) . Grizzly beam spend
much of the year at lower elevations in this region. and roads and trails usually fdfow valley
bottoms, often fragmenting riparianand montane habitats, One hundred percent of 95 humancaused mortalities with known accurate locations fell within 500m of roads and 200m of bails (25%
of the area of suitable habitat in the study area). Eighty percent of 95 fn0Witi8~
occurred below
2000rn. Area-concentrated kills occurred at Banff townsite, Lake Louise. and along the T m s
Canada Highway. Management of development and trail access are the critical issues with
respect to managing grinly bear mortalii in the National Parks. Recommendations for managing
grizzly bear mortality are preserrted.

CHAPTER 2

THE NATRONAL PARKS OF THE CENTRAL ROCKIES ECOSYSTEM

Of all speaies preseNBd in the Park the gn[nfy is certainly ihe me
most desemhg of spedpea'
msidlerab'on. 77m mete hctof ilspresence
in the Park gives fie park an intangim wi/demessvalue not possessed
by areas, however m'ld and remote, Mete the gn'uzly has been exterminated.
C.H.D.Clarke 1931
Wildlife investigations in Banff National Park
2.1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, I analyse grizzly bear mortality for the contiguous national pads (Banff, Yoho. and

Kootenay) of the Central Rockies Ecosystem (CRE), for the period 1971-96. NO grinly bear
deaths were recorded for the analysis period in Kootenay National Park (KNP). Thus, analyses

are conducted for Banff (BNP) and Yoho (YNP) National Parks only. Results are presented as
summaries and estimated mortality rates, and I dixuss them temporally with respect to changing
~0rtalWin
grizzly bear management strategies, and spatially to examine the effects of access
the grinIy bear population.
2.1.1

Study Area

The National Pa* study area encompasses approximately

9,538 k& of the CRE (Figure 2-1).
The area is defined politically by the outermost boundan'es of Banff, Yoho, and Kootenay
National Parks.The areas for each park are 6,836 W for BNP, 1313 krv? for YNP, and kn2k d
for KNP.
A description of the vegetation and dimate for the entim CRE is provided in Chapter 1.
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METHODS

2.2.1 The Database
Grizzly bear mortality databases and immobilization (transhation) databases were supplied by
Banff, Yoho, and Kootenay National Parks for the period 1971-96. Other databases, the history
of which were lacking or undsar were provided by Parks Canada, Western Region Office
in

Calgary. Some were probably par!s of original paclc files, and athers were from versions of dder
multi species mortzlity and observation cdledons (D.Pdl pers.cornm.). Additional modality
records were gleaned from various annual warden and superintendent reports, and from a
consultant's report (Millson 1978) and several graduate theses (Noble 1972, f N 0 r 1984).

Figure 2-1. Study area map. The National Parks of the Central Rockies Ecosystem
(CRE). @ ESGBPIBenn

Mortalities indude dead bears, and bears translocated so far that they are considered unable to
interact with the population of the mwal area. Information from the mortality and translocation
files were integrated with respect to the following attn0butes:

Location (Eating and Northing in civilian UTM coordinates)
Date of occurrence (yearand m t h )
Sex (male, female, unknown)
Age (dependent = cub of year, yearling, and 2 year old; subadult = 3-5 years of age; adult =
6 years of age and older, unknown)
Mortality type (legal harvest, problem wildlife amtrol action, illegal, self-defense, First Nations
treaty, research, highway, natural, unknown)
Accuracy of the location (accurate, msonabk, estimate, unknown)
Notes (nearby geographic or cultural feature, access informa!ion, distance from aocess route or
facility, anecdotes regarding the history of the bear and Manmtances of its death)
Mortality Summaries and Rates
Igenerated population estimates for BNP and YNP in order to calculate mortality rates. I used a
range of 60-80 (Gibeau et al. 1996) for BNP and 20 for YNP. The YNP estimate was based on 2
previous estimates, 11-15 (Raine and Riddell 1991) and 40 (McCrory and Blood 1978).
Considering the sanitation measures and attitude changes toward bears that have occurred
following the latter estimate, and the small sample size used to determine the former, I feel that the
reality is probably closer to, but higher than the lower estimate.Thus, for the National Park study
area (BNP and YNP), the population estimates used are a range of @I00 grizzly bears. me
following equation was used to calculate mortality rates:
2.2.2

mortality rate = number of rnoRal'rties / period in years / population estimate.
Mcwtality Type, Sex, Age, and Cohort Amly...
There were 129 griz2ly bear rnortalii records in Banff and Yoho National Parks, of which 11 were
natural deaths. Thus, I used 107 records from BNP and 11 from YNP to summarire human-caused
grizzly bear mortalities by annual number of momlities, specific mortality type (cause of death).
sex, age, and cohort.

2.2.3 Spatial Analyses
National park access information came from 1:50,000digital National Topographic Series daEa
supplied by Parks Canada. Mortality l o c a t i ~were
~ l ~ referenced to the UTM grid to the nearest
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such as a river, creek, or cultural feature added. Interviews were
conducted with past and present wardens and wildlife managers to collect add'ional information
about specific mortalities and their locaths. The following describes how mortalii focation
accuracy was determined.
1OOm, with a location desup
i tor

Accurate (A) - locations that are described by UTM grid reference(to k100m) and matching
geographic descriptor.

-

Reasonable (R) kill site is not described accurately, but the description

places it within same

stated distance from a known mad, trail, drainage or devdopmmL

-

Estimate (E) only a vague desaiption of the kill site was avaiIable. These mortalifties were

not used in spatial analyses but were used for mortdity summaries.
Unknown (U)- NO location was avaiIUe.These mortalities were not used in spatial analyses

but were used for rnoRal'i summaries.
Of the 129 mortality records, 34 had estimated or no known loamomandlor were natural deaths.
anafyses.
Thus, 95 (90A and 5R) human-causedglSrzly bear mofblirb'8~were used for the

data were entered into a geographic information system (GIs), Maplnfo
4.0 (Maplnfo Corporation, Troy, New York), and road and trail buffem were created. Iset zones
of influence (201)around roads at 500m and trails at 200 rn. The road layer indudes railway lines
and all roads open to the public and negotiable by 2wd vehicle. The trail layer includes roads
closed to the public, utility corridors, and any other linear access features aasssibte by hiking,
mountain biking, or horseback. For ZOI area dcubb'orrs, road and trail buffers were combined into
a single coverage. The area of overlap was only calculated once, and mortality locations in the
area of overlap were analysed as oaxrnkrg within road M e n ,as roads were assumed to have
a greater effed on m o w i r i s k than trails. These data were used to test the following
hypothesis:
The access and rno-ity

Hor:The distribution of morbWes an the IandsCap do= not diier fran a random distribution.
Hal :The distribution of moffal%8~
on the landscape differs significantly from a random
distribution.

The number of random points expected within the buffer zones was created by multiplying the

total number of mortalities by the proportion of the area of suitable habitat covered by buffers.
Suitable habitat is land below 24Wm and described as the upper limit of effective grizzly bear
foraging (Gibeau and Herrero 1998). 1 tested the dumping of mortality locations against the
random distribution of points, at the 0.05 level of significance, with a singledassification
Goodness of Fit Test (G-test with William's Correction Factor), using the randam points inside and
outside of 201s as expected values.
Mortalities were tallied with respect to proximity to townsites and m m e r d a l toum operations.
Analysis of these features considered the presence or absence of food attractants (Weaver et al.
1986; Mattson et al. 1987).
Elevafional Analyses
I determined the elevation for 95 human-causedgrizzly bear mortality Io~atiOns.I qualitatively
compared these elevations with a series of elevations taken at arbitrary points along the Bow
and Kicking Horse river valleys, and with the elevations of some popular tourist destinations and
park developments.

Temporal Analyses
To identify changes in mortality types and relative petcentages of cohorts killed because of
changing patterns of human use and wohring management concerns and aclions. I stratified
mortality data temporally (1971-83 and 1984-96). 1 arbitrarily chose 1983-1984 as the break,
because no major changes occurred in any single year. A series of events in the earfy 1980s led
to a progressive modification in management practices. These adions included 1) the Whiskey
Creek bear maulings (Westhaver and WiUiams 1980). which stimulated increased effortsat
communication and public education with respect to bears (early 1980s) and improved garbage
management, 2) dosure of the Banff hnclfill in 1981, and 3) fencing of the Trans Canada Highway
from the east park gate began in 1983. Also. it would take a few years for the bear population to
adapt behaviorally to events such as the landfill dosure. FinaJly, for ease of comparison, these 2
periods are of equal length.
29.4

The non-parametric pairwise Mann-Whitmy U-test was used to test for differences in frequenaes
between periods. All tests were run at the 0.05 lwd of significance.

I used the results of all applicable summati8s,

fates, and tests to discuss the effeds that grizzly

bear management has had on the grizzly bear population in Banff and Yobo National Parks, and
to test the following hypotheses:
Ho2: The annual number of grinly bear mortalities in the National Park sbdy area did not

differ significantly between the periods, 1971-83 and 1984-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
Ha*: The annual number of g-ly
bear mortafities in the National Park study area diered
significantly between me periods, 1971-83 and 1984-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
Ho3: The annual number of PW grialy bear mortalities in the National Park study area did not

differ significantly between the periods, 1971-83 and 1984-96 at the 0.05 level of significanceH*: The annual number of PW grizzly bear mortalities in the National Park study area differed
significantiy between the pen'ods, 1971-83 and 1984-96at the 0.05 level of significance.
Finally, I analysed all dated mortalities by cause of death and by season (April-Jufy = preberry,
July-Oct = berry, Oct-Dec = post-berry).

2.3

RESULTS
2.3.1 The Database

The mortality and translocation databases supplied by the parks and Western Region Office
contained 71 distinct records. Howlever, after conelating the data f m the sources listed, and
interviewing several past and present wildlife mangers, I came up with the folowing results:

The BNP database detailed 118 gmrly bear mortaliiranslocations, 107 of which were
human-caused.
The YNP database contained 11 mortalitiesAranslocations,all human-caused, and all before
1981. This may be accurate, as YNP i
s a small park and some bears that used it died in
adjacent jurisdictions (Raine and Riddell 1991).
No recorded grizzly bear mortalities were recorded in KNP since the mid-60s. This may be the
reality, as KNP is nanow, surrounded on 3 sides by BC crown lands where 'KNP bears" die
(Raine and Riddell 1991).
Missing data for BNP human-caused moctali records included 10 (9.3%) causes of degth, 22
(20.6%) locations, 38 (32.2%) sex. 27 (25.2%) age, and 43 (40.2%) month of death. The
missing data for location and month of death we- all from the 1971-83 period. The percentage
of missing data also dropped from the 1971-83 period to the 198446 period for cause of
death (1 0.3%-5.3%), Sex (37.5%-15.8%). and age (28.4%-10.5%).

Missing data for YNP human-caused mortality records indude 3 (27.3%) sex and 2 (18.2%)
month of death, all in the early analysis period.

Mortality Summaries and Rates
Approximately 58% of the 8.149 krn2 National Park (BNP and YNP) study area, or 4.726 lan2
was estimated to be suitable grizzty bear habiit (Gibeau and Herrero 1998a) . Using this area of
suitable habitat, the 118 human-caused g&ly bear mortalities equate to a mortality density of
2.50 rnollalitiedl00 km2 w e r the 26-year period, (annual range 0.02-0.32/100 0.
Grizzly bear
density varied from 1.69/100 km* (59 km2/bear), based on the population estimate of of,to
2.12/100 km* (47 lonZ/bear), using a population estimate of 100 (Table 2-1) over the portion of
the study area in suitable habitat

2.3.2

.

Average annual mortality was 4.5 beardyear, with peaks of 15 deaths in 1972 and 13 in 1980

(Figure 2-2).The human-caused mortality rate was estimated to have been 5.7% or 4.5% using
the population estimates of 80 and 100 respectively. The human-caused mortality rate decreased
from the earty period to the late period. (Table 2-1).

Morlality Type, Sex, Aw, and Cohort Atulyses
Problem wildlife control actions (PW) and highway and railway mortalities (H and RR) accounted
for 72.0% and 18.6% of the 118 human-caused grin@bear deaths m r d e d in the National
Parks study area (Table 2-2). The mning
11 mortaliies included 1 research related incident
(Re) and 10 deaths of unknown (U) cause.
Table 2-1. Estimated h u m 8 n = c 8 ~
mortality rates for the National Parks (Banff and
Yoho), 1971-96, and for the 1971-83 and 198446 analysis periods. The population
estimates were derived from McCrory and Blood (1978). Rains a d Riddell (1991) and
Gibeau et al. (1996).
Populatioc estimate of 80
1971-96 = 4.54/yr I 80 = 5.7*h
1971-83 = 7.624r I 80 = 9.5%
1984-96 = 1 . W r / 80 = 1.8%

Population estimate
of 100
1971-96 = 4.!Wyr / 100 = 4.S0A
1971-83 = 7.62Eyr / 100 = 7.6%
1984-96= 1.46&r/ 100 = 1.5

Figure 2-2. Annual number of human-caused grizzly bear mortrlities by type for Banff

and Yoho National P a w , 187196 ( m l l 8 ) (PW=probkm wildlife, ~R=highwayfrailway.
Other=research or unknown).
Of 85 PW mortalities, 55 (64.7%) were destroyed. and 30 (35.3%) bears men handed for

translocation purposes. Fiieen (50%)of the grinlies handled died accidenUy and 15 were
translocated (14 from BNP and 1 from YNP). Fie of the 14 translocated bears from BNP were
placed in the Calgary Zoo and 5 died in Alberta within 1-2 years d capture (1 shot legally. 2 shot
illegally, and 1 PW).
GriPly bear mortalities by sex were 33.9% (40)male, 33.976 (40) female, and 32.2% (38)

unknown. Of 80 grinlies of known sex,the male to female ratio in the ldll was 50:50 over the 26-

year period.
Table 2-2. The numbers and (percentages) of all h u m a ~ ~ c . u wmortality
d
types in Banff
(BNP) and Yoho (YNP) National Parks, 1971-96 (PW;iproblem wildlife, H=highwayp
RR=railway, Re=research, U=unknown).
Cause of Death
PW
H
RR
Re

U

6NP (nrlO7)
81 (75.7)

13 (12.1)
3 (2.8)
1 (0.9)

9 (8.4)

YNP (-1
4 (36.4)
6 (54.5)
0
0
1 (9.1)

1)

TotaI(n=118)
85 (72.0)
19 (16.1)
3 (2.5)
1 (0.8)
10 (8.5)

Figure 2-3. Map of grizzly bear mortality locations in relation to roads and trails in the
National Parks study area, 1971-96. O ESGBP/Benn

Mortalities by age were 34.7?!(41) adult, 29.7% (35) dependent, 12.7?4 (15) subadult, and
22.9% (27) unknown. Of 91 bears of known age, adults accounted for 45.1 %, dependents

38.5%. and subadults 16.5Oh.
Mortalities by cohort were 29-7%(35) dependent, 16.1% (19) adult female, 15.3% (18) adult
male, 7.6% (9) subadult female, 1.7% (2) subadult male, and 29.7% (35) unknown. Of 83 known
cohorts, 42.2% were dependent, 22.0% adult female, 21-7% adult mctle, 10.8% subadult female,
and 2.4% subadult male.
A minimum of 11 family groups was destroyed or translocated out of the ecosystm, consisting of
at feast 6 cubs of the year and TO yearlings.

Problem Wildlifb Mortalifies
The 85 PW mortalities were:
63 of known sex - 57??(36) female and 43% (27) male

-

66 of known age 42% (28) adult, 41% (27) dependent, and 17% (11) subadult

-

64 of known cohort 4296 (27) dependent, 27% (17) adult fef'nale, IF!& (1 1) adult male, 11°k
(7) subadult female, and 3% (2) subadult male

Highway / Rsitw.y Mottmlities
The 22 WRR mortalities wem:
15 of known sex 80% (12) male and W !
(3) female
17 of known age 59% (10) adult, 29% (5) dependent, and 12% (2) subadutt
15 of known cohort 47??(7) adult male, 33% (5) dependent, 13% (2) adult female, 7% (1)

-

-

subadult female, and O?h(0)subadult male
Spatial Analyses
One hundred percent of 95 human-caused grbdy bear mortalities, dassified as accurate or
reasonable, occurred within 201s along mads and trails (15% of area of BNP and YNP, and 25%
of suitable grizzly bear habitat; Table 2-3,Figure 2-3). The null hypothesis (Ho( ) with respect to

2.3.3

a random distribution of moctal~
I ~ o nwas
s r 8 j e ~ b d(G=445.42, df=l ,P a ) .
Area-concentrated mortality can be seen at Banff and Lake LouiPe, end akmg the Trans Canada

Highway (Figure 2-3).

Table 2-3-Results of GlS analyses of hum-used
griPly bur moWities with
respect to roads and trails in Banff and Yoho NationJ Parks (NP), 1971-96 (H).

area of NP A
8,149 kn*
area of suitable habitat
(58% of NPs)
4,726 Ian2

buffer width

roads
trails

500m

200m

in suitable habitat:
density of roads
density of trails

0.14 b W d

length of roads and trails
corntined
2,918 h

density of roads and trails

0.62 kmhd

proportion of suitable habitat in buffered:
roads
0.10
trails
0.18

pmp'n of 95 mortalities within buffers:
mads (82)
0.06
trails (66)
0.70

length of roads*
length of trailsn

roads and trails
minus overlap

662 la
2,256 )an

0.25

roads and trails
minus overlap (95)

propqrb'on of random points within road and trail buffers minus wetlap (9)
A

0.48

1.00
0.12

includes high elevation rock and ice above suitable grinly bear habitat

roads include railway lines and roads and highways open year round and driveable by 2-WD
vehicles.
*

* trails indude any dosed road, trail, utility conidor, seismic line, etc. accessible only by 4x4,

An/, horse, or bike.

The following analysis (Table 2-4) examines the types of developments where 95 grizzly bear

mortalities occurred. The records were not detailed enough to quantify the 8tbaCtanEs present
These are the minimum number d mortalities. No location information was given for an additional
18 PW mortalities and 5 of unknown cause.

Elevational Analms
Seventy-six (80%) mortality locations were belaw 1800m (5900 ft). The remaining 19 (20%)fell
between 1800rn and 2100m (6890 ft) (Figure 24).

I

Table 24. Types of devalopinents and land me8 where grizzly b e u mortalitkr occurred
in Banff and Yoho National Parks, 197146 (nd5).

No.

Location of kill
Highway I railway

Trans Canada (16). Banff-Jasper (2). other
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railway (3)
Lake Lwise (IS)*, Chateau Lake Louise (7),
(1

Townsites

27

Garbage dumps / landfills
Campgrounds
Ski Resorts
Commercial Lodges
Warden cabins

)?

Banff (2). Field (3)'
Banff (1S), Lake Louise (4)
16
Lake Louise (3),Noquay (3,
Sunshine (2)

19

8
11
3

* Total number here is >95,as H m o W i right at some townsites are tallied twice.
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Figure 29. Frequency of grizzly b a r momlity locations for a m g e of eIevmgonsin
Banff and Yoho National Pulo, 1971-96 (nt05). elentiom at specific locations
through the parks.
Bow and Kicking Horse River valleys Banff 1375m (4500 ft), Castle Junction 1430m (4700 ft),
Lake Louise 1540m (5 100 ft), Kicking Horse Pass 165Om (5400 ft), F i i ,BC 1250m (4100 ft).
The Chateau Lake Louise 1740m (5700 ft), Skoki Lodge 2135m (7000 it), Moraine Lake Lodge
1900m (6200 ft), Lake O'Hara 2000m (6600ft).

-

Temporal Analyses
I rejected Hypotheses 2 and 3 as the annual number of mortalities dedined significantly into the
1984-96 period (U=151.0000, P=0.0003). Similarly, the annual number of PW mortalities was
significantly less in the latter analysis pefiod (U=136.5, P=O.0034).
2.3.4

The composition of PW mortalities of known sex, age, and oohort for the 2 afiLiysis periods were:
+
+

+

+

1971-1983

48 of known sex - 50% (24) female and 50% (24) male
52 of known age 42% (22) dependent, 40% (21) adult, and 17% (9) subadult
50 of known cohort 44% (22) dependent, ZEk (11) adult female, 20% (10) adult male, 10%
(5) subadult female, and 4% (2) subadutt male

-

-

1984-1996

-

15 of known sex 80% (12) female and 2Wh (3) male
14 of known age - 50% (7) adult, 36% (5) dependent, and 14% (2) subadult
14 of known cohort - 43% (6) adult female, 36% (5) dependent, 14% (2) subadult female, 7%
(1) adult male, and Oar6 (0)subadult male

Of 72 dated grizzly bear mortalities, 25 (35%). 41 (57%),and 6 (8%) took place in the pre-berry,
berry (mid-July-late September), and post-beny seasons (Table 2-5). H, RR, and PW
mortalities were spread throughout the year. However 36 (75% of PWs) PW mortalities took
place during the peak tourist season (late June-early September), and approximately 20 (42% of
PWs) fell during berry season.
Table 2-5. The number of grizzly bear mortalities by cwrs of death, and by month and

season in Banff and Yoho National Pukr, 19f1-96 (-72).
I---

Pre-berry

- I---

Berry season-I--Post-berry-l

I-Peak of Tourism--l

Juns

Type1

PW
H

RR
Re
U
monthly totals

5

bct

Julv
-

3

17

1

3

2

1

1

5
1

14

4

7

1

1

1

2

5

3

1

1

10

20

7

22

6

Nay

DISCUSSION
24.1 The Database
Grizzly bear mortality data f m the national parks study area (1971-96) (Appendix 2), in
particular BNP, were far from compfete- There appears to have been an inconsistentapproach
and will among past park personnel to record grizzly bear mor&lies consistently and completely.
The databases provided by each park contained 71 mortalii records with many missing data
(Gibeau et al. 1996). Comments such as lust another dump bear occasionally appeamd
alongside mortality records. Several wildlife mortality files were supplied from different sources
that contained incongruent information. Much data appear to have been iost or never officially
recorded wer the years. For many years, M i l h (1978) and Taylor (19M) list higher annual
numbers of grizzly bear deaths than are recorded in currently available park files. and they note
that these numbers are probably minimum values.
2.4

The number of human-caused griaty bear mortality records is probably nearfy complete after

about 1981. Before this, many mortalities may have gone unreported and/or unrecorded (Kunelius
pers. comm., Gibeau pers. comrn.). The problem of poor record -*ng
was highlighted during
the Banff-Bow Valley Study (Gibeau et J. 1996). Efforts have been made by Parks Canada to
correct this problem.
Mortality Summaries and Rates
The 118 recorded human-caused grinly b a r deaths were deemed the minimum number.!rom
2.4.2

1971-96. Past and present wardens and wildlife managers suggested that there may have been
more mortalities than are recorded, pafticularjcdun'ng the 1970s.
Estimated mortality rates for the 1971-83 analysis p e w (7.609~5%)
exceeded the suggested
6.5% total human-caused mortality for a grizzly bear population (Harris 1986). This kill rate in the
National Park study area was cause for concern given the grizzly bear's low reproductive
capability, the supposed rde of national parks as protected areas, and a continuing high rate of
commercial development inside the parks, with an assodated dedine in the amount of searre
habitat available for g r i n l i i (Gibeauand Hemro 1998a). The rnortalii rate for the 1984-96
period was reduced to between 1.5 and 1.depending on the population estimate used. A
discussion of the reasons for this dedine is presented in Section 2.4.4, Temporal Analyses.
Recommendationsby the Eastern Slopes Grizzly Bear Projedto the Banff-Bow Valley Task
Force (Gibeau et al. 1996) led to the implementation of a grizzly bear moctelii target of 4%per
year (Banff National Park 1997).

Mottality T' a x , Age, and Cohort Andy160
Problem wildlife control has been the single greatest cause of death or removal of grizzlies in the

National Park study area, throughout the 26-year analyois peciod. The change in the numbers of
PW mortalities over time will be discussed in Sectkn 2.4.4, Temporal AnalysesBesides the grizzly bear mortalities that occurred within the parks, at least 7 7g w i ~

known to use Banff and Ycho National Park, were killed within the past 4 years, in adjacent
jurisdictions of British Cdumbia and Alberta (Gibeau and Herrero 1998b).
and
The 11 family grwps removed from the perks is a minimum number. Nineteen adult
35 dependent animals were recorded and many records had no sex or age attached (see Section
2.3.1). Also, 69% of the 64 PW mortafiies with cohort known were adult females and dependent

bears.

There was no data on tbe fate of tramlocated grizzlies, unless the bear was marked and
subsequently recaptured or killed. Previous rassarch has shown that banslocating problem
g-ly
bears is at best marginally effective (Miller and Ballad 1982. Brannon 1987. Wanchard
and Knight 1995).
Adult males accounted for 47% (7 of 15 with cohort known) of the H and RR mortsliies in the
study area. Heavy traffic andlor wide road allowances may present baniers to other cohorts- After
4 112 years of study. no radio-collaredfemale grizzly bears am known to have crossed the Trans
Canada Highway (Gibeau and Henero 1998~).
Causes of mortality other than hunting are thought to be non-selective. Therefore, they should
occur in an approximate 1:I sex ratio (Frsser et J. 1982), or in a similar ratio to the structure of the
population (Miller and Chihuly 1987). This would appear to hdd for the overall sex ratio (40
males and 40 females) in the study area. However, removing the dependent beam ofknown sex
(10 females and 15 males), changes the sex ratio to 55% female and 45% male. Hunting of
activii8s selgrizzly bean is illegal in the parks, and no records exist of poaching. M h
for males (Bunnell and Tait 1985. Harris l-, Chaplers 3 and 4). However, certain non sport
mortality types may be biased towards m e sex (Rogers et al. 1976). Of the 63 PW mortality
records with known sex ,57% were female. Converseiy. 80% of the 15 grizzlies of known sex.
that died along roads and the railway line were male. Again, it must be noted that 25% of all

mortality records had no sex recordad. This number of recards could potentially alter some of me
results if the sex were known.

Spatial Analyses
G I s mapping (Figure 2-3)showed a definite dumping of mortalitiesnearby roads and trails, in
particular along the Trans Canada Highway and at specific development nodes. The 2 most
predominant sites of concentrated mortality were Banff townsite and Lake Louise village- Area
concentrated kills at settlements and along roads and trails am seen in other jurisdictions of the
CRE (Chapters 3 and 4). and in other grizrly bear populations (Mattson et al. 1987. Mace et a1996, McLellan and Shackleton 1989a). Roads and trails improve access for hunters and
poachers (McLellan and Shackleton 1989b), and inaease the potential for negative bear-human
encounters (Mclellan and Shackleton I-).
2.4.3

Access management is a critical issue where grizzly bears are subject to high rates of humancaused mortality. Regulating human use levels by managing access is 'a powerful tool for
balancing the needs of grizzlies with those of humansn(IGBC 1994). This can be accomplished
by reducing construction of new mads, dosing unnecessary existing roads, mitigating the effects
of open roads with temporary dosures andlor quotas, and determining human use levels for
backcountry trails. Increased access into the backcountry has been shown to alter bear behavior
(McCullough 1982, Jope 1985). increase bear-human conflicts (DalleMdfeand Van Horn 1989).
and could increase the number of grizzly bear rernwals (Martinka 1982, Leonard et aJ. 1990) ifthe
1% grizzly bear mortality target (Banff National Pa* 1997) is not strictly followed. Also, the
displacement of certan
i
cohorts. such as females with young, with increasing human use has
been shown (Mattson et al. 1987, Gilbert, 1989).

Ele v8tion.l AnaIyses
This analysis adds credence to previous results that grin& bears die mainly by human hands.
and in areas with easy human access. Treeline through this area is roughly at 2210-2270m
(7200-7400ft). Thus, all mortality occurred below the alpine ecdogid zone. In the CRE, grinly
bears use the alpine for short periods for grazing and digging mots and ground squids, and for
travel between adjoining drainages. However, they spend much of the year at lower elevations
in and along valley bottoms, as these areas offer the most energetically efficient travel routes. and
the best habitat for much of the year. Similarly, roads, trails, and developments are always
placed in valley bottoms (often fragmenting riparian habitats) and benchlands, because they
afford the lowest travel and const~ctionconstraints.
Thus, grfnlies die where bears and people

share the same habitat, as people often do not understand grizzly bear needs and behdor,
show a general lack of tolerance fabears at dose range.

and

Temporal Analyses
The dedine in mortality into the mid 1980s may be the result of the dosing of the Banff landfill and
other improvements to gerbage management. increasd public education regarding recreating in
bear country, and the fencing of the Trans Canada Highway. However, because the grizzly has
a low reproductive output, which may have been further reduced following the loss of a high
quality and consistent food sauce (the landfill), this dedine may also have been the manifestation
of a significant dedine in the local bear population o
fo
lwn
ig
the high annual mortalii of prevl*ws
decades. Closure of Yellowsfone National Park landfillswas fallawed by significant declines in
reproductive and survival rates. The number of recorded mortalities alnIost doubled in the 2 years
of major landfill closures, as bears sought food around other human developments and
settlements (Knight and Eberhardt 1984, Mattson et at. 1992, Craighead et al. 1995).
2.4.4

The peak of grizzly bear deaths in the early 19709 probably reflects. at least partially, the 1971
closure of the Lake Louise dump. The subsequent decline may have been the m b i n e d mutt of

a changing attitude towards bears, early efforts to educate the public with respect to bear safety,
a succession of productive natural food years, and/or incomplete reporting or recording of grizzly
bear mortalities.

Ofthe total grizzly bear mortality with known cohorts, adult females and dependent young
accounted for 65%. Females accounted for 5% of all mortalities of known sex since 1971, and
even after closure of the Banff landfill in 1981.83% (18 of 23) of bear mortalities of known sex
were female. This is the highest female rnortality/mal rate for a 10-t year period reported for
any grin@bear population. An additional 11 mortalities were unclassified as to sex during this
time.
PW mortality was Me greatest cause of grlnly bear death in both analysis periods. Although the

number of PW deaths dedined in the 1984-96 period, the perwntage of female PW mortalities
increased from 50% to 80%. Adult females and dependent beerr increased from 66% (33 of 50)
in the early period, to 79% (11 of 14) during 198696. These results may be explained by
differential behavior among cohorts. Mu#males were known to use the Banff and Lake Louise
garbage dumps (Noble 1972) for the high energy foods available. Following dosure ofthese
facilities, they may have selected the security of habitats remote from humans (Mattson et a.
1987). By contrast, adult females with young may choose habits d
~to humans
r
to avdd

adult mates (Mattson et at. 1992, Gibeau et aJ. 1996). potentially increasingthe mortality risk of
these cohorts. This dynamic was described for the Yellowstone Ewsystem (Craighead et al.
1995).
Only 2 of 22 WRR mortalities occurred in the latter analysis period. This may in part be due to the
first phase of fencing of the Trans Canada Highway (approximately 20 Ian). Also. increased traffic
volumes along the highway may have presented a movement banier to many bears. After 4-112

years of study, not one radio-collaredfemale grizzly bear has been detected crossing the TransCanada Highway (Gibeau and Herrero 1998~).
The results highlight the ccitical need for keeping grkty bears and humans apart. SwtM

analyses showed that grizzly bears died at low elevations. near developments and access
routes. Seventy-fie percent of PW mortalities occurred during the peak tourist season. Also,
42% of PW mortalties and 57?k of all human-caused mortalities occurred durfng the beny season,
the time of year when grinlies are at lower elevations to feed, often in dose proximity to people.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The results of analyses in this chapter indicate that grizzly bears in Banff and Yaho National
Parks usually die in conflicts with people, in areas where people have had easy access into bear
2.5

habitat. Human-related causes accounted for 91% of all known grizzly bear mortalities. Seventytwo percent and 19% of human-causedmortalities were the result of problem wildlife control, and
collisions with vehicles and trains respectively. Every human-caused grizzly bear death occuned
within 500m of open, driveable roads and 200m of trails.
Ecological integrity is the priow of the natianal parks (Banff National Park 1997) and the grizzly
bear serves as the premier indicator of the health of the ecosystem (Banff-Bow Valley Study
1996, Gibeau et al. 1996). Thus, national palk planning and management processes must indude
the grizzly from the outset. As grinly bears range beyond park boundaries, management plans
must consider adjacent jurisdictions
in Alberta and B.C. (Herrem et al. 1998). Managinggrizzly
bear mortality at a level that prevents population decline is fundamental. As techniques to
accurately assess population vital rates are not available, management of m o M i must be
conservative. In the national parks of the CRE, some specific steps have been taken to reduce
grizzly bear mortality, including mlting into the Banff National Park Management Wan (1997). a
mortality target of 4%of the estimated g h l y bear population, and habitat effectiveness targets
for key carnivore management units. Actians being consided are regulatingthe number of
people on high use trails and trail closures, dumg periods when these areas offer important

feeding opportunities for grbzlies, maving facilities out of impoctant W d l i movement corridon to
afford bears the room to mwe arwnd developed amas, and aversive conditioning of roadside
habituated beam. By implementing such measures aimed at reduang potential conflicts between
humans and grinlies, grinly bear mortality and potential human injury can be reduced.
The following recommendations are based on the assumption Mat the goal of Parks Canada is to

i
national
maintain the present population status and disMkrhbn of g r M y bears in the mountan
parks. These recommendations are offered as ways to prevent Mum increases in mortality, to
reduce the unnecessary killing of grinly beam, and to mesin
t the interjurisdiclianalmanagement
of grizzly bear mortality. They are presented by the corresponding sections of this chapter.
2.5.1 The Database
During these analyses, many grizzly bear deaths were nwer recorded in official park databases,
and the records were often miss-ngimportant data. This has impwed in recent years, but Istill

stress that accurate, consistent, and complete repolling and recording of mortality and
translocation data are necessary. There is some variation in the way mortality data are classled
between jurisdictions in the CAE. Park wildfife managers should wodc with managers from other
jurisdictions to develop the m e coding conventions, and dearly define the different causes of
death.
25.2

Mortality Summaries and Rates

DNA censusing techniques have been used recently to review population estimates (Gibeau

and Herrero 1998a). 1 recommend increasing this lwd of commitment as appropriate assessment
techniques become available.
Spatial Analyses
Acquiring accurate mortality kcations is necessary for understanding and managing mortality with
respect to access, development and use of the landscape. As mortality needs to be monitored
into the future to undecstandthe effectiveness of management decisions, additional information
needs to be collected sucCl as the d i c e a bear died from an access route or facility, the type of
access route, the condition of the access route at the time of the mortality, and the mode of travel
of the penon(s) responsible for the killing or translocating of the bear. In a d d i , detailed notes
about the cause of the mortality are required, such as wem any food attractants present, were
natural food species present, and what, if any human behaviors played a rde in the mortality.
25.3

More commitment to quotas andlor dosures of roads and baiQ to permit use by grialies of
seasonally important feeding sites is recommended. A m dosures should be proactive and not
just after an incident. They should be based on indicatols such as habitat quality and known bear
use of an area. Effective legislation and enforcement should be employed with respect to food
and garbage handling. All backcountry users should be requiredto Mom food, garbage,and horse
feed in bear proof metal or seamless W C cantainets, or Mectivdy elevate attractants between
trees, or isolate camp within an effective portable electric fence. Management of garbage, as we#
as human and pet foods, continues to be a problem amund Banff, Lake Louise and some
campgrounds. Food-conditionedgrizzly beas present the greatest threat to human safety
(Herren, 1985). and usually end up being destroyed or translocated.

Temporal Analyses
Analyses such as have been conducted here should be reassessed in the future with more
accurate population estimates, to understand the effeds that new management strategh and
probable increases in human use of grizzly bear habitat have on grizzly bear moWity and
population status.
25.4

23.5 Additional Recommendations
Work with provincialwildlife agencies to set up no hunting zones around the parks (Gibeau et al.
1996). Many grizzly bears in high use recreationalareas have become accustomedto living dose
to people. This increases the potential for bears to receive food rewards for unacceptable

behavior, thereby increasing the beers' mortality risk. It also makes them vulnerable to people
with guns when they appear at dose range, wen when they are acting naturally, and with no
aggression. Such bears may move outside of the parks where there are hunting seasons, and
where bears frequently die fmm self-defense and illegal activiies (see Chapter 3).
Increasethe use of aversive conditioning programs on roadside and campground habituated
bears. As part of these programs, secure funds to use Karelian Bear Dogs, and to hdp develop a
Karelian Bear Dog program in Canada. With such a program, effective on-site releases of many
problem bears would reduce the costs and risks associated with translocating grinlies.
If translocating problem bears continues to be used as a management tool, initiate a study using
radio-markedtmnsiacated bears to look at the success of such tmnslocations, and the fate of the
bears moved. If certain sites are used for muttiple releases, radio-mark a sample ofresident beam
to understand the effect these releases might have on the resident population.

Continue the good efforts at informing the public about bear activity in high human use areas, and
the educational programs with resped to how to behme in bear country.
All of these recommendatiarrswill require adequate funding to be med

aut
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CHAPTER 3
THE CENTRAL ROCKIES ECOSYSTEM (CRE) PORTION OF
ALBERTA

ABSTRACT
Grizzly bear mowity data from 1972-1996 was acquired for the CRE poclion of Albecta Spatial
and ternpod analyses were conducted on this data to examine the relationshipbetween access
and changing grizzly bear management strategies on grizzly bear mortality. Mortality rates,
summaries by cause of death. sex, age, and cohort, and the results of an interview process with
successful grizzly bear hunters and widlife managers are presented. Estimated totaJ humancaused and harvest mortality rates k r the portion of the study area south of the Bow R. were
estimated to have been within acceptable parameters for h i s aspect of population sustainability
(2% harvest and 6??total mortality rates), while estimates of those north of the Bow R. were
above provincial mortality targets (these resub held wen after applying a 25% cofrection factor
for unreportedmortality). Human-related causes were the pllmary sources of adutt gr[nly bear
mortality in the study area. Legally harvested grinly bears accountedfor 53% of 190 total known
human-caused mortalities. followad by proMan wildlife contrd (16%), illegal killing (16%). self
defense actions (9%). and other causes of death (6%). The harvest mortality rate and Me
proporb'on of fernhmested were mducd concurrent with the start of limited entry hunting.
Ninety-two percent of illegal and setf-defense 16119 occurred durlng spring and M hunting
seasons. Grizzly b e a spend
~
much of the year at lower e(evations in t
h
i
s region. and roads and
t mSlsusually follow valley bottoms. often fragmenting riperian habita!s. Eighty-nine percent of 172
human-caused mortalities with known accurate locations fell within 500m of roads and 200m of
trails(55% of the area of suitable habiit in the study area). South of the Bow R.. 92??&d 32
mortalities occuned below 2000m.and 71%of 139 mortalities nofth of the Bow R. fell bekw
170(h. Area-concentrated kills occurred along many dminagas aaressWe by road or trail. I
to
believe that management of access, in particular of open roads is a critical issue with
managing grizzly bear mortality in the CRE portion of Alberta. Reammendationsfor managing
grizzly bear mortality are presented.

CHAPTER 3 THE CENTRAL ROCKIES ECOSYSTEM (CRE) PORflON OF ALBERTA

We had no riflebecause I belieye that pm@e wiin rifles in their hands

tend to

3.1

on the n'fles ather ihan m Ihemselves,
and that is Men mrStakes happen.
NikitaOvsyanikw 1996

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, I analyse grizzly bear mortality from the CRE portion of Alberta (Alberta study

area). Results are presentedas summaries and estimated martali rates, and Idiscuss them
temporally with respect to changing grinly bear management strategies, and spatially to examine
the effects of access on mortality in the bear population. I also discuss the results of an interview
bear hunters, Fish and Wildlife Officers, Provincial Park Rangers
program with successful gand research personnel.
Study Area
The Alberta study area encompasses 21,443 kn2 of the CRE. including multiple use lands of
Kananaskis Country, which at 4243 km2, occupie~most of the area south of the Bow River
(Figure 3-1). The entire study area b defined ecdogicalty in the east by the farthest extent of
g m l y bear range. For practical purposes, this boundary is delimited by the eastern edge of
digitized elevation models and access maps, which follow the eastern borders of Bear
Management Area (BMA) 7 and BMA 13 to 50'45' N latitude, swings east to MillanriYe, then
follows Highway 22 south. This line bisects Wildlife hlanagement Unit (WMU) 312 and WMU
3.1.1

310, and runs along the eastern edge of WMU 308 to the southern periphery (4g058'N latitude) of
the study area. The study area is arbitrahly defined along pditical boundaries and geographical
features on the other three sides. The notthem border follows the northern boundaries of WMUS
322,324,429, and 430, thm bisects WMU 432 west to the confluence of Job Creek and the
Brazeau River. From mere the western boundary fdkws the Brazeau River to the NE corner of
Banff National Park It follows the eastern boundary of BNP to Peter Lougheed Prwvincial Park,
and along the Continental Divide south to 4 ~ ~ 5N
8 IclWude.
'
The southern boundary bisects
WMUs 402 and 308 between the continental Divide and Highway 22.

and north to sarth throughout the Alberta study
Elevation generally increases from east to
area, ranging from a low d gOOm (3000 R) in (he noftheast comer, to 1200rn (39!joA) in the SE
comer, to 3450m (1 1,300 ft) at the summit of Mt. JMm an the Continental Divide in the southwest
portion of the study area.

Figure 3-1. Study area map. The Central Rockies Ecosystem portion of Alberta.
@ ESGBPIBenn

A description of Me vegetation and climate for the entire CRE is provided in Chapter 1.

METHODS
3.2.1 The Database
Alberta Environmental Proe
tco
itn,
Fsh and Wildlife Division ( A M ) supplied gr[nly bear
mortality data from f 972-96 (Gunsm 1995 and addenda), translocation files from 1974to 1996,
hunter registration certificates, and distric! occurrence reports-Two a d d i i a l deaths, 1 rep0ftd
inadentdly by a Fish and Wildlife Officer during an inteMew regarding another mortality, and 1
probable natural mortality (cub lost between successive obsewations of marked females)
identified by ESGBP researchers, are also induded in the database.

3.2

Mortalities include dead bears, and bears translocated so far that they are corsidefed tfnabk to
interadwith the population of the removal area Information f m ihe moltality and translocation
files were integrated with respect to the following attributes:
Location (Eastirtg and Northing in ckrifian UTM coordinates)
Date of occurrence (yearand month)
Sex (male, female, unknown)
Age (dependent = cub of year, yearling, and 2 year old; subadult = 3-5 years of age; adult =
6 years of age and older, unknown)
Mortality type (legal harvest, problem wildlife control action, illegal. self-defense, First Nations
treaty, research, highway, natural, unknown)
Accuracy of the location (accurate, reasonable, estimate, unknown)
Notes (nearby geogrmic or cultural feature, access information, distance from access mute or
facility, anecdotes regarding the histocy of Me bear and ararmstancss of its death)
Hunter and Wildlife Manager Int8wi.m
Mortality locations in Me Alberta mortality database (Gunson 1995) were not accurate enough

3.2.2

spatially to analyze the mortalities with respect to human access. Iconducted t d e p h ~ e
interviews with registered hunters who had been succ0ssful between 1972 and 1996, and with
Fish and Wildlife officers, biologists, and park rangers, who had dealt with grizzly beam that died
by all means other than legal hawest Telephone numbers of hunters and attending wildlife
managers were obtained from hunter registrationw ~ e and
s occumce reports for each
mortality. The request for this information was made under the Freedom of lnfonnation and
i ed
before
Protection of Privacy Act. Universtty of Calgary Ethics Committee approval was obtan
conducting any interviews.

Hunters were asked to recall as accurately as possible the location of their kill, their mode of travel
to the kill site, the route followed into the kill site, and how far the kill site was off the access road
or trail. This last question was particularly important in ascertaining the accuracy of the location. As
mortalities go back to 1972, several hunters were unable to come up with a pin-point location, but
as long as they were able to remember the approximate location along an identified feature (river,
stream, trail, etc.) and noted the distance From the access mute, the location was deemed
uaccurate." Accuracy categories are described in Section 32.5, Spatial Analyses. As the
interviewees described these detasli,
the information was rewrded while fallowing the route
descriptions on a 1:50,000 NTS topographic map.
Hunter (for LH mortalities) and wildlife manager (for NIS mortaliies) interview responses were
broken down into the number of interviews conducted, number of inteWewees who could not

remember or who refused to offer information, and the number of accurate, reasonable, and
estimate locations attained. Each dass was analysed as a percent of the total number of LH or
N/S mortalities (potential total number of intewiews).
Mortality Summaries and Rates
I generated population estimates for the Aberta study area by summing the est'mates of each
WMU (from Nagy and Gunson 1988). As segments of the study area boundary roughly bisect
WMUs 308,402 and 432 and the populatjm estimates are msdved at the scale of the WMU, I
assumed equal distribution of bears in each WMU and halved the estimates for these units. I
separated the study area into regions where grizzly bear hunting is permitted (north of the Bow
River) and where it is prohibited (most of the area south of the Bow River). Three estimates were
generated for the Alberta study area and the region north of the Bow R. The lower estimate is the
summed WMU estimates, the middle estimate indudes an estimated net number of g M i
immigrating into each WMU (Nagy and G u n m I-), and the upper estimate indudes estimated
immigration, and population estimates for the Ghost River, Siffteur, and White Goat Wilderness
Areas. The 2 estimates derived for the region south of the Bow R., indude a lower estimate that is
the summed WMU estimates, and an upper estimate that indudes the net immigration estimates.

32.3

Using total known mortalities and population estimates as described, Iestimated total hurnancaused mortality rates for the Alberta study area (1972-96). and for each of the subregoins,
north
and south of the Bow R. I compared the periods 1972-80 (pre-Kananaskis Country road dosures
and before effective garbage management) and 1981-96 (period of Kananaskis Country road
dosures and effective garbage management) for the southern subregion, and as most mortalities

were LH in the northern sub-region, Icompared the periods 1972-87 (pre-LEH) and 19-96
(post-LEH). I estimated hawest mortalii rates using the population estimates for the northern
area where hunting is permitted, for the pre-LEH and po&-LEH periods. I estimated and
compared non sport mortality rates for the area south (1972-80 and 1981-96) of the Bow R.
There was no specific management change that would have affected non sport mortality in the
northern sub-region. Thus, to identify changes over time, Isimply divided the entire analysis
period in two, 1972-83 and 1984-96. The AFWD applies a comedimfactor of 2S0r6 to total
mortality to account for unreported kills (Gunm 1996). 1 repeatedthe total human-causedand
harvest mortality rate estimations adding this cormti011fador, to see if the increasedmoftalii
would alter the estimated rnoRsllii rates in relation to the 2% harvest and 6% total human-caused
mortality targets set by AFWD.
I also calculated total female rm'tality rates for the 1972-S period, and female harvest rrI0rtality

rates (north of Bow R.) for the pre-LEH and post-LEH periods. To identify any effects on female
morlality caused by improved garbage management systems and the 1981 Wanaskis Country
road closures (and subsequent mwes by many off-road recreationaliststo areas north of the
Bow R.), I estimated female nno sport mortality rates for the 1972-80 and 1981-96 analyris
periods. As Ihad no earlier estimates to use, I made the assumption that the population estimates
applied to the entire analysis period. The following equation was used to calculate mortality rates:
mortality rate = number of mortaliies / psriod in years / populationestimate.

Mortality T ' Sax, Age, and Cohort AmIyses
I used 190 of 191 mortality records to summarize hurnawcamd grizzly bear mortality for the
Alberta study area by specific mortalii type (cause of death), and by sex,age, and cohort.
Spatial Analyses
Access data for AB, were supplied as 1:50,000 scale Alberta digital mapsheet files, by the
Alberta Forest Service and Protected Areas Management, KananWs Country. Mortality
locations were presented as legal land descn'ptions (LLD), usually only to the township and
range and supplemented with the name of a nearby drainage or topographic or cultural feature.
Occasionallythe registration certificateor occurrence report for a partiark incident gave a more
accurate LLD to the -on
or quarter sedion.
3.2.4

To more accurately pinpoint where bears died, attempts were made to intenriew every
successful grizzly bear hunter, as well as F i and Wildlife Offiwrs, Park Rangers, and other

wildlife managers and researcherswho could supply infoma!ion on grizzly bear mortaliies and
relocations since 1972 (see Section 322, Hunter and Wildlife Manager Interviews).
The following describes how mortalii location accuracy was determined.

Accurate (A) - locationsthat are -bed
by UTM grid reference (to k100m) and matching
geographic descriptor. The kill site was descrCbed with confidence by hunter or wildlife
manager. Also a kill site where the inteMewee was able to rememberthe approximate
location along an identified feature (river, stream, trait, etc) and noted with corrfidecrce the
distance from the access route.

-

Reasonable (R) kill site is not described with confidence by the intenhewee, but the
description places it within some stated distance from a harm road, trail, drainage or
development. I gave 'reasonable" designation to someo
n
sio
c
a
tl
without interviewingthe
hunter. These were based on Several factors such as additiorral bation infofmtionon the
registrationcertificate, my knof the particular area, and the fact that after all the
interviews were complete, most hunters dairned to have shot their bear within a few hundred
yards or meters of the access route.
Estimate (E) - onty a vague description of the kill site was available. These mortalities were
not used in spatial analyses but were used for mortality summaries.

-

Unknown (U) No location was available.These mortalities were not used in spatial analyses
but were used for mortalii summaries.
Of the 190 human-caused mortalies, 18 loeations were classed as E or U, SO 172 (124 A and 48

R) records were used for the spatial amlyses.

The access and mortality data were entered into a geographic information system (GIs). Mwlnfo
4.0 (Maplnfo Corporation, Troy, New York). Imated zones of influence (201) of 500m along
roads and 200m along trails. The road layer indudes raihmy lines and all roads open to the public
and driveable by 2wd vehide. The trail layer indudes roads dosed to the public, seismic lines,
utility corridors, and any other linear access features accessible by hiking, biking, h o w & , or
all-terrain vehicle, but assumed not passabb by 2wd vehide. For 2 0 1 ama calarlatiom, road and
trail buffers were combinea rnto a single coverage. The area of weflapwas only calculated once,

and mortality locations in the area of wedap were analysed as occum'ng within mad buffers, as
roads were assumed to have a greater effect on mortality risk than trails.
A random distribution of points (same number as the number of mortalities) was generated to test

the following hypothesis:

Hol :The actual distributiorr of mortalities an the landscape is no different from a random
distribution.
Hal :There is a significant diiemce between the adual distribution of mortalities on the
landscape and a random distribution.
I tested this hypothesis for the entire Alberta study area, for Kananaskis Country, and for the

study area outside of Kananaskis Country.
The number of random points expected within the buffer zones was created by multiplying the
total number ~f mortalities by the proportion of the area of suitable habiitat covered by buffers.
Suitable habitat is land below 2400m and described as the upper liml of effective grizzly bear
foraging (Gibeau and Herrera 1998). 1 tested the dumping of mortality locabions against the
random distribution of points, at the 0.05 level of significance, with a single-classification
Goodness of Fit Test (G-test with William's Correction Factor), using the random points inside and
outside of the buffers as the expected values.
To identify any cohorts that were vulnerable to being killed in more remote habitats, I summarized
and compared the LH and non spoR mortalitiesthat fell outside, and inside the road and trail
buffers as to the sex, age, and cohort dass of the dead bears.

Elev.tion11 Analyses
I determined the elevation for 163 grinly bear mortality locations. Due to the NW to SE tendency
of the Roc@ Mountain front ranges, much of the study area no* of the Bow River is east of Me
mountains, and is on average, much lower in elevation than the -on south of the Bow River.
Thus, I plotted the frequency of mortalities by elevation for each of these
Iqualitivdy
compared these elevations with a series of elevations taken at albitrary points along a sample of
river valleys tbroughout the study area

Temporal Analyses
I stratified mortality data temporally to account for changing patterns of human use and evolving
management concerns and ad-,
such as a change frwn a general hunting season to limited
g
e management. There
entry hunting (LEH), implementationof road dosures and improvedm
has been only one year when grizzly bsar hunting was permitted in Kananaskis Country (KC).
Thus,I only performed analyses with respect to W mortalities for the portion of A 6 north of the
Bow River.
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The non-parametric pairwise Mann-Whitney U-test was used to test for differences in frequencies

between periods. Proportions were tested between periods wing the rnuitipie comparisons of
proportions procedure described in Zar (1984). Proportiom were arcsine transformed and
compared with the q distribution. All tests were run at the 0.05 level ofsignificance1 used the results of all applicable summaries, rates, and tests to discuss the effectsthat grinly

bear management in Alberta has had on the regional grizzly bear population.
Legal Harvest Mortality
As there was only 1 LH mortality south of the Baw River, during 1 year when grizzly bear
hunting was permitted in Kananaskis Country (1987). and no LJi mortalities in the portions of
WMUs 308 and 402that are within the study area, I conducted temporal analyses on LH
mortalities only for the portion of the Alberta study area north of the Bow River.

3.2.S.a

I stratifiedLH mornities into the following periods, as they reflected the change fran general

hunting seasons to limited entry hunting (LEH) ofgrizzly bears:

-

pre-LEH - 1972-87 period before the implementationof limitedentry hunting in 1988
post-LEH - 1988-96 - period of limited entry hunting
I summarized all 100 LH mortalities by sex,age, and cohort.

Awr.@e Annwl NumW of LH Mort.Iiaifw

The average annual number of LH grinly bear r n o W ! h were tested according to the following
hypothesis:

Hw:There is no difference in the average annual number of g-ly
the periods 1972-87, and 1988-96 at the 0.05 Iwd of significance.

bear moftdities between

Ha2: There are differences in the average annual number of griply bear moftaltie~
between
the periods 1972-87, and 1988-96 at the 0.05 level of significance-

Proportions of Fbmdes in llre Harvwt
I present the female composition of the harvest by year, and compare it between the 2 periods.
and between the first half of the hunting seam (April to May 16 - pre-LEH. April 1-30 pastLEH) and the latter half (May 17 to early June - preLEH, May 1-31 post-LEH). The following
hypotheses are tested:

-

-

Hm: There is no difference in the proportion of females in the harvest bethe periods
1972-87 and 1988-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
Ha3: There is a significant difference in the proportion of females in the harvest between the
periods 1972-87and 1988-96 at the 0.05 level of significance-

Ho4:There is no difference in the progartion of fernales in the harvest in the first half of the
spring hunting season and the second half, for the pre-LEH period 1972-87at the 0.05 lwei
of significance.
Ha4: There are significant differences in the proportion of females in the harvest in the first half
of the spring hunting season and the second half, for the prelEH period 1972-87at the 0.05
level of significance.
H05: There is no difference in the proportion of females in the harvest in the fimt half of the

spring hunting season and the second half, for the past-LEH period 198&96 at the 0.05 level
of significance.
Ha5:There are significant differences in the proportion of females in the harvest in the first half
of the spring hunting season and the second half, for the post-LEH period 1988-96 at the 0.05
level of significance.
HunIntensity
I did not use hunter-days per unit area as a measure of hunting intensity (Fraser et al. 1982) as
this infonation was not readily available for the pre-LEH period, and because, as the results of
the spatial analysis show, hunter effort is dispropoctionatelyheavy along access mutes. Thus.
hunting intensity is represented by the annual lH mortality and changes in the allocation of
hunting authorizations. I regressed annual LH m o m -nst
year for the periods 1972-87,
and 1988-96 to identify changes in intensity of hunting pressure with changing hunting
regulations. 'Best-fit" regression Ynes were generated in the M i c e Excel Analysis TodPak
57

and differences in the slopes of these lines were compared .This
is for interpretive purposes only. Statistical tests could not be performed on these slopes as the
(Grey Matter International, Inc.),

data did not meet the assumption of independence.

Ages of Males and Females in the Harwst
I plotted the annual median ages of male and female grinly bears in the hmest, as 3 year
running averages, against hunting pressure, represented by the 3 year running average annual
number of LH mortalities. The following hypothesis was tested:
HOG:There is no difference in the ages of male bears in the harvest, for the periods 1972-87
and 1988-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
H e : There are significant differences in the ages of male bears in the harvest, for the periods
1972-87 and 1988-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
The frequencies of harvested males by age group were plotted to identify changes in ages of
males harvested between the periods. The 2 older age groups were pooled into greater than 15

years of age to increase the value of the proportions, as the arcsine transformation deviates from
normality at the extremes of the range (Zar 1984). 1 used the same multiple comparisons among
proportions to test the following hypotheses:
H q : The proportion of males (of all LH males), greater than 15 yeam of age, is equal
between the periods, 1972-87 and 19-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.

Ha7: The proportion of males (of all LH males), greater than 15 years of age, is significantly
different between the periods, 1972-87 and 1988-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.

Hog: The proportion of males (of all LH males), 2-10 years of age, is equal between the
periods, 1972-87 and 198&96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
ti*: The proportion of males (of all LH males), 2-10 years of age. is significantly different
between the periods, 1972-87 and 1988-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
I plotted the proportions of males in the harvast against age dass of bear for the periods 1972-

87, and 1988-96 to see if them was a diffemw in the ages of beam killed over time. Iused

multiple comparisons among proportions (Zar 1984) to test the hyfmtheses:
Hog: The proportion of males in the harmst greater than 15 years of age is equal between

the periods 1972-87and 1988-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.

Hag: The proportion of males in the harvest greater than 15 years of age is significantly

different between the periods 1972-87 and 19-96

at the 0.05 level of significance.

Halo: The propofion of males in the harvest 16-20 years of age is equal between the

-

periods 1972-87 and 198&96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
Halo: The proportion of males in the harvest 16-20 years of age is significantly different
between the periods 1972-87 and 1988-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
Hol 1:The proportion of males in the harvest greater than 20 years of age is equal between
the periods 1972-87 and 1988-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
Hal1:The propottion of males in the harvest greater than 20 years of age is signifkandy

different between the periods 1972-87 and 1988-96 at the 0.05

lwel of significance.

3.2.S.b
Non sport Mortality
Non sport mortalities include all causes of death except LH. 1 included unknown (U)cause here,

as I assumed that all CH mottalities had been recorded. Isummarizedtotal non sport mortalities by
mortality type, and by sex, age, and cohort of bear, as well as PW, IL, and SD mortalities by
sex, age, and cohort. I also plotted the annual numbers of PW mortalities and the annual numbers
of hunting-related (non-grinly bear hunting; IL, SD, Ti) mortalities. Non sport mortalities were
analysed for 1) the entire Alberta study area f m 1972-96.2)the region north of the Bow River
from 1972-83 and 1984-96 to identify any mortality rate changes (there were no significant
management changes that affected non sport mortality), and 3) Kananaskis Country for the
following periods:

1981-96 - period of road dosures and improved garbage management

1972-80 before the implementation of road dosums and improved gafbage management

These analyses were used to test the following hypotheses:
H012: There is no s i g n i f i i t diirence in the annual number of PW griaty bear mortalities in

the Alberta study area between the pen'ods, 1972-83 and 1984-96 at the 0.05 level of
significance.
Halz: There is a significant difference in the annual number of PW g
bear m o W i in
the Alberta study area between the periods, 1972-83 and 1984-96 at the 0.05 level of
significance.

Ho13:There is no significant dierence in the annual number of N/S gmrly bear mortalities in
the Alberta study area between the periods, 1972-83 and 1984-96 at the 0.05 level of
significance,
Hal3: There is a significant difference in the annual number of NIS grizzly bear mortalities in
the Alberta study area between the periods, 1972-83 and 1984-96 at the 0.05 level of
significance.
Hol 4: There is no significant diierence in the annual number of non sport grtnly bear
mortalities in Kananaskis Country between the periods, 1972-80 and 1981-96 at the 0.05
level of significance.
Hal4:There is a significant difference in the annual number of non sport grinly bear
mortalities in Kananaskis Country between the periods, 1972-80 and 1981-96 at the 0.05
level of signifiice.
Ho15:There is no s i g n i f i i t difference in the annual number of PW grinly bear mortalities in

Kananaskis Country between the periods, 1972-80 and 1981-96 at the 0.05 level of
significance.
Hal5: There is a significant diffemce in the annual number of PW grizzly bear mortalities in
Kananaskis Country between the periods, 1972-80 and 1981-96 at the 0.05 level of
significance.
operations, towsites, and
Non sport mortalities were tallied with respect to proximity to Iive~tod<
commercial tourist operations. Analysis of these features considered #e presence or absence of
firearms, and the presence or absence of food attractants (Weaver et al. 1986; Mattson et al.
1987). Finally, I analysed all mortalities by cause of death and by season (April-July = pre-berry,
July-Oct = berry, Oct-Dec = post-berry).
RESULTS
3.3.1 The Database
The database for AB for the 25 year p e w 1972-96 (Appendix 4) contained 190 human-caused
grizzly bear mortalities (including 16 long-distancetranslocations) and 1 natural death. The original
Fish and Wildlife database was updated with respect to missing sex and age data during the
hunter interviews. In the updated database, cohort could not be determined for 23 (12%)
mortalities, as 9 (5%) had no age, and 16 (8%) cases had no sex. Only 5 of the incidents with
missing data occurred from 1985-96.
3.3

Hunter and Wildlife Manager InteMews
I interviewed53 out of a possible 100 successful g r M y bear hunters and 87 of 90 possible
wildlife managers (TaMe 8 1). The interviews helped to produce 172 accurate (A) and msomble

3.3.2

(R) mortality locations (Table 3-1). Four hunters refused to offer any information about their kill or
its location, and 3 wildlife officers could not member the exact details after many years.

Table 3-1. Results of Alberta hunter and wildlife manager intewiews to *tannine
grizzly bear mortality locations, and the final totals by type (LH or NIS) and accuracy
category (n=190).
No. of potential interviews

No. of people contacted
No. of failed contacts

LH
100
53 (53)

87 (97)

47 (47)

3 (31

(%)

90

Totals
190
140

No. (%) of locations by category acquired from interviews:

No. of Accurate locations

45 (85)
4 (8)

79 (91)

124

5 (6)

9

4 181

3 (31

7

79 (88)

124

Reasonable locations

45 (45)
38 (38)

10 (11)

Estimate locations

16 (16)

1 (1)

48
17

Unknown location

1 (1)

Total

lo0

0 (0)
90

No. of Reasonable locations
No. of refusals to offer info. or
could not helb
Final category totals:
Accumte rocations

1
190

Mortality Summaries and Rates
Approximately 87.6?!&(from Gibeau and Henero 1998) of the 21.443 km2 Alberta study area
(1 8,870 krn2 ) was estimated to be suitable grizzly bear habitat Using Me area of suitable
habitat, the 190 human-caused grizzly bear m a r t a l i equated to a mortality density of 1.O1
mortalities per 100 IUTP
over the 25 year period. (annual range 0-0.1W100 kmz). Grizzly bear
density over the Alberta study area varied fmm 0.49/100 knz (205km?hear), based on the
population &mate of 92, to 0.661100 km2 (151 km?lbear), using a population estimate of 125
3.3.3

(Table 3-2).

I

Table 3-2. Estimated tow humm+aused grhdy bear mortality rates, hawest mortality
rates, and female mortality rates {LHdegal hanrett; f f i n o n sport) for the CRE
portion of Alberta (AB), 1972-96, for defined
and for north (hunted) and south
(no grizzly hunting) of the Bow River. Population estimates derived from Nagy and
Gunson (1988).
Total Mortality Rates for A 8 (190 mortalities)
Period
Pop'n Estimate
Mortality Rate
1972-96
92
8.3Ok

6.7% 'indudes estimated immigratiorr
6.1O h "indudes estimated immigration and population
estimates for the Ghost River, Siffleur, and White
Goat Wilderness Areas

114*
125-

Total Mortality Rates

Bow River valley and south (n=31)
Period
Pop. Est.
MortRate
1972-96
46
2.7Oh
61
2-OOk
'indudes estimated immigration into area

North of the Bow Riwf (n=159)
fedod
Pop. Est. Mort. Rate
1972-96
46
13.8Oh

1972-87'
1972-8(r

46

1.9Oh

1.5%
vre-KC road closures (8 mortalities)
61

1981-96""

46

3.1 O h

61
2.4%
Mpost-KC road closures (23 mortalities)

64

1972-96

46

1972-87-

53
64
46

MWRate
8.8%
7.5Ok

6.2%
11.OOh

15.Q0Ab

13.8Oh

7.3%

#~OS~-LEH
(24 WS+f 8lH mortaliies)

-

Pop. Est.

12-0%
9.9Ok

64
11 . 4 O h
'pre-LEH (36 N/S+81 LH mortalities)
1988-Ssru
46
10.1%
53
8.8Ok

Harvest Mortality Rates North of the Bow River (99 LH rnorblities)
Period

53
64
46
53

-PIB=LEH (81 moftaliti8~)

.

iga8-96#

53
64

9.6Oh
7.9%

46

4.30h

53
64

3.8Oh
3.1 O h

#~OS~-LEH
(18 mortalities)

WS Mortality Rates
South of the Bow R. (n=30)
Period

Pop. Est.

1972-80"

46

MortRate
l.gOk

1.5Oh
*re-KC road closures (8 mortalities)
61

1981-96""

3.0°h

46

61
2.3Oh
Mpost-KC road closures (22 mortalities)

Nortn of the Bow R. (n-)
Period
1972-83"

Pop. E s t
46
53
64

Mort-Rate
4.S0h
3.9%
3-3Oh
qrst halF of period (25 mortalities)
1984-P
46
5.9%
53
5.1 O h
64
4.2%
AcYast half of period (35 mortalities)

Female Mortality Rate (59 known female mortalities)
Period
Pop. €st.
MortRate
1 972-96
92
2.6Ok
114
2.1 O h
125
l.gOh
LH Female Mortality Rates

North of Bow River (nd8)
Period
1972-87-

Pop. Est.
46

53
64
-pre-LEH (25 mortalities)
1988-96#
46

!

53
64

MoftRate
3.4%
2.9%
2.4Ok
0.7%
0.6%
0.5%

N/S Female Mortality Rates
AB (ndl)
Period
Pop. Est. MortRate
1972-80''
92
1-3%
114
1.lOk
125
0.9%
+re-KC road dosums (11 morts.)
1981-96M
92
1.4Ok
114
1.l%
125
1-0%

Mpost-KC road closures (20 morts.)

( # p o s t - ~ ~(3f imortalities)

Average annual mortality was 7.6 w e a r , with a peak of 19 deaths in 1987 (Figure 3-2).The
estimated total human-caused mortality rate was between 6.1% and 8 3 %(conecfed fate was
7.6-10.3%) depending on the population estimate used. The total human-causedmofhlii rate
increased from Ule early period to the late period, south of the Bow River, and decreased north of
the Bow. The differences were not statistically significant The harvest mortality rats north of the
Bow R. was between 6.2% and 8.8@h (7.7??& 10.8% comcted).

-

Figun 3-2. Annual number of hunm-caused #rirrly bear mortalitiesand Gyw running
mortality averages for tha CRE portion of Alberta 1972-W (n=l90).

MOM^ T p , a x , A p , urd COnOCt AMIYS~S
Legal harvest (LH) and non sport (WS) mortalities accounted for 52.6% and 47.4% of the 190
human-caused grinly bear deaths recorded in Alberta (Table 3-3).
Grizzly bear mortalities by sex were 60.5% (115) male, 31.1% (59) female, and 8.4% (16)
unknown. Of 174 gmdes of known sex, the male to female ratio in the total kill was 66.1:33.9%

over the entire 25 year period.

Mortalities by age were 38.4% (73) adult, 442% (84) subadult, 12.6% (24) dependent, and
4.7% (9) unknown. Of 181 bears of known age, adults accounted for 40.3%. subadults 46.4%.

and dependents 13.3%.
b

Table 3-3. The numbers and (percentages) of all humamused mortality types in the
A 8 study area, 1972-96 (n=190).
LH
PW
IL

SO

100 (52.6)
31 (16.3)
31 (16.3)
17 (8.9)

TI
Re
H
U

7 (3-7)

2 (1.1)
1 (0.05)
1 (0.05)

Mortalities by cohort were 32.1 % (61) subadult male, 19.5% (37) adult male, 16.W (32) adult
female, 10.0% (19) subadult female, 12.6% (24) dependent, and 8.Ph (11)unknown. Of 173
known cohorts, 35.3% were subadult male, 21.4% adult male, 18.5% adult female, 11.0%
subadult female, and 13.9?& dependent.

Spatial Analyses
Eighty-ninepercent of 172 human-causedgrbdy bear mortalities, classified as accurate or
reasonable, occurred within ZOls along roads and trails (48% of the Alberta study area, and 55%
of suitable grizzly bear habitat Table 3-4, Figure 3-3).An addiimal7 of 18 LH grizzlies were
spotted in open country, from mads and trails prior to being Itifled outside of 201s. Similady, 22 of
23 and 131 of 149 mortalities occurred within 201s in Kananaskis Country (KC) and the study
area outside of KC respectively. Zocres of influence occupied 42% of suitable grinly bear habitat
in KC, and 5 1% of suitable habitat in the rest of the Alberta study area The null hypothesis
(Hal) with respect to a random disbiknion of mortality locations is rejected (6-383, df=l, P=O
for the Alberta study a m Ga.933,df=l , P=7x1@ fOr KC; G-43.383,df=l ,P=O for north of
the Bow R.). Sixteen LH mortalities and 2 N/S mortalities ocarned outside of 201s in the Alberta
study area (Table 3-5). Area-concentrated kills can be seen along the upper Highwood valley,
the Ghost River, Waiparous Creek, Fallen timber Creek, Panther River, Red Deer R i e r and
tributaries near the Ya Ha Tinda Ranch, North Ram River, Ckarwater R i i r , and Job Creek
(Figure 3-3).
3.3.4

Figure 3-3. Map of grizzly bear mortality locations in relation to roads and trails in the
Central Rockies Ecosystem portion of Alberta, 1972-96. O ESGBPlBenn

Table 3-4. Results of GIs analyses of hurnan-eaused grizzly be8r mort.li~- with

respect to roads and truils in the Albevta portion of the CRE (AB, n=ll2), Kanamskis
Country (KC, n=23), and AB, no* of the Bow Rivur (n=149).
area of A 5 A

21,443 km2

buffer width

area of suitable habitat (87.6% of AB) 18.784 krn2

roads

SO(kn

trails

200m

in suitable habitat:
density of roads

length of roads*
length of trails*

7001 Icm
29,993 km

density of trail

length of roads and trails mbined

36,994km

density of roads

and trails
proportion of suitable habitat in buffered:
roads
trails
roads and trails-overlap

0.28
0.41
0.55

Kananaskis Country
area of KC A

4243 k r ~ 9
area of suitable habitat (76% of KC) 3225 b112

length of trails"
length of roads and bails combined

653h
4(#1 lan
4704 km

.

buffer width

0.50

roads

SOOm

trails

20(kn

in suitable habitat:
density of roads
density of trails
density of roads

and trails
Kananaskis Country
proportion of suitable habitat in buffered:
roads
0.16
trails
0.33
roads and trailsdverlap
0.42

1.97 kn/kn2

prop'n of 172 morts within buffers:
roads (80)
0.47
trails (1 39)
0.81
roads and trails-overlap(i53) 0.89

proportion of random points within road and trail bufferssverlap(86)

length of roads'

0.37 knn<m2
1.60 kn(kn2

020 knlkn2
126kn(kn2

1.46 lctwld

proportion of 23 moRs within buffers:
roads (1 0)
0.48
trails (20)
0.87
mads and trails-overlap (22) 0.96

proportion of random points within road and trail krRersaredap (10)

0.44
67

AB-north of Bow River
area of AB, north of Bow R. A
16,343
area of suitable habitat (90.0?!of AB) 14,709 km2

length of roads'
length of trails"

length of mads and trails

5695 lan
21,891 I<m
27,586

proportion of suitable habitat in buffered:

roads
trails
roads and trails-overlap

0.28
0.38
0.51

bufferwidth

SO(ln

trails

20(L71

in suitable habitat:
density of road
density of trails
density of roads
and trails

0.39 kn(kn2

15Okm#ur?
1.88 h W k d

prop'n of 149 mom within buffers:

roads (60)
0.41'
trails (99)
0.67
roads & trails-werlap (131) 0.88

proportion of random points within road and trail buffemwdap (76)
A

mads

0.51

includes high elevation rock and ice above suitable grinly bear habitat

* roads include railway lines and roads and highways open year round and driveable by 2-WD

vehicles.

" trails indude any dosed road, trail, utilii conidor, m*smicline, etc. aasssWe only by 4x4,
A N , horse, or bike.

Elevation81 Analyses
Elevations were detemined for 171 grizzly bear m o W i locations in the Alberta study area Of
32 mortality locations south of the Bow Riier, 92% occurred below 2000m (6500 ft), and the
average elevation was 1747m (5750 ft) ranging from 1-21
00rn (42656900 ft) (Figue 3.4a).
Seventy-one percent of 139 grizzly bear deaths north of the Bow River Valley, occurred below
1700rn (5600 ft). The average m o M i elevation was 1616m (5300 ft), rangingfrom 1000-23OOf'n
(3280-7550 ft) (figure 3-4b). Only 1 mortality in the entire study area is known to have occurred
above 2150m (7000ft). The other 2 mortalitiesgraphed above 2150m are probabfy translation
enors in mapping.

.
Table 3-5. Comparative m u l t s with respect to s e age,
~ and cohort for LH and Nls
grizzly bear mortalities, within and outside of 5OOm road and 200m trail buffers in the
Alberta study area, 1972-96.
LH Mortalities
Outside 201s (16LH)
1 5 of known sex 6% (1 0) males, 33% (5) females

-

-

16 of known age 50% (8) adult, 50% (8) subadult

-

15 of known cohort 4Wh (6) subadult male, 27h (4) adult male, 27% (4) adult female, 7%
(1) subaduft female

Inside 201s (67LH)
65 of known sex 72% (47) males, 28% (18) females
62 of known age 55% (34) subadult, 35% (22) adult, 1Wk(6) dependents

-

-

60 of known cohort 47?h(28) subadult male, 18% (1 1) adult male, 13% (8) adult female,
12% (7) subadult female, 10% (6) dependents

Non sport Mortalities
Outside 201s (1IL, 1SD):
2 of known sex - 1OOOh(2) males
2 of known age 50% (1) adult, 50% (1) subadult
2 of known cohort - 50?h(1) adult male, 50% (1) subadult male

-

Inside ZOls: (31PW, 3011, 16SD, TTI, 2Re, 1H)
77 of known sex - 60% (46)males, W h (31) females
85 of known age 4Wh (34) adult. 39% (33) subadult, 21% (18) dependent

-

-

75 of known cohort 27% (20) subadult male, 23% (17) adult male, 21

(16) adult female,

16% (12) dependent, 13% (10) subadult female

Temporal Analyses
3.3.5.a
Legal Hawest Mortality
Legally harvested (LH)animals accounted for 52.6% (100) of the 190 htuvmn-caused gmzfb bear
morblities. LH mortalities by class for the entire analysis period were:
3.3.5

*

-

95 of known sex 70.5% (67) male, 29.5% (28) female

-

94 of known age 53.2?k (50) subadut 40.4% (38) adult, 6.4% (6) dependent

-

90 of known cohort 44.4% (40) subadult male, 21.1% (19) adult male, 17.8% (16) adult
female, 10.0% (9) subadult female, 6.796 (6) dependent
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'Clearwater R. valley 1OOOm to 1830m. Ram R. valley 1OOOm to 2300m,Red
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Deer R. valley 1350m to 1680m, Ghost R. valley 1220m to 1525m, Bow R.
valley 1220rn to 1370m

-

Figure 34. Frequency of grbzly bear mortality locrtionr for a range of elevations
in the
CRE portion of Alberta, 1972-96. Figum 3.4.is for the Bow R. valley and south (n=32);
Figun 34b is for the area north of the Bow R (n=13@). elevations for specific
Iocations.

Awrage Annual LH MortaIities
Annual LH mortalities gsneraly increased to 1987. and then declined (Figure 3-5). 1 rejected
Hypothesis 2, as 80??of LH mortalities occuned hwn 1972-87,for an average of 4.4/year, and
20.0% were recorded from 1988-96 for a signifiavrtfy lower average of 2.2Eyear (U=l12.000
P=0.0112).

Figure 3-5. Annual number of LH mortalities for the CRE portion of Alberta, 1912-06
(n=100).

Proportion of Females in the Hamest
Females exceeded Me 35% target for fernale composition of the harvest in 4 of the 25 yeam of
this analysis (Figure 3-6). Sample sizes were too small to d
e
o
p
v
ir
statistical significance at the
0.05 level, for changing proportions between analysis periods (tar 1984). However. I
subjectively rejected Hypothesis 3. as the proportion of fmales in the kill decreased from 33% of
all harvested bears with sex recorded (1972.87). to 18% following implementalion of
(Table
3-6),and the average annual number of females Mled declined significantlyfrom 1. w e a r , preLEH, to 0.33/year, post-LEH. (U=112.500, P=0.0079). Ifailed to reject Hypothesis 4 and
Hypothesis 5 as there was no statistically significant change in the percentage of females in the
harvest from the early half to the latter half of the hunting seasons in either analysis period (Table
3-7).

Hunfing Intensity
Linear regression of number of LH mortalities by year for the pre-LEH and post-LEH periods
exhibited slopes of +0.52 and 4.05 respectiveiy (Figure 3-7). These slopes could not be tested
for statistical significance as the assumption of independencewas not met.

Figure 3-6. Annual percent females in the LH mortality of grizzly beam in the CRE
portion of Alberta, 1972-96 (numbers above bur am the annual number of mortalities of
known sex ).
%able 36. Number of LH grizzly bear mort.lities by sex, percent females and nnual

number of females in the kill for the periods 197247 and 1-96

for the CRE portion of

Alberta.

PeriodlSex
1972-87

maim
53

females
25

14
1976-96

67

% female

32.1
17.6

28

29.5

femaledyr
1-56
0.s
1.12

Table 3-7. Number of LH grizzly bear mortalities by sex, percent females and annual no.
of females in the ldll during the ti- h8H (April 1-30) and second half ( M y 1-31), for the
periods 1972-87 and 1-96,
for the CRE portion of Alberta.

PeriodfSex
1st hdf 1972-87
2nd h
a
1st half 1988-96
d half 1988-96

males

females

% female

Mernakdyr

31

15

0.94

,

10

33.6
31-3

d
4

1

10

7

20.0
16.7

One
0.11

O Z

Figure 3-7. Linear regression of the number of LH mortalities by year for the pm-LEH
and post-LEH analysis periods for the CRE portion of Aim. (197247 ad.70, bd.52;
1988-96 aa.25, M . 0 5 )

h

Ages of WIes and &maIes in ttm Huvlbst
The ages of male and female grinlies killed as hunting pressure (number lHs annually) increased
to about 1983 (Figure 3-8).As harvest pressure leveled (1984-83, the ages of females
continued to rise slightly, while the ages of males declined. Both male and female median ages
increased with the reduced hunting intensity of the post-LEH period. The median age of males
increased from 4.0-5.0 years, and that of females increased from 6.0.9.0 years from the pmLEH
period to the post-LEH period. However, 1 failed to reject Hypothesis 6 as there was no
statistically significant difference in the ages of the male bears killed b8twWn analysis pwiOdS
(U=426.5, P=0.0608). The difference in ages of females harvested in the 2 analysis periods was
significant (U=60.000, P=O.0463).
The number of male grizzlies kgally harvested demased ftom 48 (3.w)
dumg the preLEH
period to 14 (1.6/yr) post-LEH, a 2-fold W i n e (Figure 3-9).The number of bears in adult age
classes increasedslightly. Bears in the 2-5 age group dedined slightly (Figure 3-10). However,
sample sizes, particularly in the 2 oldest age groups were too small to determine statistical
significance. Thus, I failed to
Hypotheses 7 and 8.

Figure 3-8. 3-year running average m u d LH mortality vs. 3y.w running rveme~
of
median ages of male and female grizzJy beam hawestd in the CRE portion of A l k m ,
1972-96 (n=l00).

Ago

(yoara)

Figure 3-9. Frequency of males harvested by age in the CRE portion of Alberta 1972-87
and 1988-96.
I also failed to reject Hypotheses 9.10, and 11. Sample size constraints in Me ddest age classes

prevented statistical testing, and no discernible pattein was evident in the proportion of males
killed in each age dass.

Non sport Momlity
Ninety non sport mortalitjes made up 47.4% of all recorded humancaused gcialy bear mortal'rb'8~.
The percentage breakdown of non sport morblbies by type, sex, age, and cohort were as
3.3.5.b

follows:

-

-

-

-

-

90 of known type PW 34.4% (31), IL 34.4% (31). SO 18.9% (17), TI 7.8% (7). Re
-2.2% (2). H 1.1% (I),U 1.1% (1)
79 of known sex 60.8% (48) male and 39.2% (31) female

-

-

-

-

87 of known age 402% (35) adult, 39.1 % (34) subadult, and 20.7% (18) dependent

-

77 of known cohort 27.3% (21) subadutt male, 23.4% (18)adult male, 20.8% (16) adult

female, 15.6% (12) dependent, and 13.W?(1 0) subaduIt female

I972-87

(n=69)

a
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Figure 3-10. Proportion of males by age group in the grizzly bear h n n r t in the CRE
portion of Alberta, 1972a7 and 198846.
The 31 PW mortalities were:
28 of known sex 643% (18) male and 35.7% (10) female

31 of known age - 3 8 . X (12) adult. 355% (11) subadult. and 25.8% (8) dependent
28 of known cohort - 28.6% (8) adult male, 25.W?&(7) subadult male. 17.9% (5) dependent,
14.3% (4) adult female, and 14.3% (4) subadult female

I rejected Hypothesis 12 as 71% (22 of 31) of PW m o W i o w n e d from 1984-96

(GadjS.5353,0.025~b0.010)(Figure 3-1 1). Adult f a n a b (14.3%) and dependent young
(17.9%) accounted for 32.2% of PW mortalities. A minimum of 2 family groups were destroyed
and 2 were translocated effectivelyout of the ecosystem from PW control adions. The sex ratio
among grinlies killed or removed as problem animals was not sigrificanw different from a 1:1 ratio
expected if no selection pressures wem at wwk (Gad$.281 8.0.25+R0.10).

Figure 3-1 1. Annual number of problem wildlife (PW) mortalities mcord8d in the CRE
portion of Albefta, 1972-96 ( n d l ) .
Fieen of the 31 (48%) PW mortalities were bears destroyed, either by agency personnd or the
public in defence of their property- The remaining 16 (52%) were lmg distance translocations.
During the first 13 years (1972.84). the management actions were 9 (90%) grlnlies destmyed
and 1 (10%) translocated out of the ecosystem. From 1985-966 ( W h )grinlies were destroyed
and 15 (71%) were translocated.

The 31 IL mortalitieswere:
26 of known sex - 57.Ph (1 5) male and 42.3% (1 1) female

-

31 of known age 419%(13) subadult, 32.3% (10) adult. and 25.8% (8) dependent
26 of known cohort - 26.9?! (7) subadult male, 23.1% (6) dependent, 19.2% (5) adult female,
15.4% (4) adult mate, and 15.4Or6 (4) subadult female
Ten IL mowities ocarrred during the petiod 1979-81. Otherwise 4 I1deaths/remwaJs par year
were recorded. Subadult males (26.9%) and family groups (192% adult femak. 23.1 %
dependent) accounted for 69.2% of all IL mortalities.
The 17 SD mortalities were:

-

15 of known sex 53.3% (8) male and 46.7% (7) female

16ofknownage-75.0)6(12)adult, 12.5%(2)subaduft,and 12=5%(2)depndent
15 of known cohort 40.0?! (6) adult male, 40.0% (6) adult female, 13.3% (2) dependent, and

-

6.7% (1 ) subadult male

The 55 hunting-related(3111. 17SD, Tn)mom(Figure 3-12) were:
48 of known sex 58.3% (28) male and 41.7% (20) female
53 of known age 415 % (22) adult, 39.6% (21) subadult, and 18.9% (10) dependent
45 of known cohort 26.7?6 (12) adult female, 24.4% (11) subadult male. 22.2% (10) adult

-

-

male, 13.3% (6) subadult female, and 13.3% (6) dependent

Figure 3-12. Annual number of huntinmlated (IL, SO, TI) grizzly bear mortalities
recorded in the CRE portion of Alberta, 1972-96 ( n b 5 ) .
Hunting-relatedmortalities (excluding grizzly bear hunting) claimed 61% of all N/S kills and 29% of
total mortality. A minimum of 5 family grwps, each with 2 dependent young were killed illegally.
and 2 family groups, each with 1 dependent were killed by ungulate hunters in self-defense. Six
of the 7 recoded TI m a r t a l i ocarned in the last 10 years.
I rejected Hypothesis 13, as the 35 (2.Wyear) N/S mortalities during the first half of the analysis

period were significantly different fnxn the 55 (4-ear)
x lo-').

during the latter half (U=156.000, P4.824

The following analysis (Table 3-8)eramines where 88 non sport m o M i occuned, and what

types of developments and assodated attractants led to grizzly bears being killed. At least 58
(66%) of these bears were killed because of the presence of f i r e m s on site. Twenty-nine
(33%) occurred at settlements or recreationaldevelopments, and 40 (45%) were known to have
had some form of non-natural food aCbac!ants for the bear.

In Kananaskis Country, 8 (<l/year) N/S grinly bear mortalities occuned in the 1972-80 analysis
period, and 15 (<l/year) from 1981-96. Therefore, Ifailed to
Hypothesis 14. One PW
mortality was morded during the
1972-80 period in the Kananaslds, and 5 from 1981-96. Sample sizes were too small to test
Hypothesis 15 for significance.
Table 3-8. Types of developments and land uses, and associated attractant8 where
grizzly bear mortalities occurred in the CRE portion of Alberta, 1972-96 (nt88).

No.
10
1

Location of kill
Alberta campgrwnds
Hiking trails
Kananaskis Country Goif Course
Fortress Ski ResoR
Highway
Townsites
Commercial Lodges
Ranching operations (private and
leased crown land)
First Nations Reserves
Hunters (defence of life or property)

8
16

Illegal killings

31

1

1
1
4
3
12

Attractant (no. of incidents)
food and garbage (10)
good habitat
probably introduced grasses
good habitat
open 9a-W (2)
open ~ a ~ (2)
g e
livestock (6). dead stock(3). graineries (3)
garbage,smokehouse, or meat hanging (8)
dispersed activity (11), sloppy camp (3),
bear shot off carcass (2)

Of 88 dated N/S grizzly bear mortalities, 22 (2S0k).45 (51%). and 21 (24%) took place in the

pre-berry, berry (mid-July-late September), and gost-beny seasons (Table 3-9).Twentyseven (Wh)illegally killed grizzly bears and 17 (100)6)SD mortalities occurred during spring
and fall hunting seasons. PW mortalities were spread throughout the year. However, 17 (55%)
took place during the peak tourist season (late June-earty September), and 18 (58%) fell during
berry season.

Table 3-9. The number of gritsly bear mortalities by cause of death, and by month and
season in the CRE portion of Albert., 197296 (n=lM).

Pre-berry
I--Grizzly bear
-on-I
I--

ortalitv Tvm / M

--- I-Berry season-I-Post-berry-l
I-Fall 1 -

m

Nov
25
6

LH

IL
SD
PW
Re

1

68
2
1
5

7

2

10
10

5

3

9
1

1

1

2

1

n

1

H

5

9
5
3

1

1

2

18

3

1

monthly totals

32

f7

13

6

13

26

3.3.6 Summary Of Hypotheses Test FiesJts
hypothesis 1 rejected
-grizzly bear mortalities were not distributed randomly. 89?6occurred within road and trail

-

buffers-

hypothesis 2 - rejected
annual LH mortalii decreased significantly following implementationof E H .
hypothesis 3 rejected
- Me proportion of females in the hwest deamsed significantly foolwnig
implementation
of LEH.
hypothesis 4 failed to reject
- in the pre-LEH period, no significant difference in the proportion of females in the first and
second half of the hunting season was found.
hypothesis 5 failed to reject
- in the post-LEH period, no significant difference in the pmportion of females in the first
and second half of the hunting season was found.
hypothesis 6 failed to reject
- there was no significant difference in the ages of male bears pre-LEH and post-LEH.
hypothesis 7 - could not test for significance as sample sizes were too small
hypothesis 8 could not test for significance as sample sizes were too small
hypothesis 9 could not test for significance as sample sizes were too small

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

hypothesis 10 could not test for significance as sample sizes were too small
hypothesis 11 could not test for significance as sample sizes were too small
hypothesis 12 - rejected

-

- the annual number of PW mortalii was significantly greater in the 1984-96 period.
hypothesis 13 - rejected
- the annual number of N/S mortalities was significantfy greater in the 1984-96 period.
hypothesis 14 - failed to
no significant difference in the annual number of WS mortalities between the analysis
periods was found.
hypothesis 15 - could not test for significance as sample sires were too small

-

DlSCUSSlON
3.4.1 The Database
The grizzly bear mortality database supplied by !he Alberta Fish and Wildlife Division (Gunson
1995) begins in 1972. when compulsory registration of dead grizzlies was set up. The database
is a thorough example of data cdlection and recording. Only a few records contained missing
data, and these were mainly from earty years.

3.4

McLellan et at. (in press) note that only 45-51% of radio-collared grizzly bear deaths in 13 study
areas in southern Canada and the northern Roddes of the U.S. would have been recorded by
management agencies. No doubt some mortalities are unreported- However, Ibelieve non
reporting has dedined in Alberta. This is mainly due to legislation aga
nist
unmmnted killing of .
grinly bears, more effiaent record keeping and, in recent years, improved communication
between Alberta Fish and Wildlife personnel and the public, parli~lady in rural communities. The
A1berta Natural Resources Service (Gunson 1995) states that because grizzly bears are a highprofile species that exist at low population densities, most human-caused mortalities and
translocations have been reported. Unreported illegal kills and wounding losses are accounted for
by the addition of 25% of the total known human-caused mortality (AFWD 1990). Unreported
killing of grizzlies has occurred in the past. McCrory and H8mr0 (1982) discuss the ranching
community's efforts at eradicating the grizzly bear along the East Front of the Rockies during the
1940s and 1950s. This form of vigilantism against the grizzly would not be legal under today's
Wildlife Act, nor would it be acceptable to the public, and carrying it out unnoticed would be
impossible.
Some opportunistic and vandalistic killings by their nature am no doubt never discovered. Food,
grain, garbage, and live and dead stock attract gdzzly bears in furel areas. Ihave head reports of

the occasional landowners that ashot,shovel and shut up-" However. Gunson (pers-comm.)
feels that premeditated poaching is a minor component of glfzrly bear morta!ity in Alberta. This is
because their low population density and the low elevation forest cover in much of grizzly bear
range makes them difficult to find.
Hunter and Wildlife Manager Interviews
The interview process successfully played 2 important roles in this study. First, several
interviewees supplied additional infomationabout the sex and estimated age of bears, and one
reported a mortality that was not m r d e d . Secondly, spatial analysis of mortalies with respect
to the effects of access wwld have been impossible to perform without the kill location information
shared by hunters and managers. The passage of time may have led to unintentional
inaccuracies in some small percentage of the resutts. However, most respondentsexpressed
confidence in their recdlectiorrs. For the purposes of these analyses, the accuracy of the location
along a road or trail did need not be exact,as the interview easily membered the distance
that bears died from roads or trails.
3.4.2

Mortality Summaries and Rates
The total known human-caused (total) mortality rates for the CRE portion of Alberta for the 25year pen'od, 1972-96, exceeded the provincial goal of 696,aJthough not significantly when using
the highest population estimate of 125. The implementation of LEH in 1988 contributedto a
decline in the total m o W i i rate over the entire A 6 study area. from the pre-LEH period to the
post-LEH period. However, regionally there are differences.

3.4.3

The difference in the direction of change in the total mortality rates north and south of the Bow

River can be partially explained by LEH. There has been no grizzly bear hunting in Kananaskis
Country since 1969, so the change f m general seasons to LEH contributed to Wining n
n
ig
w
t
y
i

rates (of about 5%) in BMAs north of the Bow River only.
Total mortality for the region south of the Bow River was well below the 6% target. However, it
did climb by approximately 1.0 % from the 1972-80period to the 1981-96period. This increase is
no doubt attributable to an increase in the mcmtional use and developmerrt in the area, as the
number of problem wildlife dea!hs (ell but 2 at facilities or akng bails) increased from 13% to 45%
of total mortality. Causes of mortality mlated to hunting (other than for grinly bear) were the
greatest source of recorded grizzly bear deaths south of the Bow R. They dropped slightly from
63% to 50% of the total mortality following dasure of back-country mads to motorized vehides
(Eastern Slopes Grizzly Bear Project 1998).

The region north of the Bow River tells a different story. The total mortality rate was extremely
high (11.4-1 5.9% depending on the population estimate used) during the pre-LEH period. Even
with NfS mortalities increasing by ~ 1 %the
. total mortatii rates declined to 7.3-1 O.lOh following
the implementation of LEH. However, this is still well above the provincial target of 6Oh. The 42
mortalities recorded wer the 9-year post-LEH period would have had to have been 34 (3.7/yr) to
satisfy the goal.

Harvest mortality rates dedined significantly from the pre-LEH period (7.9-1 1.0016) to the postLEH period (3.1-4.3%) (see Section 3.4.5.a, Legal Harvest Mortality). The LH female mortality
rates dropped with LEH, and no change was observed with N/S female mortality rates.
By adding a 25% corredion factor to account for unreported mortalities, all rates were increased
by 25%. However, all corrected m o W i rate estimates remained unchanged in rehtion to AFWD

mortality rate targets.

Mottafity T',Sax, Age, and Cohort Analyses
Legal harvest accounted for 62% of grizzly bear deaths north of the Bow River. An additional
fifty-five grinlies (2993died because of activies related to hunting, excluding grinly bear
hunting. This will be discussed in more detail in Section 3.4.5.b, Non sport Mortality.
The 33.9% female portion of total mortality essentially equals the maximum recommended percent
female mortality of 35% (AFWD 1990). Hunting daimed a bwer percentage of females (W/oof 80
bears of known sex), than other non sport causes (39% of 79).

Subadults made up the highest percentage of the total mortality (46.4% of 181 bears of known
age), followed by adults at 40.3%. Forty percent and 39% of N/S m o r t a l i i are adults and
subadults respectivety. Adults and subadults accounted for 54??and 38% of LH grizzlies of
known age. Six grizzly bears of dependent age were dasssd as legally harvested, while 18
were killed because of NfS activities. The actual ages of the LH dependent bears were not
determined until after tooth cementum analyses wre performed.
Subadult and adult males accounted for 35.3% and 21.4% of h e total mortality of 173 grinlies
whose cohort was known. This is to be expected. as over half (52.6%) d the total recorded
mortality is LH, and hunting is werally selective towards males (Fmser et al. 1982, Bunnel and
Tait 1985). Most N/S mortality is also composed of subadult and adult males (27h and 23%

resped'vely). The Alberta portion of the CRE study area is the easternextent of grizzly bear
range in this part of North America. The high percentage of subadult and adult males is probaMy
because the Alberta side of the Continental Divide has a lower density of grinly bears than the
B.C. side, resulting in a net immigration (of young males seeking home ranges) fawing Alberta
(AFWD 1990). A fairly high proportion of adult females (21%) and dependent animals (16OA) are
also in the N/S mortality category. Females, in particular those with young, often range dose to
humans to avoid adult males in more remote habitats (Mattson and Knight 1991, Mattson et aJ.
1992, Gibeau et al. 1996).
Spatial Analyses
The results of inteMews with Alberta grialy bear hunters and wildlife managers in Alberta with
respect to where bears were killed by humans, revealed that many grinlies died dose to access
routes. GIs mapping (Figure 3-3) showed a definite dumping of mortalities neafby roads and
trails, and high concentratims of kills along certain dran
iages.
This is seen in olher jurisdictions of
the CRE (Chapters 2 and 4), and in other populations (Mattson et al. 1987, Mace et al. 1996,
McLellan and Shackleton 1989a). Roads and trails imprwe access for hunters and poachers
(McLellan and Shackleton 1989b) ,and increasing the potential for negative bearhuman
encounters (Mclellan and Shaddeton 1989a). Thomas et al. (1976) determined that the number of
hunters reaching hunting Modes decreased with distance from Wls, roads, camping sites and
parking sites.
3.44

Although the sample size is small (n=18), adult males and subadul?males were the 2 most

common cohorts killed outside of the 201s. Adult males afterr dominate the backcountry habitats,
farthest from human activities (Mattson et al. 1987). Subadult males may be more available in the
in search of vacant home
backcountry during the spring hunt, as they may disperse
ranges (Bunnell and Tait 1985, Mclellan and Shaddeton 1988).
Access management is a Meal issue where grizzly bears am subject to high rates of humancaused mortality. Regulating human use lenrels by managing access is 'a powerful tool for
balancing the needs of grizzlies with those of humans" (IGBC 1994). This can be accomplished
by reducing construction of new roads, dosing unnecessary existing roads, and mitigating the
effects of open roads. Basedon the moltality data, I believe that the demographic consequmces
to the grizzly population, given this level of access into the back-country,are potentially great
The human population in mral Alberta is growing, and there is incmasing impetus for mreatimat
developments and backcountry recreation, and continuing aqMtation by the m u r o e acttaction
industries. Regulations negarding motorized access may be necessary to reduce grinly bear

mortality in areas with concentrations of kills. As Alberta's grizzly bear population is low derrsity,
planning must indude neighboring jurisdictions. Moreover, the scale must be sufficiently large to
prevent shifting the problem from one valley or watershed to the next.

Elevationrl Analyses
These analyses add credence to the previous results that grizzly bears die mainly by human
hands, and in areas with easy access. Treeline thrwgh this area is on average about 22102270rn (7200-7400ft). Thus, all mortality occurred below the alpine ecdogical zone. In the CRE,
grizzly bears use the aJpine for shod periods for grazing and digging roots and ground squimb,
and for travel between adjoining drainages. However, they spend much of the year at lower
elevations in and along valrey bottoms, as these areas offer the most energy efficient travel
routes, and the best habitat for much of the year. For similar mans. our mads, trails, and
developments are always placed in valley bottoms (often bisecting riparian habitats) and
benchlands, because they afford the lowest travel and corrstnr~~on
constraints. Thus grinlies die
throughout the year where bears and people (often with fiream's)share the same habitat. This is
because people often do not understand grizzly bear needs and behavior, and show a general
lack of tolerance for bears at close range.
Mortalities at the lowest elevations in the Alberta study ama coincide with ranching and agricultural
land uses outside of the forest reserves and in the lower reaches of valleys on crown land. The
main causes of gnnly bear death in these areas am the result of proMan wildlife mtrd actions
and illegal activities.
Temporal Analyses
As there was only one LH mortality during the 1 year of grinly bear hunting in KC. I anafysed LH
mortalities only for the portion of AB north of the 8ow River. Non sport mortalities were anafysed
for the 2 regions, north of the Bow River valley, and south of the Bow River, including the Bow
3.4.5

Valley.

Legal Haweat MorWity
Legal harvests accounted for 52.m of all grinty bear mortality, 62% (82 of 132) before the
employment of LEH and 31% (18 of 58) after. Grinly bear hunting in the CRE portion of Alberta
changed from general seasons to limited entry hunting (LEH) in 1988 in Bear Managmat Amas
(BMA) 3 and 4A , as did the CRE portion of BMA 7 in 1989. See Appendix 1 far a review of
changes to hunting regulations by BMA.
3.4.5s

Harvest mortality mtes alone (1972-96) for this region of the province (north of the Bow R.) have

exceeded the god of 6% for total human-causedmowily, even using the highest population
estimate of 64. They were exceptionafly high before the implementation of LEH (7.9-1 I.Wh). and
were reduced significantly after that (3.1 4.3% for 1988-96). However, the post-LEH rates were
still above the present provincial harvest mortality target of 2%, and at the most conservative
population estimate of 46, were above the planned target of 4% following population recovery to
1000 animals (AFWD 1990)- Harvest mortality rates have been perennially high in all mountain
and foothill grinly bear BMAs, and Gunson (1996) noted that although the province wide
harvest rate was 22%, harvest rates exceeded the 2% goal in all southern BMAs before 1996
(4C = 4.6%; 48, partially in CRE = 4.1%; 687, partially in CRE = 4.2%). The problem of higher
than expected hunting success was recognized, and attributed in part, to open habitats and
better visibility at higher elevations. Thus, in 1996, the mean annual number of pem& for the
mountain and foothills BMAs (4A-7) were reduced by more than SO?& (Gunson 1996). These
southern BMAs must be monitored closely, as in addiion to recent high mortali. industrial and
recreational developments and recreational use amtinue to increase in grinly bear habitats.
Habitat effectiveness values and the size of female grizzly bear security areas have been
declining and are projected to dedine further at present rates of development and population
growth in southern Alberta (Gibeau and Hemro 1998).

Caution must be exercised when using these mortality rates. They are derived from inexact
population estimates that rely on many assumptions and i n d i m indices. Problems with
estimating mortality rates stem from the fdbwing:
reliable population estimates are not available
reliable estimates for total moRali are not available
reproductive rates are unknown
initial age structure of the population and age-specific survival without hunting are unknown
assessing the efficacy of hunting policies alone is d 0 f i l t ,as mtrdfor annual variation in
habitat quality is not possible
The population estimates were derived from 1990 provincial estimates ( A M 1990). and should
only be reasonable estimates for period of a few years. As then, are no other estimates to go by,
I used them for the entire 25 year period of analysis. If the grhzly population does not remain
static, then such values are only useful for highlightingtrends.

Average Annual Number of LH Mortadie+
In the CRE portion of Alberta, the annual number of LH m o W i averaged 2 . mfm
~ 197279, and climbed to 7.548ar (61% of all LH deaths) during the period 1980-87. This pattern was
also highlighted by Gunson (1996) for grizzly bear range throughout Alberta. This level of
exploitation was considered excessive to the Alberta Fish and Wildlife Division, and led to the
employment of LEH, and the development of a provincial grizzly bear management plan (AFWD
1990). 1 do not know whether many mortafities were unreported in the eady yeam of this analysis
period. Idiscussed this in more depth in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.5.b.
Proportions of Fbmdes in dhc Hamest
The implementation of LEH aided in reducing the annual number and propoftion of females in the
grinly bear harvest This was achieved by the inclusion of an adjustment to the number of
grizzly bear licences issued in a given BMA, based on the percentageof females in the total
known human-caused mortality. If anytime it exceeded 35Oh between 1972 and the present year,
the number of licenses allocated to that BMA was reduced by 33% (Gunson 1996).
Hunting Intensity
Grizzly bears exhibit a low reproductive potential (Bunndl and Tait 1981). and are often limited
by hunting mortality (Cowan 1972). Hunting success and the age and sex structure of the
harvest in any given year, is dependent on the kill structure and intensity from previous years.
Thus, the required assumption of independence could not be met, and statistical tests on the
significance of the change in slopes could not be performed. Hawever, the resub indicate that the
number of kills has decreased, and that the harvest rate has declined in the post-LEH period.
However, this dynamic should be monitored doeely, as estimating grin@bear population size is
inexact.

Ages of WIesand Fem8Iss in the H'st
The relationship of the median ages of harvested male and female grizzly bears to hunting
pressure in the CRE portion of Alberta, may not be one of simple cause and effect, The median
ages of male gmtlies declined (1983-86). following increased hunting pressure thmugh the 1970s
and into the 1980s. and the median ages of harvested females increasedslightly, albeit the rise
was statistically insignificant The median female age dropped with the reduced hunting pressure
associated with LEH, and then both male and female median ages rose for several years and
then fell again, roughly pouallelingthe trend of annual number d LH mortalities.

Male grizzly bears are the most vulnerable cohort to LH mortal@ (Bunnell and fait 1985, Ham's

1986, McLellan and Shaddeton 1988). Bunnell and Tait (1985) note the following relationship:

apparent mortality rates vary with the average age of males in the harvest- utowaverage age or
fewer old animals represent a high mortality rate." As such, young males are increasingly favored
over older males as hunting pressure increases (Hanis and Metzgar 1987). Also, Harris (1986)
modelled harvest scenarios and suggested that, in overharvested populations, the ages of
females increased slightly. The grinly population in the CRE portion of Alberta exhibited these
patterns until about 1988, although the sample size is small and the apparent trend may be an
artifact of such.

Non sport Momlity
Non sport mortalities are grizzly bear deaths, or long distant translocations. that afisefrom alt
causes except legal hunting. Compulsory registration of all such deaths has been in place in
Alberta since 1972. Non sport mortalities have increased wer time, both north and south of the
Bow River. This is predominantly the result of greater human use and development leading to
increases in PW control actions. It is also possible that a higher percentage of NIS ~ o r t a l i i
have been reported and recorded during the latter part of this 25-year analysis period. McLdlan
(pers.comm.) noted that it took several years after implementation of Compulsory Inspection in
the East Kootenays, B.C., for mortalities to be recorded wnsistently.
3.4.5. b

The mortality data used in these analyses is probably not an unbiased representationof actual

mortality. Few natural deaths, especially of bears beyond dependent age, are w e r discovered.
While I suspect that few grizzly bears beyond dependent age live long enough to die natural
deaths, few data are available. Only 1 natural mortality has been recorded in the CRE portion of
Alberta. That was a cub of the year missing between successive observations of a family groupOnly 2 others were recorded for all of Alberta -de
the national parks (Gunson 1995). The
m Bear Projecthas found that for a sample of 56 radidlared grizzlies
Eastern Slopes G
beyond dependent age, all but 1 of 15 mortalies were human-caused(Gibeau and Henero
1998). All natural mortalities, if disawered, would probably still represent a small portion of the
total mortality (Mattson et al. 1996a).
Miller (1990) noted that unreportedsport Idll, nuisance kiU, and wounding loss, can represent
important sources of mortali. However, unreported kills cannot be predsely determined. Banci
(1991) stated that non hunting kills of grizzly bears have been under represented in every
jurisdiction in Western Canada, and as discussed in Section 3.4.1, Mclellan et al. (in prass)
estimated that management agencies would have onty detected between 45 and 51% of human-

caused mortality of radio-cdlared grinfy bears. The scale of this problem varies by jurisdiction
and by mortality type.

With the recent spread of people into previously undeveloped areas, and Me heavily forested
valleys of the CRE, some believe it is getting more diicult to secretly ldll a g-ly
bear for
whatever reason (Forbes pers. comm.; Gunson pers. comm.), particularly south of the Trans
Canada Highway. However, the p M e m of unreported mortalities may be regionally or locally
specific. From conversations with many wildlife officers, there is a awnman belief that unreported
mortality is significant in areas containing Indian reserves (bears get into open garbage,
smokehouses, and poorly stored meat), many oulfitters (bears attracted to hunter kills, gut piles.
poorly secured meat hanging racks, food tents, feed grains for horses, and occasionally diegal
W),and small remote communities with some portion of the population that do not like bears
inconveniencing their operations and lifestyles (bears atttaded to garbage, livestock. poultry, and
grain). Managers making decisions based on the anatyses in this paper must be aware of these
possible shortcomings in their respective areas.
There appears to have been a positive change in the manner that 'problem" grisly bears am
managed by the AFWD, as a much higher proportion of bears have beerr translocated father than
destroyed in recent years- However, the survival rate of these bears has not been studied. Miller
and Ballard (1982) and Blanchard and Knight (1995) both noted low survival rates and high return
rates of translocated grizzly bears in Alaska and Yellomtone National Park, mqmctbety. This
management change may be paw the result of a change in the bear proMems encountered. W i
the implementation of improved garbage management systems in many areas occupied by
grizzly bears, many of the incorrigible fod-cmdiimed grizzlies were destroyed (CmrBrgh8ad
et d.
1974, Herrero 1985). 1 believe that the more wary and nonfood-candiioned bears were left to
pass on their genes in an environment where food and garbage were much less available. These
bears have been easier to live with, as even those bears habituated to people are living a more
natural lifestyle, usually without the aggressive behavioral traits of foodandloned bears. Similar
dynamics have been described for Yellomtare National Park (Meagher and Phillips 1983.
Gunther 1994). There has been a growing understanding of the events that created foodconditioned and aggressive bears, such as poor management of food and garbage atbadants
(Herrero 1985). Also, the status of grizzly bear populations and the serious extent of the mortality
that has occurred along the Eastem Slopes of southern Alberta was realiied by the
(Gunson 1995). As a result, this softer approach to dealing with problem grizzly bean ensued.

The highest percentage of grizzlies of known sex killedwere males, in all categories analysed
(PW, II, SD, and hunting related). As individual cohorts, subadult males were most vulneraMe to
being killed illegally, as were adult males to SD morWi. However, aduh females with dependent
young accounted for the greatest number of grinlies killed in hunting-related (excluding legal
grizzly bear hunting) incidences. This can be explained by the fact that family groups often use
habitat doser to roads and trails, to avoid adult males (Mattson et al. 1992).and the protective
behavior of females with young ( H e m 1985).
Adult males were the largest cohort killed in PW control adions, followed closely by subadult
males. This is different from the results in the national parks (Chapter 2) and in the East
Kootenays (Chapter 4). where adult females make up most PW mortahties. A possible
explanation is that many PW incidences took place in association with ranching -rations
(large
ranches and grazing leases on crown land) and Indian reserves. In these rural settings, human
activity is generally much lower than in public recreation areas, and events occur such as cattle
depredation, scavenging on dead stock, and feeding in grainries, smokehouses, and orr hanging
meat and open garbage. There are no data available now. However, I hypothesizethat these
areas of lower human use are mom likely to be next to or part of male home ranges.
Hunting-relatedgrizzly bear mortalities included 17 SD and 31 IL killings of grinlies by licensed
and 7 kills by First Nations people (TI). The SD and IL
hunters after other game -es,
mortalities were not always dearfy defined. From conversations with Fish and Wildlife Officers,
there is an ambiguous area between a grizzly killed justifiably in self-defence and one killed
unnecessarily (eg. hunter fired a warning shot at a bear provoking it to charge, and then killed it;
panic by a hunter who saw a bear at dose range; hunter killing a bear because R laid daim to an
ungulate kill before the hunter could remwe it fm kill site; grinly bear mistaken for a Mack bear).
These types of mortality are obviously the product ofarmed humans in bear country-fhey are
mediated by specific human behaviors, resulting from a lack of knowledge and understanding of
bears and bear behavior, and/or a lack of pmper hunter training.
Finally, a complex situation may have lead to a pmponderanceof N/S mortalities in late summer
and early fall. Idiscussed the relationship between hunters and WS mortalities. However, the
number of incidences increases dramatically, August through October. Huntingseasons begin in
late August and berry seasm usually ends in early-mid October depending on the timing of the
first hard frost Along the Eastern Slopes, Buffaloberry is the major food item. Its optimum fruit
production is in meadows and operr-canopied forests at lower elevations, often along road
allowances, trails, and other areas where the forest has been thinned, alowing for hcreased light.

Thus, some bears feed dose to developments and access routes. During the hunting seasons,
bears frequentfy come into proximity to people with guns, who may or may not have tolerance for
such close encounters.

3.5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Controlling mortality at a level that prevents population dedine is fundamental to managing grizzly
bear populations. As adequate techniques to assess population vital rates accurately are not
currently available, management of mortality must be conservative. In Alberta, many of the right
steps have been taken to reduce the total grinjr bear mortality, and female mortality in particular.
These include the implementationof compulsory registration of all grlnly bear kills and limited
tcoitn
of females with young, the
entry hunting, the elimination of fall hunting seasons, the proe
inclusion of a cornon
fador for unreported mortality, the elimination of hunting in WMUs with 25
grinlies or less, making baiting illegal, using translocations of spmbbnngrinlies to a greater
extent than destroying them, and establishing a specialized response team to handle bear-human
conflict incidents.
However, problems remain. Too much needless killing and wounding of grizzly bears continues.
Many of the self-defence and illegal kilfs by hunters after other game, and the destructions and
relocations of problem grinlies could have been avoided. This has been identified in the
provincial grizzly bear management plan (AFWD 1990). Many translocated bears have not been
marked, and few have been followed to understandtheir fate. Roads continue to be constructed
into previously unroaded areas, and spatial analyses dearfy show that grizzly bear mortality is
concentrated within a narrow zone along roads and trails. As well, habitat fragmentation stresses
the surviving bears. By implementing measures aimed at reduang potential conflicts between
humans and grizzlies, grizzly bear mortality and potential human injury can be reduced, with
possible financial savings to the agencies involved. The following recommendations are based
on two assumptions: i)the goal of the AFWD is to maintain the present distribution of griaty
grizzly population to 1000 bears, and
bears in Alberta and to realhe an increase in the
ii)recreational hunting of grizzly bears is an acceptable use of the resource. These
recommendations are offered as ways to prevent future incmases in mortality, to reduce the
management of gnrdy
unnecessary killing of grizzly beam, and to assist in the interj~rlsdi~mal
of this chapter.
bear mortality. They are presented by the corresponding
3 1 The Database
Accurate, consistent, and complete reporting and recording of martali and tmslocabion data are
necessary. Some variation ocwn in the way mortality is classified betweem the jurisdictions. For
.

example, a H or RR mortality in me legion is recorded as AC in another, and mistaken iderrtity is
I1in one jurisdiclion and AC in another. Thus, all jurisdictions should develop the same coding
scheme, and clearty define the different causes of death.
Mortality Summaries and Rates
DNA censusing techniques have been used recently to review population estimates. As accurate
population estimates are requiredto calculate vital rates, Irecommend increasing this level of
commitment to using appropriate assessment techniques.
35.2

35.3 Spatial Analyses
As mortality needs to be monitoced into the future to undecstend the effec!iveness of fnanawent
decisions, additional information needs to be Cdlected with respect to grizzly bear mortality and
access management Acquiring accurate m M i locatiorrs is n
m for understandingand
managing mortality with respedto human development and use of the landscape. This could be
accomplished by requiring hunters to register kills at the nearest (to the kill site) d
istrict or regional
Fish and Wildlife Office. The authority registering the bear -Id
be familiar with the aka and abk
to map the kill site accurately. Efforts should be required of hunters and officers to map mortality
locations on a 1 :50,000 scale topographic map to the 100m level of accuracy (UTM) if possible.
Exact locations cannot always be given. However, if the drainage or road or other nearby feature
is identified, and the interview can say that the bear died within so many hundred meters of the
road or feature, then reamable accuracy for spatial analyses can be Wad. Additional
important information is the type of access mute, the conditiorr of the access route at the time of
the mortality, and the mode of travel of the p e m ( s ) responsiblefor the killing or translocating of
the bear. In addition, detailed notes about the cause and mason f a the mortality are required.
such as were any food attractants present, were natural food species present, and whet, if any
human behaviors played a rde in the mortality. This information could be tecorded on a r i m m
certificate.
check sheet induded with each occunence mpott and
Access Management
Access into bear habitat, particularly into areas with high concentrations of mortality, could be
regulated through quotas andlar dosures of mads. A commibnent to no new roads into the existing
secure g~inlybear habitat, and decommissioning irrdustdel mads at project termination would
prevent additional habitat fragmentation and kss, and would aid in preventingincreases in
undetected non spart mortality.

Temporal Analyses
Analyses such as have been conducted here should be reviewed in the future with more
accurate population estimates, to understand the effects that new management strategies and
probable increases in human use of grinty bear habitat have on grizzly bear mortality and
population status.
3.5.4

Legal H . r u w t MomIity

Management of hunting mortality has been successful at keeping rnortalii close to the gbal of 20/a
of the grinly population. However, caution must be exercised in the WMUs in the CRE, notth of
the Bow River, where harvest mortality has been perennially higher than the target.
Shortening the tail end of the hunting seam may afford increased protection for femalesif female

mortality is found to regulady dimb above the 33% target. However, such a change must be
monitored to ensure that the kill is not mmntmted into smaller (snowfme)amas earlier in the
season.
Non sport Mort.I/ify
Many grinly bean are becoming accustomed to living dose to people in high use recreatimal
areas. This increases the potential for bears to receive food rewards for unacceptable behavior,
thereby increasing the bears' rnortalii risk. It also makes them vulnerable to people with guns
M e n they appear at close range, even when they are acting naturally. and with no aggresskm.
Implement roadside wildlife sanduades, such as in the Highwaddarea (about 400m on either side
of the road is dosed to hunting), along driveable roads in areas where grinlies have had to
habituate to people in order to use high quality, lower elevation habitats. Set up more extensive
no huntingzones around high use recmation areas and settkmnts.
M (1990) with respect to public education. "A major
commitment must be made to change puMi attitudes tcmmd grizzly bears h order to redurn this
significant source of mortality. Positive attitudes, such as those erpressed by park users t o m
grizzlies must be fostered among all users of natural resources and wildands.' To reduce the sdf
defense and illegal killing of gdzzly beam. 'education programs should pm*dewildlife users with
information on how to prevent, avoid, or reduce the potential for encounters, and how to m k e
aggressive versus nonaggressive bear behaviors."
Bear identification, safety and awareness
programs must be mandatocy for all hunters, for the safety of h u m s end bears. The ESGBP
(1998) recommends that in Kananaskis Country, education focus on ungulate hunters, as they
are a major cause of mortality for gr&zly bears.
Act on several measures highlightedin A

Effectivelegislation and enforcement should be employed with respect to food and garbage
handling in bear country. All campers (hikers, equestrian, and hunters) should be required to store
food, gafbage, and horse feed in bear proof metal or seamless W C cOntainef?s, or effectively
elevate attractants between trees, or isolate camp within an effective portable electric fence.
Sirnilarfy, resource companies must be required to keep their field camps dean d any potential
attractants from food and garbage to antifreeze and dl-based subsfances.
I recommend more commitment to area dosum to permit grinty bear use of seasmally important
feeding sites. Area dosures should be proactive, and based on indicators such as habitat quality

and known bear use of an area. Temporary area dusures am also recommended when a bear
has bluff charged or otherwise warned a person in defense of young or a feeding site.
Increase the use of aversive corrdiining on roadside bears, and bears entering campsites and
private yards. Continue to help landowners emplqc good husbandry practices and manage food
attractants on their land. Continue to imprave the Predator Compensation Program and give fair
compensation to landowners who employ good husbandry techniques. This will help to create
tolerance for bears in landowners. Secure funds to use Karelian Bear Dogs, and to help dwelop
a Karelian Bear Dog program in Canada. Wlth such a program, on site releases of many problem
bears could m r , reducing the high costs and risks associated with translocating grizzlies. The
creation of a Grinly Bear Management Specialist position is recommended. This person would
assist landowners to remove or secure bear food attractants on their properties, concentrate on
proactive aversive conditioning of bears around commercial and private properly, on roadsides
and in campgrounds, before the bear becomes seriously habituated or food conditioned, and work
with wiidlife officers in determining and carrying out the appmptiate management adims.
Iftranslocating problem bears confnues to be used as a management tod, initiate a study using

radio-markedtranslocated bears to look at the sucoess of such translocgtions, and the fate of the
bears moved. If certain sites are used for multiple releases, radio-mark a sample of
bears
to understand the effect these releases might have on the e
rd
sient
population.
Continue informing Me public about bear activity in high human use areas, and edumonal
programs with respect to how to behave in bear country.
All these recommendationswill require adequate funding to be canied out.
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CHAPTER 4

THE CENTRAL ROCKIES ECOSYSTEM (CRE) PORTION OF THE
EAST KOOTENAYS, BRITISH COLUMBIA

ABSTRACT
I acquired grizzly bear mortality data from 19761996 for the CRE portion of the East Kootenays.
B.C. Spatial and temporal analyses were conducted on these data to examine the relationship
between access, changing grizzly bear management strategies, and grinly bear mortality.
Mortality rates and summaries by cause of death, sex,age, and cohort are presented. Icalculated
total human-caused and harvest m o r W i rates based an 2 different populatim estimates. The
mortality rates based on the upper population estimate were estimated to have been within
acceptable parameters for this aspect of population sustainability (4% harvest and 6Ok total
mortality rates), while rates estimated with the lower estimate were above provincial rnortalii
targets (these results held even after applying a 50% correction factor for unreported mortali).
Human-related causes were the primary sources of adutt grizzly bear mortality in the study area
Legally harvested grizzly bears accounted for 81O h of 319 total known human-caused mortalities,
followed by problem wildrife control (15%). illegal killing (3%). and unknown cause of death (I%).
Grizzly bears spend much of the year at lower elevations in this region, and mads and trails
usually follow valley bottoms, often fragmenting riparian habitats. Seventy-one percent of 172
human-caused mortalities with reasonably accurate locationsfell within lOOOm of roads and trails
(62% of the area of suitable habitat in the study area). Amaammtrated kills occurred along
many drajnages accessible by road or trail. Ibelieve that management of access, in pafticulaf of
open roads, is a critical issue with respect to managing grizzly bear moctelity in the CRE partion of
the East Kootenays. A discussion regarding the potential of over harvesting gvizzly beats in the
study area, and recammendations for managing grizzly bear mortalfty am presented.

CHAPTER 4 THE CENTRAL ROCKJES ECOSYSTEM (CRE) PORTION OF THE EAST

KOOTENAYS, BRITISH COLUMBIA
The Indians may well fear #I& animal, equiiuped as they generally are with
their bows and anvws or inwerent tbsees, but but the han& of s M h l Mmen
they are by no means as formidableordan~ecnrsas they have been mpmsented.
Captain Meriwether Lewis 1805

INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, I analyse grbz)y bear mortality from the CRE portion of the East Kootenays, B.C.

4.1

Results are presented as summaries and estimated mortali ates,and I discuss
m-ly
with respect to changing grialy bear management strategies, and spatially to examine the effects
of access on mortal'@ in the bear papulation. Finally, I present a discussion on the management
of grizzly bear mortality in the region.

Study Area
The CRE portion of the East Kwtmays (EK) (Figure 4-1) is approximately 10,910 *,
bounded
geographically on the east by h e Continental O ~ d and
e politically by the boundaries of Banff,
Kootenay, and Yoho National Parlcs. The northem botder of B.C. WMU 436 to the Trans-Canada
Highway defines the north end of the region. The west boundary is the Calumbia River Trench
from Golden to Canal Flats. Devetogment, Highway 95, and the broad Columbia River present
obstacles to east-west grizzly bear movements and were the determining factors in choosing this
border. The south boundary of the study area runs f m Canal Flats across the south edge of
B.C. WMU 424 through Elkford to the Continental Divide, roughly bisecting WMU 423.
4.1.1

METHODS
4.2.1 The D a t a b m
The B.C. Ministry of the Environment. Lands and Pam (BCMOELP) pmvided grin@ bear
mortality records in two files Cofnpulsocy InspecbPecbo11
(CI) and Pmblem Wildif8 (PW). Because
many records overlapped between the two files, a conservative approach was used to prevent
including an individual mortality twice. For the EK, mortalities am deed beaf~
and do not indude
translocated animals, which represent
unlaroum numbers of beam lost to the
ecosystem. Information from the 2 files was integrated with respect to the fdlowhg attributes:
4.2

-

~~

Figure 4-1. Study area map. The Central Rockies Ecosystem portion of the East
Kootenays, B.C. @ ESGBP/Benn

Location (Easting and Northing in civilian UTM coordinates)
Date of occurrence (yearand month)
Sex (male, female, unknown)
Age (dependent = arb of year, yearling, and 2 year old; subadult = 3-5years of age; adult =
6 years of age and older, unknown)
Mortality type (legal harvest, illegal kill, problem wildlife contra( action, unknown)
Accuracy of Ule location (accurate, reasonable, esm
ti ate,
unknown)
Notes (nearby geographic or cultural feature)
45.2 Mortality Summaries and Rates
I used ail 319
records to summarbe human-caused g e l y bear rnortalii for Me EK by
annual number of mortalities, spedfic mortality type (cause of death), and by sex, age, and

cohort When age dass (A or J) did not correspond to dental age (in years), the dental age was
used. Juveniles were classed as subadults unless dental ages were given that indicated
dependent or adult bear.
generated 2 population estimates b estimate rnoaity rates. For the first estimate of 616.1
summed the estimates for each WMU within the EK as presented in Simpwn et al. (1995). Only
the northern part of WMU 423 is in the study area. Although "the northern portion of WMU 423 is
significantly better grizzly bear habitat than the southw(G. Woods pea. comm.), the population
estimates are resolved at the scle of the WMU. Thus, I divided its estimate in half. Iderived the
second estimate of 214 by dividing the area of the EK (10.91 0 h 2 ) by the COSEWIC estimate
of 51 km2 I bear in the Caol Moist Mountains g m d y beer zone (Band 1991). The latter estimate
is thought to be low (G.Woods pers.comm.). However, Ipresent mortality rates based on both
estimates to show the effect this discrepancy has on the total mortality rate and the harvest
mortality rate. As I had no earlier estimates to use, I made the assummon that the population
estimates applied to the entire analysis period. In the dkussim section I recognize that the EK
grizzly bear population may be growing (6-McLdlanpers. comm.). The BCMOELP applies a
correction factor of SO?& to total mortality to account for unreportedkills (BCMOELP 1995). 1
repeatedthe total human-causedand harvest mortalii fate asti~abiorrsadding this correction
factor, to see if the increased morlality numbers WWMalter the mortality rates in relation to the 4%
harvest and 6% total human-caused mortality targets set by BCMOELP
f

.

I estimated mortality rates for total known human-caus8d tmrtdity and for legal harvest (LH)

mortality with the 2 population estimates, using the following equation:

mortality rate = number of m o r t a l i i / period in years / population estimate.
Spatial Analyses
Digital TRIM (road and trail access) data at 1:20,000 scale was supplied by BCMOELP for the
EK. Mortality locations wet8 referenced to the UTM grid to the nearest 1000m, with a location
descriptor such as a river, creek, or settlement name added. Lacking the time and resources to
contact all successful grinly bear hunters and managers with knowledge of the moWities, I
accepted these tocations as having 'reasonablen accuracy. This affected the spatial analyses.
To identify any potential relationship between access and mortality, Iset zones of influence
4.2.3

(201)
around roads and trails at 1000 m- If these buffers were of smaller width, location
inaccuracies would potentially diminate many mortditbs from these zones, when in fad they fell
within the buffered areas. Sixteen mortality records had no known locations, so 303 records were
used for the spatial analyses.
The access and mortality data were entered into a geographic information system (GIs), Maplnfo
4.0 (Maplnfo Corporation, Troy, New Yo*) and road and tail buffers created. The road layer
includes railway lines and all roads open to the public and driveable by 2wd vehide. The trail
layer includes roads not open to the public, seismic f i i , utility corridors, and any other linear
access features accessible by hiking, biking, horseback, or all-terrain vehide, but assumed not
passable by 2wd vehicle. For Z01 area calculations, mad and trail buffers were combined into a
single coverage. The area of overlap was only calculated on-, and mortality locab'ms in the area
of overlap were analysed as dccuning within road buffers, as roads were assumed to have a
greater effect on mortality risk than trails. A random distribution of points (same number as the
number of mortalities) was generated to test the following hypothesis:

Hal: The distribution of mortalities on the landscape does not differ from a random distr2bub'on.
Hal: The distribution of m o ~ e on
s the landscape differs significantly from a random
distribution.
The number of random points 8%within the buffer zones was created by multiplyingthe
total number of mortalities by the pmpoction of the area of suitable habitat covered by buffem.
Suitable habitat is land below 2400m and described as the upper limit of effective grizzly bear
foraging (Gibeau and Henero 1998). Itested the dumping ofmortalii IocxWns against the
random distribution of points. at the 0.05 level of signimCanc8, with a singbdasskatim

Goodness of Fi Test (G-test with William's Correction Factor), using the random points inside and
outside of the buffers as the expected values.
To identify any cohorts that were wlneraMe to being killed in more remote habitats, Isummarized

and compared the LH and IL mortalitiesthat fell outsii of, and inside the road and trail buffers as
to the sex, age, and oohod dass of the dead bears.
49.4 Temporal Analyses
I stratified mortality data temporally to account for changing patlems of human use and evolving
management concerns and actions,such as a change from a general hunting season to limited
entry hunting (LEH), and improved garbage management Legal harvest (LH) mortalities were

anaiysed for various combinations of the following times depending an sample size and
hypotheses to be tested:

-

-

pre-LEH 1976-81 before the implmentationof limited entry hunting in 1982
post-EH 1982-96 period of limited entry hunting
post-LEH, pre-20?! allotment increase 1982-84 before 20??increase in hunting allotmertt in

-

-

-

1985
post-LEH, pre-50% allotment increase

-

- 1982-1988 - before 5Pk increase in hunting

allotment in 1989
post-LEH, 1985-88 period betwwn the 2 increases in hunting allotment

-

-

-

post-LEH, postt50?kallotment increase 1 9 8 H 996 period of increased hunting allotment
The 1982-84 and 1985-88 perlods are often lumped into the pre-50% allottment period due to
sample size constraints. I used the 20?hand 50% increases in annual hunting allotment for the
East Kootenay region, after Simpson et al. (1995).

For the hypotheses related to temporal analyses of legal harvest data, I used the KrusWl-Wallis
non-parametric ANOVA to test for differences in frequencies among all periods, and the non-

parametric pairwise Mann-Whitney U-tests to canpare each combination of 2 periods.
Proportions were tested among all limes and Wwem combinatiorrs of times using the muttiple
comparisons of pmportions procedure described in Zar (1984).Proportions were arcshe
transformed and compared with the q distrikrtion. AU tests were run at the 0.05 level of
significance.

I used the results of all amicable summaries, rates, and hypotheses to test the following

hypothesis:
Ho2: Grizzly bears have been harvested at a rate greater than the 4% target in the EK

portion of the CRE study area
Ha2: Grinly bears have not been harvested at a rate greater than the 4% target in the EK
portion of the CRE study area
I use the results from Section 4.3.4.a. Legal Harvest Mortality, to discuss the hypothesis that

over-hunting of grinly bears may be occurring in the EK. This hypothesis cannot be tested
directly for several reasons: Mortality rates are derived from inexact population astimates that rely
on many assumptions and indirect indices. Problems with estimating rnortafity rates stern ftom the
following:
reliable population estimates are not available
reliable estimates for total mortality are not available
reproductive rates are unknown
initial age structure of the population and age-specific survival without hunting are unknown
assessing the efficacy of hunting policies alone is difficult, as control for annual variation in
habitat quality is not possible

Legal Hamat Mortality
Ianaiysed LH mortalities by the above times (Secto
in
4.2.4). as they Mected changes in
management strategies dated to hunting grizzly bears, and summafized them by sex and age.
Harvest mortality rates were calculated as descdbed a w e , based on the 2 derived po9ulatiofI
estimates.
4.2.4.a

Average Annual LH Mort.Iiir'es
The average annual number of LH grizzly bear mortalitieswas tested according to the fdlowing
hypothesis:
H*: The average annual number of grkzly bear modalities did not differ among the periods
1976-81,1982-84.1985-88, and 1989-96.

Ha3: The average annual number of grizzly bear mortalities differed significantty among the

periods 1976-81,1982-84,1985-88, and 1989-96.

PrapoHions of F'dm in dhc Hantwt
I present the female compositim of the harvest by year, and campare it among the various times,
and between the first half of the hunting season (late April to May 16) and the latter half (May 17
to early June). The following hypotheses are tested:
Ho4: The proportion of females in the harvest did not diier between the periods 1976-81and
1982-96.

Ha4: The proportion of females in the harvest differed significantty between the periods 197681 and 1982-96.
Ho5: The proportion of females in the harvest did not t i e r among the periods 1976-81, 1982-

-

88,artd 1989-96 or bemeen any combination of pooled periods.
Has: The proportion of fernales in the harvest d i i r e d significantly between the periods 197681,1982-88, and 1989-96 and between cambinations of pooled periodsHo6: The proportion of females in the harvest did not differ in the first half of the spring hunting
season and the second half, for the pre-LEH period 1976-81.
Has: The propordion of females in the harvest differed significantly in the first half of the spring
hunting season and the second half, for the pre-LEH period 1976-81.
Ho7: The proportion of fernales in the hawest did not differ in the first half of the spring hunting

season and the second haif, for the wt-LEH period 1982-96.
Ha7: The proportion of femeles in the harvest differed significantiy in the filst half of the spring
hunting season and the second half, for the post-LEH period 1982-96.
Hunting Intensity
I did not use hunterdays per unit area as a measure of hunthg intensity (Fraser et al. 1982) as
this information was not readily available. In add'ion, the results of the spatial analysis show,
hunter effort (hunter success) is disproportionately heavy along access routes. Thus, hunting
intensity is representedby the annual LH m o W i and changes in the aJlocatim of hunting
authorizations. I regressed annual LH mortalities aganist
yesrs for the times 1976-81.1982-88.
and 1989-96 to identify changes in intensity of hunting pressure with changing hunting
regulations. 'Best-fir regression lines were generated in the MicmsOfRB Excel Analysis ToolPak
(Grey Matter International, Inc.)), and differences in Be sbpes of these lines canpared This is for
interpretive reasons only. Statistical tests could not be performed on these slopes as the data do
not meet the assumption of independence.

.

Ages of Males and Fbrnalw in the H m s t
I plotted the 3 year mnning average median ages of male and female grinlies in the harvest,
against the 3 year running average annual number of lH mortalities. As well, the following
hypotheses were tested:
Hoa: The ages of male bears in the harvest did not differ, for the periods 1976-81,1982-88,
and 1989-96.
H-: The ages of male bears in the harvest differed significantly, for the periods 1976-81,
1982-88,and 1989-96.

Hog: The ages of female bears in the hawest did not differ, for the pen'ods 1976-81, 1982-88.
and 1989-96.
Hag: The ages of female bears in the harvest differed significantly, for the periods 1976-81,

1982-88,and 1989-96.
As sample sizes are small. parbparbcularly
in the early period. I also plotted the frequencies of
harvested males by age group, to identify changes in ages of males hanrested in the 3

successive periods. The 2 alder age groups were pooled into greater than 15 years of age to
increase the value of the proportions, as the arcsine transformattion deviies from normal'rty at the
extremes of the range (Zar 1984). 1 used the same multipre campa&ons among proportions to
test the following hypotheses:
Hol o: The proportion of males (of all LH males), greater than 15 years of age, is equJ

between the periods, 1976-81.1982-88, and 1989-96 at the 0.05 lwd of significance.
Halo: The proportion of males (of all LH males), greater than 15 years of age, is significantly

different between the periods, 197681,1982-88, and 1989-96 at the 0.05 lwd of
significance.
Hol 1: The proportion of males (of dl LH males), 2-10 years of age, is equal between the

periods, 1976-81,1982-88, and 1-96
at the 0.05 level of significance.
Hal 1:The proportion of males (of all LH males), 2-10 years of age, is significantry dierent
between the periods, 1976-81.1982-88, and 1989-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.

The proportions of males in the total hawest were plotted againstage groups d bears killed for

the pen'ods 1976-81,198288. and 1989-96 to identify any differences in the ages of bears killed
over time.I used multiple comparisons among proportions to test the hypotheses:

Ho12:The proportion of LH males (of all bears killed) greater than 15 years of age is equal
between the periods, 1976-81, 1982-88, and 1989-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
Hal2: The proportion of LH males (of all bears killed) greater than 15 years of age is

significantly different between the periods, 1976-81, 1982-88, and 1989-96 at the 0.05 level
of significance-

*

HoI3:The proportion of LH males (of all bears killed) 16-20 years of age is equal between the
periods, 1976-81 , 1982-88. and 1989-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.
Hal3:The proportion of LH males (of all bears killed) 16-20 years of age is significantly
different between the periods, 1976-81,1982-88, and 1-96
at the 0.05 level of
significance.

Ho14:The proportion of LH males (of all bears killed) greater than 20 years of age is equal
between the periods, 197&81,1982-88, and 1989-96 at the 0.05 level of significance.

Hal4:The proportion of LH males (of all bears killed) greater than 20 years of age is
significantly different betweerr the periods, I976-81, 1982-88, and 1989-96 at the 0.05 level
of significance.

4.2.4.b
Non sport Mortality
Non sport mortalities indude all causes of deam except LH. I indude unknown (U)cause here, as
I assume that all LH mortalities have been recorded. I summarized total non sport mortalities by
mortality type, and sex, age, and cohort of bear. I afso plotted the annual numbers of PW
mortalities, and summarized PW and IL mortalities by sex, age, and cohort
4.3

RESULTS
4.3.1 The Database

The database for the EK for the 21-year period, 1976-96, contains 319 human-caused g
bear mortalities (Appendix 5). Cohort cauld not be determined for 54 (17%) of the m r d s (52

with no age and 2 with no sex recorded). This problem continues, as 12 bears were recorded
with no age data in 1995 and 1996.

4.3.2 Mortality Summaries and Rates
No natural grizzly bear mortalities or translocations were recorded in the database provided.

Thus, the 319 mortalities recorded in the EK were the minimum number of deaths because of
human actions.
Using an estimated 73% of the 10,910 krn2 study area (7.964 kn2) as suitable habitat for grinfy

bears (Gibeau and Herrero 1998). the 319 mortalities equate to a density of 4.01 grizzly bear
mortalities per 100 km2,over the 2lyear period (annual range 0.039.39/100 k d ) . Gtizzty bear
density over the EK varied from 2.6W 00 krnz (37 krrt*/ bear), based on a population estimate of
214. to 7.731100 krn2 (13 km*/bear), using the population estimate of 616.

Average annual mortality was 15.2 beawear, and increased steadily ( F i r e 4-2). The
estimated total mortality rate for the 1976-96 analysis period was between 2.5% and 7.1% (3.1 %
- 8.9% corrected by +SO%) based on population estimates of 616 and 214 respectively (Tabfe
4-1). The harvest mortality rate for this same period was between 2.0% and 5.7% (2.5% 7.1%
corrected). The total human-caused mortality rate and the hawest mortdity rate increased through
subsequent analysis periods.

-

Figure 4-2. Annual number of grinly bear mortalities and &year running morWity
averages for the CRE portion of the €as! Kootenays, BC 1976-% (n419).

Mort.Iity Type, Sex, Age, and Cohort AnalLegally harvested (LH) grizzlies accounted for 257 (80.6%) of the 319 recorded deaths in the EK
while PW (48; 15%). IL (11;3.4%), and U (3; 0.9?&) made up the rest

.
Table 41. Estimated total mortality rates and hawest mortality fates for the CRE

portion of the East Kootenays, 197&%, and for various period..

-

Estimate 1 616 (after Simpson et alf995)
Total Mortality Rates

Harvest Mortality Rates

197'6-96= 15.19/yr/616 =2.5%
pre-LEH 1976-81 = 1 -4%
post-LEH 1982-96 = 2.9%
pre-allotment increase 1982-88 = 2.3%
post- allotment increase 1989-96 = 3.5%
female mortality rate 1976-96 = 0.82%

1976-96 = 12.24&r / 616 = 2.0%
pre-LEH 1976-81 = 1.2%
post-LEH 1982-96 = 2.3%
pre- allotment increase 1982-88 = 2.Wk
post- allotment increase 1989-96 = 2.5%
female mortality rate 197646 = 0.58%

-

Estimate 2 214 (after Banci 1991)
Total Mortality Rates
1976-96 = 15.19/yr 1214 = 7.1%
pre-LEH 1976-81 = 4.0%
post-LEH 1982-96 = 8.3Ok
pre- allotment increase 1982-88 = 6.5Oh
post- allotment increase 1989-96 = 10.Vk
female mortality rate 1976-96 = 2.4%

Harvest Mortality Rates
1976-96 = 12.24&r I214 = 5.7%
pre-LEH 1976-81 = 3.5%
post-LEH 1982-96 = 6.6%
pre- allotment increase 1982-88 = 5.8%
post- allotment increase 1989-96 = 7 . S
female mortality rate 1976-96 = 1-7%

bear mortalities by sex were 66.1% (211) male, 33.2% (106) female, and 0.6% (2)
unknown. Of 317 grizzlies of known sex, the breakdown in the total kill was 66.6% male and
33.4% female.
G-ly

Mortalities by age were 45.1 % (144) adult, 35.4% (113) subadult, 3.1 % (10) dependent, and

16.3% (52) unknown. Of 267 bears of known age, adults accounted for 53.096, subadults
42.3%, and dependents 3-73.
Mortalities by cohort were 31-0% (99) adult male, 23.5% (75) subadult male, 14.1% (45) adul
female, 1 1.3% (36) subadult female, 3.1% (10) dependmt, and 1 6 . m (54) unknown. Of 265
110

known cohorts, 37.4% were adult male, 28.3% subadult male, 170%adult female, 13.6%
subadult female, and 3.8% dependent.

4.3.3 Spatial Analyses
Seventy-one percent of all human-caused mortalities occurred within 201s along roads and trails
(45% of the EK area and 62% of suitable gllnly bear habitat) (Table 4-2). The null hypothesis
(H01)with respect to a random d'stribub'on of m o w i loc~ti01ls
is rejected (Gadjd0-544, df=l,

P=0.0012).
7

Table 4-2. Results of GlS analyses of humnorused grizzly b u r mortalities with
respect to roads and W I s in the CRE portion of the East Koote~ys,1976-96 (-09).

area of EK A
10,910 I<m2
area of suitable habitat (73% of EK) 7,964 kr~?
length of roads*

7107 lan

length of trails*
length of roads and trails combined

412 I<m

7519 km

proportion of suitable habitat in buffered:
roads
0.60
trails
0.10
roads and trails werlap
0.62

-

buffer width

1OOOm

in suitable habitat:
density of roads

0.89

density of trails

0.05 h t k t ~ ?

density of roads
and trails

0.94 k r M d

pmp'n of mortalities within buffers:
mads
0.69
trails
0.21
roads and traib-overlap (214) 0.71

proporb'on of random points within road and trail buffers (minus werlap) (187)

0.62

includes high elevation rock and ice above suitable grizzly bear habitat
* roads include railway lines and mads and highways open year round and driveable by 2-WD
automobiles.
" trails indude any dosed road, trail, M i canidor, seismic line, etc. accessiMe only by 4x4,
ATV, horse, or bike.

A

Many PW mortalities can be seen where dumping acarrs in the southwest portkn of the region

near Elkford and at communities along Highway 93 (Fire4-3).Ama-conwntrated LH kills
occurred in the Elk, White, and Blaebeny River watmheds, and along the Palliser River, Albert
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River, Moose Creek, Backwater Creek, and 6ush Ann- Eighty-two (80 LH and 2 11) recorded
g-y

bear deaths occurred outside of the 201s. and 186 (177 LH and 9 11)occurred inside-

Figure 4-3. Map of nonaport grizzly bear mortality loca.ons and legal harvest data for
WMUs in the CRE portion of the East Kootenays, B.C., 1976-96 (grizzly bear population
density estimates from Simpson et al. 1995). O ESGBPIBenn

Comparative results with respect to age, sex,and cohort for mortalities outside and inside of the
1000m buffer zones were as follows:
Outside 201s:
82 of known sex 67% (55) males, 33Oh (27) females
74 of known age 54% (40) adult, 43% (32) subadult, F!%
(2) dependent

-

-

73 of known cohort 38?h(28) adult male, 26% (19) subadult male, 16% (12) adult female,
16% (12) subadutt female,3% (2) dependent
Inside ZOls:

-

184 of known sex 72% (133) males, 280r6 (51) females

-

160 of known age 55% (88)adult. 41% (66)subadult, 4% (6) dependent

-

162 of known cohort 42% (68) adult male, 30% (48) subadutt male, 14% (22) adult female,
1 1% (18) subadult female, 4% (2) dependent

Temporal Analyses
4.3.4.a
Legal Hawest Mortality
Legally harvested animals accounted for 8
0.P!&
(257) of the 319 human-caused grizzly bear
mortalities. The breakdown in LH mortalities by dass, for the entire analysis period was:
4.3.4

-

256 of known sex 70.7% (181) males, 29.3?!(75) females
230 of known age 55.7?k (128) adult, 40.Pk (94) subadult, 3.5% (8) dependent
232 of known cohort 41.4Oh (96)adult mde, 27.6?!(64) subadult male, 14.7% (34) adult

-

female, 12.9% (30) subadult female,3.4% (8) dependent

Average Annual LH Mortalities
As LH mortality was such a high proportion of total mortalii, armual LH mortaliies followed the
same increasing trend as annual total mortalities (see Figum 4-2 and 4-6). Ol the 257 LH
mortalities, 45 (17.5%) occurred f m 1976 81 under a general grlnly bear hunting season for an
average of ?.S/year. Since 1982 when LEH was implemented, 212 (82.5%) LH moftaliies were
recorded, for a significantly greater average of 14.1/year (Mann-Whitney U=83.0, P4.0015).

-

The annual LH mortality increased from 10.7Iyear (1982-84) to 13.Wear (1986-1988) (12-4&ear
for the period 1982-88). to 15.6/year (198S96). I rejected Hypothesis 3,as paimise testing
showed significant dierences in average annual mortaliies between specific periods

(Hadj=I 1.8938, df=3, P=0.0078) Fable 4.3). The simificant increase in mortar* between
subsequent periods occurred between periods 2 and 3.
Table 4-3. Results of non-parametric prirwise Warm-Whitmy U-tests of the awrage

annual grizzly bear mortalities for the
1g7W1 (I), 19821989-96 (4), for the CRE portion of the East Kootenays, BC.
t

a

v

e

ni

U

P

14.0000
24.0000

0.0907
0.0049
0.0032
0.0238
0.0410
0.3039

1x2

4.167.6.667

6.3

1x3

3.500.8.500
4.000, 10.125
2.167,5.375
3.167.7.063
5.750.6.87s

6,4

1x4

2x3
2x4

3x4

(2), -1

6.8
3.4

45.0000

3,8

20.5000
19.0000

4,8

11.5000

(3), and

not significant
significant
significant
significant
significant
not sigrificant

Propoflion of Fbmales in ths H a w
Females exceeded the 33.3% target for female ampoMon of the harvest in 6 of the 21 years of
this analysis (Figure 44). This included 3 years of high female harvest out of 16 years of LEH.
and 2 years since the 1989.50% increase in annual hunting allotment I rejected Hypothesis 4, as
female mortality decreased significantly (q=3.358, k=2, Pd.025). from 35.6% of all harvested
bears with sex recorded (1976-81) to 25.Pk. following implementation of LEH (Table 44).
Although not statistically significant. female mortality increased frr~m25.656 of the harvest, to
29.6% with the 50% increase in annual hunting allotment
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Figure 4 4 . Percentage of females in the LH mortality of grizzly beam in the CRE
porb'on of the East Kootenays, BC, 1976%.
Table 4 4 . Number of LH grizzly bear mortalities by sex, percent females and annud

number of females in the kill for the periods 19?641,1982-88,198S96,1982-96, and 1976
96 for the CRE portion of the East Kootenays, BC.

Period/Sex
1976-81
1982-88'

mcrk.
29
64

1989-96
1982-96'

152

1976-96

182

females

96 female

16
22

35.6
25.6

37

6

59
75

28.0
29.2

femrledyr
2.67
3.1 4
4.a
3.93

3.75

'1 LH mortality with no recorded sex
J

The average annual number of females killed peLEH (2.67Neaf)was not significantly different
from the post-LEH period (3.wear; b61.5, Pd.09). Average annual female mottalii incmased
through the 2 post-LEH periods defined by the 50% increase in annual hunting dblment:
3.14/year for the period 1982-88, to 4.Wyear from 1989-96.1 failed to reject Hypothesis 5, as
there were no significant differences between any pairwisecombinations of periods by
themselves (Hadj=3.9849, d f d . Pa.1364) or pooled.

I rejected Hypothesis 6 and failed -to rqect Hypothesis 7. The increase in percent females

throughout the hunting season was statbtically significant (q4.488,k=2. Ps0.005) in the preLEH period (Table 4.5). Females increased from 23.2% of the early season harvest to 31% in the
late season during the post-LEH period. Although not statistically significant, the annual number of
females in the harvest more than doubled from 1.28 to 2.67, f m early seasom to late.

Table 4-5. Number of LH grirzly bear mortalities by sex, percent fefnrkr and annual no.
of females in the kill during the first half (late ApriCMay 16) n d second half (May 17early June), for the periods 1976-81 and 1982-96. for the CRE pottion of the East
Kootenays, BC.
Period/Sex
1St half 1976-81
2nd half 1976-81
1st half 1982-96
d ha!f 1982-96t

males
14
15
63

femrtes
4
7

19

% female

22.2
4
232
31.0

fernaldyr
0.67
2.QQ
1.28
2.a

1 LH modality with no recorded sex

L

Hunting Intensity
A linear regression of the number of mortalities by year for 3 periods showed positive slopes
increasing from 0257 (1976-81), to 0.857 (1982.88). to 1.131 (I989-96) (Figure 4-5). As wdl, the
Y-intercept for each pefiod was higher in each subsequent period (7 in 197681.10 in 1982-88.
12 in 1989-96). These slopes could not be tested for significance as the aSis~mpti0nof
independence could not be met

Ages of Males and Fbmabs in t!m Huuwst
As hunting pressure increased, the age of males killed decressed (Figure 4-6).The f'ned'iages
through successive periods were 8.0 to 7.5 to 6.0. Thus, hypothesis 8 is rejected (Hadj=6-7897.
df=2, P=0.0335). Pairwise testing showed a significant difference in h e ages of mak, g W b S
killed between the 2 post-LEH periods, 1982-88 and 1989-96 (Table 4-6).

The median ages of female grizzlies harvestedn
ifrom period t (5.0) to period 2 (7.0)and
declined in period 3 (5.0) (Figure 4-6). However, Ifailed to reject Hypothesis 9, as there were no
significant differences in the ages through these periods (Ha@.4652, dfd, P a . 1768).
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Figure 4-5. Linear regression of the number of mortJitb by year for the periods 197681,1982-88, and 198S96 for the CRE portion of the East Kootenays, BC. (1976-81 -7
b=O.26,1982-88 -10 b=O.S6,10(LQQ(C .=2
Ibo1.13)

Figure 4-6. 3-year running awmge annual LH mortality vs. *year running avenges of
median ages of male and female griinly b a r s harvested in the CRE portion of the East
Kootenays, BC, 1976W (11~257).
Table 4-6. Results of non-parametrit pairwise Mann-Whitmy &tests of the median

ages of grizzly bears harvested for the periods 1976-81 (I), 198248 (2), m d 19aS-96 (3),
for the CRE portion of the East Kootenays, BC.
ni

IJ

P

resulff
1x 3

42.86,39.97
64.02,49.58

2x3

79.86,64.81

21.58
21.83
58,83

1x2+3

95.88,79.36
91.07,72.39

21,141
79.83

1x2

1+ a 3

669.000
1113.500
2921.000
f 782.500
4034.500

02517
0.0242
0.01 52

not sigrificant
significant
significant

0.0650
0.0054

not significant
significant

The number of male grinlies legally hanrmted has incrmsed from 21 during the p*LEH

peciod

to 58 and 83 during the post-LEH period, before and after the 50% increase in annual hunting
allotment, r e s w e f y (Figure 4-7). This amounts to a &fold increase from period 1 to p e w 3.
Through these same periods, the percentage of LH males +I5 years of age declined from 14.3%
to 102% to 4.8%. while the percentage of younger males (2-1 0 years of age), incmsed fmm

.

57.2% to 78.0% to 82.1Oh. 1 rejected Hypotheses 10 and 11. as pairwise testing (Table 4-7)
showed a significant difference between the 2 post-LEH periods, and between period 1 and
period 3. Although period 1 is not statistically different frwn period 3, there was also a dedine in
the proportion of older age males in the harvest, and a mcomitant increase in the youngest age
groups. Fewer older age bears have been Wen through subsequent periods, compared with the
total male harvest (Figure 4.7).

Ago group

Age group

Ago group

Age group

Figure 4-7. Age distribution of m r k grizzly bears hawested in the CRE portion of the
East Kootenays, BC for 3 periods, 197641,1982-88,198S@6.
Except for the apparent anomaly in the 1976-81,11-15 age group, males were killed in similar
proportions in the 3 younger age groups, in all periods (Fgure 4-8).In the dder age groups (a15
years),the proportion of males decreased from 1.00 to 0.60 to 0.50 through successive periods.
In the 16-20 and over 20 age groups, the dedine was from 1.00 to 0.67 to 0.60, and from 1.00 to
0.50 to 0.33, respectively.

Table 4-7. Results of paimiw multiple comparison tests among propodom of LH male
grizzlies by age group (of LH males) for the pefiodr, 197641,198248. and 198996, for
hypotheses 10 and 1 1.

-

Hypothesis 10 age >I5
samples ranked by proportion
ranked sample proportions
ranked arcsine proportions
n

1989-96
0.048
12.66

1982-88
0.102
18.63

1976-81
0.143

2222

21

lest
1x2

18.63-12,66=5.97

1-727

3.457

3.314

1x3

22.22-12.66=9.56

3.902

2x3

22.22-18.63=3.59

2.450
2.554

3.31 4
3.314

R

Hypothesis 11

1-406

m

w HOIO
reject Ha10
not significant

- age 2-10

samples ranked by proportion

1976-81

ranked sample proportions
ranked arcsine proportions
n

0.572
49.14

1x2

62.03-49.14=12.89

1x3

64.97-49.14~15.83

2x3

64.97-62.03=2.940

2.554
2.450
1-727

5.047
6.461
1.702

1982-88
0.780
62.03

3.314
3.314
3.314

1989-96
0.821
64.97
31

rg'ect Hal 1

Hall
not significant

I rejected Hypotheses 12,13, and 14. Pairwikse testing (Table 4-8) showed that proportionally

fewer grinlies in the 2 older age groups were harvested in the post-LEH periods than before the
start of LEH. There was also an apparent dedine in the proportion of dder bears harvested
following the 50% increase in annual hunting allotment, although the difference was not
statistically significant.
4.3.4.b
Non sport Mortality
Sixty-two non sport mottalidies made up 19.4% of all recorded ghzly bear mortalities. 01 these
62 mortalities, 77.4% (48) were PW, !7.7% (1 1) were IL, and 4.8% (3) were U. Twenty-five of
62 (40.3%) records had no recorded age. The n m sport mortalities were:
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Figure 4-8. Proportion of male grizzly bears h a m by age dw in ths CAE portion
of the East Kootenays, BC for 3 periods. 18764l. 1982-86,1982=88, and 191)*mrn

37 of known age - 51-4% (19) subadult, 4 3 2 % (16) adult, and 5.4% (2) dependent
33 of known cohort - 33.3% (11) adult female, 33.3% (1 I)subadult male, 18*2?!(6) subadult
61 of known sex 50.8?!(31) female and 49.2% (30) male

female, 9.1% (3) adult male, and 6.1% (2) dependent

Table 4-8. Results of pairwise multiple comparison tests among propor(ion8 of male

grizzlies in the harvest for the periods, 191641,198248, and 1S89-96, for hypoth8%es
12,13, and 14.

-

Hypothesis 12 age +15

samples m k e d by proportion
ranked sample proportions
ranked arcsine proportiom
n
fat
1x2
1x3
2x3

1984.96
0.50
45.00
8

1982-88

1976-81

0.60
50.77
10

1-00

90.00

3

~'4
50-77-45.W= 5.77
90.00-45.00-A.00
90.00-50.77=39.23

4.673
6.433
6.252

not significant
reject H012

3.31 4
3.31 4
3.314

1235

6.995
6.275

rqm H012

-

Hypothesis 13 age 1&20

samples ranked by proportion

1989-96
0.60
50.77

ranked sample proportions
ranked arcsine proporlions

1x2

54.94-50.77= 4.1 7

1x3
2x3

90.00-50.77d39.23
90.00-54-946.06

5.868
9.330
9.175

1B2-88

1976-81

0.67
54.94

1.OO
90.00

0.71 1

3.314

4.205
3.821

3.314
3.314

not significant
r#ect Hols
Hol3

-

Hypothesis 14 age +20
samples ranked by proportion
ranked sample proportions
ranked arcsine proportions
n

1989-96
0.33
33.40

3

1982-88

0.50
45.00
4

1976-81
1.00

90.00
d

t

1x2

1x3

2x3

45.00-33.40=11.60
90.00-33.40=56.60
90.00-45.~.00

7.219
8.387
7.990

1-607
6.749
5.632

3.314
3.314
3.314

not significant
H014
Ho: 4
123

Two peaks can be seen in the annual PW moWies (Figure 4-9); 1-90

- 13 n~ortalitiesand

1993-96 - 31 mortalities. The PW mortaliies by dass were:

-

48 of known sex 58.396 (28) female and 41 .P/6 (20)male
30 of known age - 46.7% (14) adult. 46.7?! (14) subadult, and 6.7% (2) dependent

-

30 of known cohort 36.7Oh (11) adult female, 26.7?%(8) subadult male. 20.0% (6) subadult

female, 10.0% (3) adult male, and 6.7?h (2) dependent

Figure 4-9. Annual number of problem wildli& (PW) mortalities recorded in the CRE
portion of the East Kootenays, BC, 1976-96 (n48).

The sex ratio was not significantly different from a 1:1 ratio expected if no mortality selection
pressures existed (Gadj=1.326. P=0.25).
Although assumed to be subadult. 11 bears were classed as Juvenile. Any number of these

could have been dependent anirnak. I could only determine fm the records that 1 family g m p
was destroyed.

Of Me 1 1 IL mortalities, 10 had sex mcoFded and 70% (7) of these were male. Only 4 had age
recorded. They were all subadult. The 3 known cohorts were all subadult males.

4*3.5 Summary 01 Hypotheses Test b u l w

-

hypothesis 1 rejected
-gr[nly bear moWities were not distributed randomly. Seventy-one percent of mortaliies
occurred within 1000m of roads and trails.
hypothesis 2 discussed

-

- grizzly beas in the EK are probably not being wefirnested (Section 4.4.5).

-

hypothesis 3 rejected
annual LH mortalincreasedthrough sequential mods. A significant difference was
seen between period 2 (1982-84)and period 3 (1985-88), with a 20?!increase in hunting
permits issued.
hypothesis 4 rejected
- the proportion of females in the harvest declined significantly from the p e a period to
post-LEH period.
hypothesis 5 failed to reject
the proportion of females in the harvest did not differ significantly betwwn any pair of
time periods.
hypothesis 6 rejected
- in the pre-LEH period, the proportion of females in the first and second half of the hunting
season was significantly different.
hypothesis 7 - failed to reject
- in the post-LEH period, the proportion of females in the fimt and second half of the
hunting season was not significantly different
hypothesis 8 - rejected
- ages of males killed declined through subsequent periods. A significant difference was
seen between the 2 post-LEH periods, 1982-88 and 1989-96, with a 50% increase in
hunting permits issued.
hypothesis 9 - failed to reject
- the ages of harvested females did not M e r significantly between any periods.
hypothesis 10 rejected
- out of the harvested LH mafes, the pmportian of males w 1 5 years of age declined
significantly through the pre-LEH period and the 2 post-CEH periods.
hypothesis 11 ~-8Cfed
- out of the harvested LH males, the proportion of males 2-10 years of age increased
significantly through the pre-LEH period and the 2 post-LEH periods.
hypothesis 12 rejected

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

'

- out of all harvested grizzlies, the proporb'on of males ~ 1years
5
of age dedined
•

significantfythrough me pre-LEH period and the 2 post-LEH periods.
hypothesis 13 - rejected

- out of all harvested grinlies, the proportion of males ~16-20years of age dedined
significantly through the pre-LEH period and the 2 post-LEH periods.
hypothesis 14 rejected
- out of all harvested grinlies, the proportion of males ~ 2 years
0
of age dedined
significantly through the preLEH period and the 2 post-LEH periods.

-

4.4

DISCUSSION

4.4.1 The Database
The 319 human-caused gmzly bear mortalities are the minimum number that occurred for the
1976-96 period. The 1976-79 period had paor reporting, 'many legal kills were not reported or the
records were lost' (B-Mclellanpers.mm.). As well, long-distance translocations, which remwe
additional bears from the population, have not beem consistently recorded, and are not induded in
these analyses.
Mortality Summade8 and Rates
The COSEWIC estimate of 214 is 2.9 times bwer than the estimate of 616 from Simpson et d.
(1995). All mortality rates generated using the 616 figure, appear well below the gmeralty
accepted rate of 6.5% total human-causedmortality (Harris 1986), and the suggested harvest
mortality rates of 4% for stable populations (BCMOELP 1995, A F W D 1990). If the actual
population size is closer to the estimate of 214, then the the 6.S0ktotal mortality and the 4%
harvest mortality targets have been exceeded by the total human-caused moRality and harvest
mortality rates respectively, for the entire analysii period and for each post-LEH period.
However, based on the results from recent DNA capture-recapture population analyses in the Elk
Valley and the West Kootenays, the COSEWIC population estimate for the EK is thought to be
low, and the higher estimate of 616 is much closer to these latest estimates (G-Woods
pers.comm.). Although the mortality rates appeared to increase through subsequmt analysis
periods, they were based on a static population estimate for the entire 21 years. As growth and
mortality rates are negatively conelated, if the fmfmlationincreased with time, ihe mortality rates
would exhibit correspondingly lower values.
4.4.2

By adding a 50% conedim fador to account for unlepocted mctelilies, all rates were increased

by 50%. The pre-LEH harvest mortality rate using me papulation estimate of 214 jumped to

5.3%. above the 4% provincial goal. AH other corrected mortality rate estimates remained
unchanged in relation to BCMOELP mortalily rate targets.
The population estimates must be considered as 'ball park"values, used by managers to set
targets for total human-caused and hawest mortality rates in the East Kootenays. Grizzly bear
populations were estimated using a habitat capability model (Fuhr and Demarchi 1990). These
estimates were "stepped down," based cwr the expert opinion of wildlife managers, to account for
the effects of land uses and cultural activities on grizzly populations and resulting habitat loss.
The method was originally developed to compare population trends among regions and we?time
(BCMOELP 1995). Quantitative studies (flathead, Revelstoke, West Slopes) and monitoring
techniques such as analysis of harvest age and sex data, and trends in observational data
(sightings, sign, distribution) from hunters, guides, hikers, Conservation Officers provide
additionJ information Accordingly, the habitat capability model is one of many metho& used to
derive allowable harvests (Mclellan pers.comm.).
Mortrlity T m , Sex, A p , and Cohott A ~ I y l c s
Ithink that the EK data does not accurately reflect the full range of causes of grizzly bear mortality.
This will be discussed in detail in Section 4.4.4.b. Non sport Mortality.
The 33.4% female p o r n of total mortality equals the -mum
mummended percent female
mortality of 33.3% (BCMOELP). Hunting claimed a lower percentage of females (29.2% of 256
bears of known sex), than other non sport causes (50.8% of 61).

Subadults made up the highest percentage of the non sport mortality (51.4% of 37 bears of
known age), followed by adults at 432%. this pattern is reversed for LH mortality, with adults
and subadults accounting for 55.7% and 40.9% of 230 LH grizzlies of known age.
Of concern is that 16.Pk of mortalies had no recorded age. This is -cularly
pmounced for
non sport mortality, with 40.3% lacking age data The summaries presented with regard to ages of
dead grizzlies may hide errors. Some recards in the original B.C. files did not have corresponding
age dass (juvenile or adult) and dental ages presented in years. Where age dass was not
corrected or confirmed by dental ages, the pcoblem was dealt wilh as described in the Methods
section.
The high percentage of adult and subadutt males is b be expected, as 80.6% of the total

recorded mortality is LH. Harvest regulations and the hunter's desire for large trophies, makes

hunting selective towards males (Fraser et al. 1982, Bunnell and Tait 1985,BCMOEl-f 1995).
Most non sport mortality is adult females and subadult males. This is understandable, as these
cohorts often range dose to human developments, perhaps to avoid aggressive adult males that
secure more remote backcountry habitats (Matkon and Knight 1991, Mattson et al. 1992, Gibeau
et al. 1996).
4A.3 Spatial Analyses
Mortalities definitely dump near mads and trai*ls,and certan
i

drainages exhibit high concentra!ions
of kills. This is seen in other jurisdictions of the CRE (Chapters2 and 3).and in other populations
as well (Mattson et al. 1987, Mace et al. 1996).
Road and trail buffers of 1OOan are unavoidably wide, and it could be argued that the effects of

access are watered down as a result However, the resufts of interviews with Alberta grinly
bear hunters and wildlife managers in Alberta and the national parks, with respect to where bears
were killed by humans (see Chapters 2 and 3), revealed that many grhzlies died dose to access
routes. Roads and trails improve access for hunters and poachers (McLellan and Shackleton
1989a) ,and increase the potential for negative bear-humanencounters (Mclelhn and
Shackleton 1989b). They also noted that all adult and subaduft grizzly bear deaths were due to
legal and illegal hunting, and that most bears were shot from mads. Thomas et al. (1976)
determined that the number of hunters reaching hunting Mocks decmased with distance from trails.
roads, camping sites and parking sites.
Not surprisingly, adut males and subadult mdes were the 2 most m m o n cahorts killed outside

the buffers. Adult males often dominate the backcountry habitats, farthest f m human activities
(Mattson et al. 1987). Subadult mafes may be more available in the back-country during the
spring hunt, as they may disperse widely in search of vacant home ranges (Bunnell and Tait
1985, McLellan and Shaddetocr 1988).

Therefore, access management becomes a meal issue where grizzly bears suffer potentially
unsustainable mortality. Regulating human use levels by managing access is "a powerfultool for
balancing the needs of grialies with those of humansn(IGBC 1994). This can be accomplished
by reducing constructi*onof new roads, dosing unnecessary adsting mads, and mitigatingthe
effects of open roads. Based on the mortality data, Ibefieve that the demographic consequences
to the grizzly population, given this level of access into the back-country, are potentially great
B.C.Parks is committed to pratecfiDngkey grinly bear habitatsthrough access management
(Scheer 1991). and the Wildlife Branch watches for l o d i e d concentrations of mortality and has

cam'ed out access closures in the past (Woods 1991, B.Mclellan pers. comm.). Human
population growth through the EK is unlikefy to stop, and there is a growing impetus for
recreational developments and badcantry recreation as extractive industries diminish.

Regulations regarding motorized access may be n
to reduce grinly bear mortality in
areas with concentrations of kills. Such planning must be at as large a xale as is pdically
feasible, and to prevent shifting of the problem fnwn one valley or watershed to the next.
Temporal Analyses
"Ifonly juvenile males are being kiUed, it does not take a model to tell managers that their bear
population is in trouble" (Gilbert et al. 1978). However, it would be beneficial for the bear
population if gradual dedines were detectable at the outset (HanSs and Magar 1987). There is
often difficulty in dee
tn
cig
t
a population decline (Mattsan I=),and usually a time lag exhts
between the onset of decline, and the time when the dedine is recognized (Harris 1984,
BCMOELP 1995, Mattson et al. 1996).
4.4.4

Legal Hawest Mortality
Grizzly bear hunting is a controversial issue. Hawever, it is an accepted use of the resource in
B.C. if properly managed, and with conservation as the priority (Scheer 1991, BCMOELP 1995)4.4.4.a

The large percentage of LH mortalities in the database suggests that hunting is the primary cause
of mortality to the grinty b a r population. Unreported mortality has been highlighted by Banci
(1991) and estimated at 25 1Wh of the known kill in B.C. Unreported kills are induded in the
estimate of total mortality, standard'ued at 50% of the legal ldll (BCMOELP 1995). and factored
into the annual number of hunting authorizationsfor each WMU. The problem of unrepoRed
mortality will be discussed more fulJy in Section 4.4.4.b, Nan sport Mortality.

-

A w a g e Annual LH Mort.Iidies
Annual grizzly beat mortalities exhibit an increasing trend, consistently dimbing from lows of 2-12
per year for the period I976-83, to highs of 25-31 per year from 1994 thmugh 1996 (Figure 4-2).
The peak during the 1994-96 period can be pattially explained by dump closures in southeastern
BC that led to higher than previously recorded PW mortality (26 of 48). However, LH mortalii
rose during this period as well (58 of 257). Limited entry hunting cfmmmd in 1982 as a way to
regulate the distribution of huntem, and thereby contml amascmcentrated moMity. Increases in
annual mortality through the post-LEH periods can be at least partially explained by a 20?k
increase in annual hunting allotment in 1985, and an addMonal50%n
iin 1989 (Sipson et
al. 1995). Results from the Flathead and Revelstokestudies showed that grizzly bear population

numbers were higher than previously thought, and increasing (B.McLellan, G.Woods pers.
comm.). As BCMOELP attempts to maximize the harvest within the 4% target, the number of
permits increased with these updated population figures.

PropoHion of Females in t b Hawest
To reduce the harvest, in particular of females, fall grizzly bear hunting in the EK was eliminated in
1972- A spring season was put in place and hunters were requested not to kill females
accompanied by cubs (Woods1991). General guidelines now state that the female portion of the
hawest should be no greater than 33Oh (BCMOELP).
The implementation of LEH in 1982 appears to have played a part in reduang the proportion of
females in the harvest, parb'cularly in the early portion of the hunting season. LEH provided a
solution to the probferns of annual maximum harvest and ineffective emergency season dosures
(Woods 1991). As there were no data available before 1976, the relative effectsof dierent
management strategies on LH mortality could not be teased apart. The average annual number of
l wn
ig
the
females in the harvest has risen steadily wer time, with the highest jump occurring fdo
50% increase in annual authorizations. However, the percentage of females in the harvest was
below the 33% target in 13 of 16 years. Following years when this target was exceeded (based
on %year running averages), the harvest numbers for the ama of female over harvest are
?
in
reviewed, and changes made accordingly. Assuming all things equal, the W ?increase
authorizations contributed to an increase in the proportion of harvested females to 38*k in 1989.
The number of permits was reduced in subsequent years.
The increase in percent females from the early half to the late half of the post-LEH hunting
seasons is not statistically significant. However, increases in absolute numbers and percent

females in the harvest through the hunting seasons were recorded. lmpkmentati0n of U H may
have played an important rde in redWng the pro~ortionof female mortality in the later part of the
season. In the spn'ng, males generally leave their dens first, followed by lone females and then
females with young (Henero per.comm.). Shortening the hunting season has been considered,
because more females are killed late in the hunt (B.McLeltan pets. comm.). However, this
approach has inherent problems, if 4% remains a fim harvest target Access into some areas is
often restricted by snow into June. Thus, the hunt would be conmntrated in snow-ffee areas. In
addition, some believe the late hafvest of females relates to hunter behavior rather than bear
behavior, as hunters become less choosy as the end of the season approaches (G.Woods
pers. comm.). Finally, as 4% is thought to be the appropriate level of mortality, and is not likely to
change, an earlier dosure would reduce hunter success, leading to incmmed numbers of permits

*

granted, which in turn increases the risk of high harvest fluctuations and areaamcentrated
mortality.

Huniing Intensity
Grizzly bears exhibit a low reproductive potential (Bunnell and Tait 1981). and are often limited
by hunting mortality (Cowan 1972). Hunting success and the age and sex structure of the
harvest in any given year, is dependent on the kill structure and intensity from previous years.
Thus, the required assumption of independence coutd not be met, and statistical tests on the
significance of the change in slopes could not be performed- However, the resub show that the
number of kills has increased, and that the harvest rate has increased in each subsequent periodIf the increase in hunter kills is in step with population growth, then the mortality fatewill not
increase. However, this dynamic should be monitored dosety, as estimatingg h f y bear
populations is not exact.
Ages of Males and Fbrnalbs in the H-st
Male grizzly bears are the most vulnerable cohoR to LH mortality (Bunnell and Tait 1985, Harris
1986, McWlan and Shaddeton 1988). Bunnell and Tait (1985) note theow
lo
nflg
i
re(ab'01)ship:
apparent mortality rate varies with the average age of males in the harvest. 'Low average age or
fewer old animals represent a high mortali rate." As such, young males are increasingly favored
over older males as hunting pressure increases (Harris and Metrgar 1987). The EK grinly
population exhibited this pattern of dedine in the median ages of male grizzlies hanrested.
However, ages of harvested males can also exhibit dedine if the populationis growing, and a 'lot
of circumstantial evidence'' suggests a positive growth rate (B.Mdellan pers. comm.). Also, the
ages of harvested females showed no significant changes between periods. Hanis (1986)
modelled harvest scenarios and suggested that, in werhawested pogulati~s,the ages of
females increased slightly.

Pmpottion of LCI 1W.Wby Age Group
This analysis revealed that following the start of LEH, the proportion of LH males in the 16-20 and
>20age groups declined significantly from the pre-LEH p e w . However, I recognize that the
sample sizes are small in these older age groups (Table 4-7). Bunnell and Tait (1980) stated that
due to differential vulnerability between the sexes, the proportion of males in the harvest will
decline with age and with hunting pressure. In the EK, the propoltian of LH males increased with
age in the pre-LEH period. In the 2 post-LEH periods, the trend was for the proportion of LH
males to increase to the 1145 year old age gmup, and then drop off through the 2 oldest age
groups. I am aware of no threshold values for harvest age and sex structure that identify a

population in dedine. Harris (1984) and Harris and Metzgar (1987) simulated wer-harvest
scenarios for computer-generatedgrizzly bear populations and concluded that a pt~wRimd
dedine in older males in the harvest occurred with increases in hunting intensity.
Age Disfrfbution of LH Males
The rejection of Hypotheses 11 and 12 supports the rejection of the previous 3 hypotheses.
Despite small sample sizes, this test shows statistically and graphically that fewer older age
males, and more younger males, were legally killed through successive periods.

Non sport Mortality
Compulsory Inspection (CI) of all known and suspected grizzly bear mo-ities has been in
place since 1976. Only 18.4% of the 319 recorded grinly bear mortalities were from causes other
than LH, and 95.6% were legal harvests and agency control actions. most that Iassume were
recorded. The remaining moRalities were 11 illegal and 3 of unknown cause. No tmmkxations or
highway, railway, self-defense, or natural mortalities were recorded for this area. In Alberta, since
1972.48% of all known grizzly bear deaths were from causes other than sport hunting (Chapter
3). In southeastern B.C., Mclellan (1991) noted that 48??of the total known mortalii was me
result of LH, and that LH accounted for only 31% of total mortality of his radio-dlared sample.
Similarly, in his analysis of 13 study areas h Merta, British Calumbii, Montana and Idaho.
McLellan et al. (in press) diiwuemd that LH mortalities accounted for 4347% of total mortalii of
radio-collaredgrizzly bears. He also determined that management agencies mid have detected
only 45-51% of the total deaths. As all LH mortalities must be mgistered and accounted for, a
great many non sport deaths must go unn~~CBd.
This suggests that since 1976, them were either
very few non sport deaths in the EK, or non sport mortaJities went essentially undetected, or n m
sport mortalities were not recordedconsistently. Mclellan (pew. m m . ) noted that it took several
years for CI to begin working properly.
4.4.4.b

In previous decades in the East Kootenays, high numbers of mortalities may have been
unreported, but these have been Wining markedly in recent yeas (Forbes pen.comm.). This
decline is probably attributable to a combination of changing human attitudes toward bears and
an increase in rural acreages and s u ~ o n sThe
. increased human density makes the
discharging of firsarms and killing of grhdy bears very difficult to hide (Forbes pers.camm.).
Iflowering mortality becanes necessary, and LH mortality is the majar cause of death, the easiest

way to reduce mortality is by restriding hunting. However, reducing the legal quota may lead to
increased ill@ killing. The effeds of illegal and other non sport rnofblitiies cannot be undemtood,

ifthe number of cause speciRc deaths is unknown. Detecling and recordingas much non sport

mortality as possible is important
Many of the 62 non sport deaths were PW ( T !and
) , 82?!and 53*h of these have been

reported since 1988, and 1993 respectively. Two peaks in PW mortalii can be seen (Figure 49). 1 have no explanation for the first peak, except that it may be an artifact of inconsistent
recording of PW deaths. However, the second peak can be explained by the closure ofseveral
landfills in southeast British Columbia, including the Elkford dump, in 1994 Fmtana pers-comm.)
These closures contributed to an increase in PW mortalities to 13 in 1994 and 10 in 1995. Bears

losing such a food source, often get into troubie around humans, as they seek food around other
human developments and settlements (Mattson et al. 1992. Cmighead et al. 1995, Bennett
1996).
The remaining 1I IL martalities probably underestimatethe actual number of all other moftalii

types. In the Flathead River valley, immediately south of this study area, Mclellan (1991) noted
that 24% of known gtizzly bear mortalities were lkgal kills (45% for his radio.ooNared bear
sample). Similarfy, Peek et 3. (1987) reported 23% illegal mortality in the Nortnarn Continental
Divide Ecosystem, and Knick and Kamom (1989) found that of their marked sample of grinlies,
100% and 25% of total mortality were illegal in the Selkirks and Cabinet-Yaak Ecosystms
respectively. Wielgus et al. (1994) stated that the Selkilk Mountains population was limited by IL
mortality.

It has been suggested that causes of non sport mortality are non selective, and therefore should
occur in an approximate 1:1 sex ratio (Fraser et al. 1982), or in a similar ratio to ttre structure of the
population (Miller and Chihuly 1987). However, certain non sport m o M i types may be biased
towards one sex (Rogers et al. 1976). In the EK, 7 of 10 IL mortalities were male bears, so this
may be the case for same types of IL mortalities. Poachers after trophies, similar to huntels, may
select for large animals, and thereby select for males (Miller and Chihuly 1987). Although the
sample size is small, the indication is that male grizzlies, in particular subadult males, die most
frequently because of poaching and other illegal means. This relationship was also seen in the
Alberta portion of the CRE (Chapter 3), in the Northern Continental Divide Emsystem (Dood and
Pac 1993) and in the Trout Creek population in the Yellowstone Ecosystem (Craghead et al.
1995).

Different causes of death have a range of probabilities of detecto
i n.
Same causes (e-g. selfdefence, hunting, agency control, rasearch) are required to be reported, although this may not
always be the case. Other human-related causes (e.g. illegal, highway and railway) are
probably highly under reparted and affect the basic assumptions
of data quality and management
efficacy. However, Mattson et A. (1996) state that the bias of oversampling human-caused
rnortafity would have to be many times greater not to condude that human-caused mortality is the
greatest threat to grizzly bear survival today. Mattson (1996) discussed some potential problems
wildlife managers experience when assuming that recorded mortality is an unbiased indicator of
actual mortality, and that new management practices ultimately result in changing mortality rates.
Grizzly bear populations are vulnerable to errors that lead managerr to assume effective
management strategies and to condude that mortality is dedining. Liberalizing management based
on these perceptions may lead to a setious future population dedine as an actual increase in
mortality may not be detected immediately.
In conclusion, I rejected hypothesis 2. The EK grizzly bear population is probably not being wer
harvested. However, given the unknown element in population estimates, the often circumstantial
nature of evidence used to monitor population status, the low percentage of recorded non sport
mortalities, the absence of translocation data, and the ongoing habitat fragmentation and
alienation, conservative management of grinly bear mortality is necessary.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Controlling morblity at a level that prevents population W i n e is impodant in managing grizzly

4.5

bear populations. As adequate techniques to assess population vital rates accurately are not
currently available, management of mortality must be conservative. In B.C., many right steps
These
have been taken to reduce the total grizzly bear m o W i , and female moltality in
include the implementationof compulsoryns
o
p
in
e
ict
and limited enby hunting, the eliminatim of fall
hunting seasons,the protection of females with young, the inclusion of a correction fador for
unreported mortality, the elimination of hunting in WMUs with 25 grizzlies or less, and making
baiting illegal.

However, some potential problems exist Occasionally, sudden, large increases in annual hunting
authorizations have contributed to 1) significant increases in average annual mortality, 2)
increased proportions of females in the harvest (1989-96; not significant), 3) significant dedining
ages of harvested males, and 4) significantly Meed numbers of older aged males in the
harvest. Translocations of 'problem bearsnhave not been consistently recorded, many
translocated bears have not been marked, and few have been followed to understand their fate.

Roads continue to be constructed into previously unroaded areas, and spatial anaiyses clearly
show that grizzly bear mortality is concentrated within a nanow zone along roads. As well, habitat
fragmentation stresses the su~*ving
bears.

The following recommendations are based on two assumptions: i)the goal of the BCMOELP is to
maintain the present population status and distribution
of grinly bears in British Columbia, and
ii)recreational hunting of grizzly bears is an acceptable use of the resource. These
recommendations are offered as ways to prevent future incteases in mortality, to reduce the
unnecessary killing of grizzly bears, and to assist in the inte@risdicb'cmal management of g w
bear mortality. They are presented by the companding sections of this chapter.
45.1

the Database

Accurate. consistent, and complete w r t i n g and recolding of mortality data are necessary. Some
variation occurs in the way mortality is dassified in different jurisdictions. For example, a H or RR
mortality in one region is w r d e d as AC in another, and misWen identity is IL in one jurisdiction
and AC in another. Thus, all jurisdions should develop the same coding scheme, and dearly
define the different causes of death.
Accurately record all pertinent details regardingtranslocated grizzlies. If translocating pmbbm
bears is to see continued use as a management tod, initiate a study using radio-marked
translocated bears to look at the success of such translocations, and the fate of the bears mwedIf certain sites are used for multiple releases, radio-mark a sample of -dent bears to understand
the effect these releases might have on the resident population.

Mortality Summaries and Rates
DNA censusing techniques have been used m t l y to review population estimates. As accurate
population estimates are requiredto calculate vital rates, I recammend incmsing this lwd of
commitment to using appropriate assessment techniques.
4.5.2

45.3 Spatial Analyses
As mortality needs to be monitored into the future to understand the effectbmessof managefmnt
decisions, some additional information needs to be collected with respect to grinly bear mortality
and access management Acquiring accumte mortaJity Wens is necessuy for unde-ding

and managing mortality with resped to human development and use of the landscape-This could
be accomplished by requiring hunters to mgister kilb at the neerest astrid or regional Fbh and
Wildlife Office. The authority registering the bear MI have a good knouddgp of the
and can

of accurately map the kill site. Efforts should be required of hunters or officers to map m 0 W i
locations on a 1:50,000 scale topographic map to the 1OOm level of accuracy (UTM) if possible.
Exact locations cannot always be given. However, if the drainage or road or other nearby feature
is identified, and the interviewee can say that the bear died within so many hundred meters of the
road or feature, then reamable accuracy for spatial anafyses can be realized. A d d ' i a l
important information is the type of access route, the condition of the access route at the time of
Me mortality, and the mode of travel of the person(s) responsiblefor the killing or tmslocab'ng of
the bear. In addition, detailed notes about the cause and reason forthe mortality are fequifed,
such as were any food attractants present, were natural food species present, and what, ifany
human behaviors phyed a role in the mortality. This information could be recorded on a simple
check sheet included with each occurrence report and registration certificate.

Access Management
Access into bear habitat, particutarty into areas with high concentrations of mortalii, could be
regulated through quotas andor dosures of roads. A commitment to no new roads in existing
secure grizzly bear habitat, and deawnmissioning industrial mads at project termination warld
prevent additional habitat fragmentation and bss, and would aid in preventing increases in
undetected non sport mortality,

Temporal Analyses
AnaIyses such as have been conducted here should be reviewed at some future time wiEh mote
accurate population estimates, to understandthe effeds that new management ~trate~i8s
and
probable increases in human use of grizzly bear habitat have on grin& bear mortality and
population status.
4.5.4

Legal Hamst MortrIity
Management of hunting mortatii has been successful at keeping mortalii doEe to the goal of 4%
of the grizzly population depending on the population estimate used. However, caution must be
exercised given the tremendous variation in the 2 derived population estimates.

Shortening the end of the hunting season may afford increased protection for females, iffemale
mortality is found to dimb above the 33% target However, such a change must be monitored to
ensure that the kill is not concentrated into smaller (snow-free) areas earlier in the season.

Non sport Molrrlity
Many grizzly bears are becoming accustomed to living dose to people in high use recreational
areas. This increases the potentialfor bears to receive food rewards for unacceptable behavior,
thereby increasing the beas' mortality risk. it also makes them vulnerable to people with guns
when they appear at dose range, even when they are acting naturally, and with no agg-on.
Implement roadside wildlife sanctuaries of about 400m on either side of heavily used roads in
areas where grinlies have had to habiiate to people in order to use high quality, lower elevation
habitats. Set up more extensive no hunting zones around high use recreation areas and
settlements.
Additional Recommendations
Effective legislation and enforcement should be employed with respect to food and garbage
handling in bear country. All campers (hikers, equestrhn, and hunters) should be required to store
food, garbage, and horse feed in bear proof metal or seamless W C containers, or effectively
elevate attractants between trees. or isdate camp within an effective portable elecfric fence.
Similarly, resource companies must be required to keep their field camps dean ofany potential
attractants from food and garbage to antifreeze and dl-based substances.
43.5

To reduce the self defense and illegal killing of grinly bears, ueducationprograms should provide

wildlife users with information on how to prevent, avoid, or reduce the potential for encounters,
and how to recognize aggressive versus nonaggressive bear behaviors." Bear identification,
safety and awareness programs must be mandatory for all hunters, for the safety of humans and
bears.

Increase the use of aversive conditioning on roadside bears, and bean entering campsites and
private yards. Help landowners employ good husbandry practices and manage food attractants
on their land. Secure funds to use Kamlian Bear Dogs, and to help develop a m i a n Bear Dog
program in Canada With such a program, an site leleases of many problem bears could occur,
reducing the high costs and rislcs associatedwith t r a n s w n g grizzlies. I mommend tne clleation
of a Grizzly Bear Management Specialist position. 7his person would assist landowners to
remove or secure bear food attractants on their properties, mcerrtrate on proactive aversive
conditioning of bears around commercial and private property, on roadsides and in campgrounds,
before the bear becomes seriousJy habituated or food conatianed, and work with wildlife offices
in determining and canying out the appropriate management actions.

I recommend more commitment to area doares to permit g

w bear use of seasonally important
feeding sites. Area closures should be proactive, and based on indicators such as h a b i t quality
and known bear use of an area Temporary area dosums are also recommended when a bear
has bluff charged or othewise wamed a person in defense of young or a feeding site.

Continue informingthe public about bear activity in high h u m use areas. and educatr*onal
programs with respect to how to behave in bear country.
All these recommendations will require adequate funding to be

out-
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CHAPTER 5 EPILOGUE
Grizzly bear management has evolved from a practice based on exploitive philosophies in the

earty days of settling western Canada to anent strategies aimed at protecting the resource
(Brown 1968, Noble 1972, Brown 1985, ARND 1990, Woods 1991). Shifting park and forest

reserve boundaries and changing management policies afforded more or less protection for grinly
bears based on the personal values of managers. economic concerns, and pdical whims. Early
on, science was rarely used as a tool in the decision making procerses regarding land use and
natural resource management. That appears to be changing today (Henero et al. 1998). The
Eastern Slopes Grinly Bear Project(ESGBP) is, at the request of resource managers throughout
the Central Rockies Ecosystem (CRE), conducting a cumuladhre effectp assessment (CEA) on
the population and habitat status of gmrly bean in the CRE. As well, the ESGBP has
performed similar CEAs for several jurisdictions of the CRE (Gibeau et a. 1996, ESGBP 1998).
Only since the early 1970s, and because of fears of declining populations, have resource
management agencies in the CRE attempted to cdlect systematic data on grizzly bear mortalities.
It is this data that formed the basis for this repoR.
Resource managers from all agencies in the CRE supplied gmzly bear mortality and tmnslocab'm
databases for the period 1971-96. Data quality and completeness are suspect in the early years
of this period, but have improved wer time.
Based on the quality of the data, the stated goals of agencies managing grinly bears, and the
current realities regarding managing grizziy bears, the fdbwing
assumptions were made:

the databases represent the minimum number of grinty bear deaths and long d i c e

translocations.
the goal of CRE management agencies is to maintain or enhance the present population
status and distribution of grizzly bears.
recreational hunting of grizzty bears is an accepted practice.
The main o b j e t i i of this project were to synthesize all grizzly bear moftality data, to prepare a
comprehensive, cenbal~edmoftality datebase and an analysis of mortality for grizzly bekr
managers in all jurisdictions of the CRE*
As has been reported for other grizzly bear populations (Craighead et al. 1988, Senrheen 1990,

Dood and Pac 1993). human-related causes were the primary sources of grialy bear mortality
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throughout the CRE study area (627 of 639 known mortaliies). Characteristics of grlnly bear
mortality were, in some respects consistent across jurisdictional
boundaries, and different in
others. For instance, human activities accounted for almost all recorded grizzly bear deaths in
every region of the CRE. Similarly, spatial analyses showed that throughout the CAE most
grizzly bear deaths ocarmd in a n a m zone along roads and trails and around developments. In
provincialjurisdictions where grizzly hunting is permitted, legally harvested animals made up the
highest proportion of the kill, whereas in protected areas such as the National Parks, problem
wildlife control actions accounted for most grizzly bear deaths* In KananaskisCountry, hunting for
most game species except grin@bear is allowed* Most mortality here was consistently the
result of hunting-relatednon sport kills (illegaJ, self-defense, and by First Nations hunters).
Ninety-two percent of 48 illegal and self-defence kit@in the Alberta study area fell during spring
and fall hunting seasons.
The degree and type of human use, and its spatial and temporal predictability, have often been

correlated with the behavioural reactions (habituation or displacement) of bears (Jope 1985,
Mattson et al. 1987, Mclellan and Shackleton 1988a, Nadeau 1989, Gunther 1990, Mace and
Manley 1993, Mattson 1993), and with the scale of human-caused mortality (Mdellan and
Shaddeton 1988b, Mattson and Knignt 1991, Mattson et al. 1992, Mattson 1993, Gibeau et al.
1996). In this study, 85% of 462 human-caused grizzly bear deaths with known locations
occurred in 201s along roads and trails and m n d human s8tUefnmts. In the CRE portion of
Alberta, the annual number of problem w i l d i i mortalities and long distance translocations
increased significantly between 2 analysis periods, as did development and recreational use
throughout the area Homer, the proportion of kills to bng distance translocations decreased
significantly. In the national park study area, total h u m a n - c a d mortality rates W i n e d
significantly following a landfill dosure, irng(ementation of an im~roved
m g e transfer system,
and increased efforts at public education. However, the high mortality of previous years may
have depressed the population, leaving fewer grinlies to kill. Also, the female mortality was
unprecedently high (800m)for the period 1984-96. Multiple kills occurred around Elkfod and
several communities on B.C. Highway 93, Banff townsite, the village of Lake Louise, at landfills,
campgrounds, backcountry lodges, ski resorts, and along the Trans Canada Highway and roads
and trails accessing many valley systems in the study area.
The seasonality and distribution of important habitats in

to human concentrations play a

large role in grizzly bear survival. Gliafy bears spend much of the year at lower elevations in
this region, and roads, trails and developments are usually built in the valley bottoms. As a
generality, grizzlies mwe to low elevation habitats in the spdng, where they might find winter

kitled carcasses and early season vegetation. Through the summer months they roam
extensively to ungulate calving grounds and to follow vegetation green-up. Late summer and fall
hyperphagic feeding is dtical for bears, in prepamtion for the winter & w i n g period. At this time of
year, berries become the principle food source in the CRE. Here is an example of this dynamic.
Buffaloberry (Shephenfia canadensis ) is the key beny species along the eastern slopes of the
Rockies. It is most productive in meadows and open-canopied forests at lower elevations. and
thus, can often be found along roadsides, and in campgrounds and other areas disturbed by
human activities. Grizzlies choosing to use these habitats forego security for nutritional gain.
However, bears must habituate to some extent to people in these areas, and mortality risk for
bears (Mattson et al. 1992, Gunther 1994) and potentil risk to people increase when bears
become habituated, or worse, faod-candiioned (Henero 1985). In Banff and Yoho Naonal Parks,
57% of 72 m o W i with month of kill known, occurred during the berry season.Of 48 dated PW
mortalities, 75% fell in the peak tourist season and 42?%occurred during the beny season. In the
Alberta study area, 51% of all nor, s p a R ldlls occurred during the beny season.
Several changes in management strategies and land uses have had significant effectson grinb
bear mortality throughout the CRE. Umited entry hunting (LEH) was implemented in the East
Kootenay study area in 1982, and in the Alberta study area in 1987. This was for different
reasons and with seemingly different results. In the East Kmtways. LEH was carded out to
control the distribution of hunters and prevent area-concentrated mortali. Research suggested
that the regional grizzly bear population wasne
cira
ns
g
i,
so the annual hunting allocattim was
increased, and the annual number of grialy bear deaths (both legal harvest and total) continued
to climb. In Alberta, there was a concern that grizzlies were being over hawested, and LEH was
implemented to control both the number and distribution of hunters. Although higherthan the
provincial goal of 2% throughout the period of this analysis, the estimated harvest mortatity rate
declined significantly following LEH. In the portion of the Alberta study area where grizzly hunting
is allowed and has previously exceeded the target, the Alberta Fish and Wildlife Division has
recently reduced the harvest by 5Pk.
I believe that planning for and managing appropriate development and levels of access into

grinly bear habitat, such that encounters betwen humans and bears are minimized, is the critical
issue with respect to managing grinly bear mortality in the CRE. It is imperative that caution is

exercised in managing grizzly bear moctality. Mortalii rates, as calculated in this paper, are
estimates, based over time on static population estimates with wide ~attfid8nCSintervals.
Management based on these mortality fates must be weighed agahst reproduction and
recruitment, and age specific survival rates in areas with no hunting. This informationis not

currently available for the CRE. As well, management must consider that fragmentation of, and
bear displacement from qualii habitat by development and an increasing human presence is
continuing essentially unchecked.
I prepared a diverse list of recommendations aimed at managing grizzly bear monali at a

sustainable level. These included practices such as improving the colledion and recording of data,
using the mortality data effectively for intejurisdicbcbonal
planning, continuing to assess population
estimates, monitor mortali, study the effects of human activities on mortality, and mitigate these
effects by regulating access into habitat during critical seasons. Along another stream, I
recommended increasing efforts at keep
nig
grinlies and people apart by improvinggarbage
management, assisting landowners to mod@ their lifestyles and opera!im to prevent attrading
bears onto their properties, continuing to improve predator compensation programs, securing
funding for the development of effective aversive condiioning programs, and reducing needless
non sport mortality by ensuring that huntem and others carrying firearms in bear habitat
understand bear behavior and safety.
It i
s clear from this list that managing grizzly bear mortality essentially entails modifying human

activities in bear country. Thus, the issue boils down to, do we as a society value grizzly bears.
If grizzlies are to continue to coexist with inaeasing numbecs of people, two issues must be
addressed; 1) enough secure habitat must be left available for grinlies, and 2) one half of the
survival equation, mortality risk, will have b be managed such that it does not exceed
reproduction and recruitment Evevme who potentially influences gritrly bear mortality will have
to become involved in preventing human-bear conflicts. This can only be accomplished by
understanding grinly bear behavior and needs, and reducing the potentialfor grinlies to become
habituated or focxkondiioned, thereby increasingtheir chances of sunrival.
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APPENDIX I.

HISTORICAL REVIEW OF EVENTS AFFECTING GRIZZLY BEAR SURVIVAL IN THE CRE
Much of the following is taken from Noble (1972), Taylor (1984), Woods (1991) plus individual points as

referenced.
18 5 0- 1 9 00

Frontier explorers and prospectors shot grizzly bears on sight to protect food caches.
This was the first significant human-caused influence on bear populations

1871 At the Cypress Hills, Hudson Bay Company fur-trader Issac Cowie traded 750 grizzly bear
hides (Stegner 1962: p. 70). Estimated that independent traders got at least as many.
1887-90

Bears afforded protection in Banff National Park. Protective measures removed in 1890.

1 9 0 0- 192 0

Trapping records from Alberta Department of Agriculture show: 1907 - 155 hides, 1908 -

-

-

-

50,1909 44, 1910 23,191 1 15, and 1912 - 19 ,suggesting population decline.
Poaching of wildlife within the park carried on almost at will prior to 1909.
Natives began trophy hunting outside park boundaries.
1902 Bears once again protected in Banff National Park
1909

Full-time warden service established. Wardens empowered to destroy "noxious,
dangerous, and destructive animals" and to enforce anti-poaching regulations.

1915

First access to Banff by automobile; demands increased for more roads.

191620

Mining and lumbering was stopped in the park with probable decline in mortality.

1919-23

Construction

19 2 0 - 19 4 0

1922-30

of roads to Lake Louise and Radium Hot Springs.

First grizzly bear control bll by Warden Service (District 9 - Panther R.)
With better enforcement, trapping and poaching concentrated in areas adjacent to the

park, and sport hunting became more lucrative. The highest number of hides marketed in
one year was 115. This dropped to a high of 10 through the 1030s. suggesting a
population decline in these areas.
1931-40

Construction of Banff-Jasper Highway provided increased access throughout parks.
Grizzlies began frequenting dumps leading to minor numbers of control killings.

1936

4 grinlies killed at Hector L. workcamp dump.

1938

First bear-human conflicts; 2 photographers bitten; 2 grizzlies destroyed.
First assessments of grizzly bear population status. There was much debate with respect

to population size and distribution. General increase in numbers apparently as result of
favorable range conditions, increased park size and protection from hunting.

Increases in recreational use of parks, resident human population, and bear-people
encounters.
late 1940s-

early 1950s
1942

At least 20 grinlies confirmed killed by ranchers and bounty hunters in eastern portion
of Kananaskis Country (McCrory and Henero 1982).
Game preserves on east side of park opened to hunting.
Banff-Windermere, Banff-Jasper, and Trans-Canada routes upgraded to highway status.
Yoho Park superintendant mauled. Parks policy through 1940s was to destroy all grizzIies

that approached too close to areas of human use or showed unnatural behavior.
Construction of Alberta Forestry Trunk Road and other construction projects created
improved access and probably increased bear mortality.
Increased bear use of dumps. Food source at dumps may have had the effect of inflating
local bear population size.
Bear-viewing at the dumps of Banff and Lake Louise became fashionable.
Bears frequenting back-country warden cabins- Some wardens known 'bear-haters' who
shot grizzlies on sight (Kunelius and Meggs 1986).
Rabies control program led to trapping, shooting, and poisoning of undocumented
number of grizzlies, but estimate was of 3827 bears of both species dying in Banff
National Park and a d j j Alberta (Ballantyne in Noble 1972).
Poisoning stopped but rabies control program continued.
Beginning of landfilling at open garbage dumps- This did not discourage bears but
allowed for bear-viewing in more pleasant surroundings. Bear-viewingbegan to be
discouraged.
Canadian Wildlife Senrice concerned over indiscriminatekilling of grizzlies by wardens.
Unwarrantedkillings by wardens reported in Districts 7,8,9, and 11.
Warden Service began to Centralize.
1959

Late 1950s

First recorded grizzly bear highway mortalities (near Banff and Bow Lake).

First regulations in BC to curtail open hunting of grizzlies. Season shortened to
September 1 - June 30.
Increased B.C, access towards park on logging roads.
Outfitters and taxidermists noted decline in numbers and ages of bears being shot.
Baiting of grinly bears made illegal in Alberta
At least 18 grinly bears destroyed or removed from Banff National Park population.

Over 500 grizzlies shot in the East Kootenays (Demarchi in Noble 1972).

Concern arose about grizzly populations in BC. G f W y Bear Licence now required.

-

BC grizzly season shortened from September 3 Oecember 31.

1968
1970s

BC prohibited baiting of grizzly bears.
About 9 GBs per year died by all causes at the hand of man (Cottingharn &

Langshaw 1981),
First scientific research on grinly bears in Banff National Park, Also research and design

of bear-proof garbage bins and dump fencing.
Increase in policy directives from Ottawa and Western Region Office
Review of the warden's role and capability. It was a =shiftin training and recruitment
standards, more than anything else, that led to the improved bear management practices
of the last decadew(1970s) (Taylor 1984)Use of an improvedtoolbox (e-g- area closures, quota systems,improved trap-release

techniques and drugs)-

-

Earfy 1970s Spring (April 1 midJune) seasons implemented in BC.

1970 Grizzly bear hunting stopped south of the Bow River, Alberta.
Fall grizzly bear hunting season eliminated in Alberta
1971

Compulsory registration of all martalities began in Alberta
Closure of Lake Louise garbage dump led to increased bear mortality for several years.
Fall seasons closed in the East Kootenays, BC.

1973 Kootenay National Park began hauling garbage to municipal dumps outside of the park
(transfer of the problem), and Yoho National Park began hauling garbage to Lake Louise
landfill.
1974 Following legal battle, Parlcs Canada stepped up public education and warning signage
with respect to bears and wildlife in general.
1976 Compulsory registration of all mortalities began h BC.
1977

Fatal mauling and law-suit led to large bear warning signs at park entrances.

1978

Personal bag limit set in BC at 1grizzfy in 5 years.

1980s

1980 Whiskey Creek maulings led to high grinly bear mortaiity for the year. A document of bear
management recommendationswas prepared (Westhaver and Williams 1980).
1981

Closure of Banff Landfillto garbage other than trade waste. First garbage transfer station
implemented in Banff. Increasedgrizzly bear mortalityfor several years probably as a mutt
of the mauling and landfill closure.
Back-country roads and trails in Kananaslds Country dosed to motorized traffic except for
3 special use areas.

1982

First Bear Management plan for Banff National Park tabled.

Open seasons replaced with a limited entry hunt (LEH) in BC (Simpson 1995)
In Alberta:
1982-89

1982
spring 1982
1983

General seasons phased out in favor of limited entry hunt (LEH) (Gunson 1996).
Grizzly bear hunting opened S of Bow R, excluding W . C . (Horesji 1989).
WMUs 300,302 (BMA7). 400,402 (BMA6) opened to LEH.
commencement of fencing of the Trans Canada Highway from the east park gate

spring 1987

LEH in Kananaskis Country (BMAS).

spring 1988

Hunting closed in BMAS.
BMA4 (north of Bow R) went to LEH.

spring 1989

Remainder of BMA7 (WMUs 304,305,306,308,310,312,314)

went to LEH.

1983-87 Fall limited entry hunt opened in northern BMA's resulting in an increase in the harvest

by 113.
Adult females with young and grizzlies in a group of 2 made illegal to hunt.
Completion of Alberta Grizzly Bear Management Plan.
Critical Dates Having Significant Effects on Grizzly Bears in Each Jurisdiction.
Alberta

1970 Grizzly bear hunting stopped south of the Bow River, Alberta.
1982 Grizzly bear hunting opened south of Bow R, excluding Kananaskis Country.
Kananaskis Country
1981

Back-country road and trail closures.

1987

LEH led to 1 grizzly bear harvested legally.

CRE portion of BMA3
1988

General season replaced with LEH.
4 legal hawests (LH) all prior to 1988.

BMA4
1 988

Generai season replaced with LEH.
75 LH or 4.7fyear prior to 1988.

18 LH or 2.04ear 1988-96.

CRE portion of BMA7
1989

General season replaced with LEH.
1 LH prior to 1989 and 1after 1989.

East Kootenays, BC
1982

Open seasons replaced with LEH.
45 LH from 1976-81 or 7.Syear.

212 LH from 1982-96 or 14.11'year.
Banff National Park
1971
1971-74

Lake Louise dump closure.

35 PW rnonalitii in BNP and YNP, at least 18 of which were in Lake Louise area
(between Castle Junction, Field, and Bow Lake), and another 15 PW mortalities with no
known locationAdditional 13 PW morbties (5 in Lake Louise area and 3 with no location) and 5
mortalities of unknown cause and location occurred from 1975-79. As well, there are 2
and possibly 3 records of diseased bears in this time period, another possible result of
suddenly losing a vaiuable albeit unnahrral food source.

1980

Whiskey Creek mulings led to high mortality in 1980 due to i n t o l e m for grizzly bears.

198 1

Banff Landfill closure left mdumpbears' without a high quality food source. In conjunction
with continued intolerance of grizzlies nem humans, mortality (particularly in the female
cohort) was high for a couple of years (7 PW mortallies in the Banff area in 1980 and 9

more in 1981 and 1982). and then dropped to an dl-time low of lmear for several yearsThis may have been partiallythe result of better garbage management and public
education, but probably was also the result of a significantpopulation decline due to the
high female mortality of previous years.
1997

New Banff National Park Management Plan sets goals for habitat effectiveness and a

grizzly bear mortality target of 4%of the park population annually (Banff National Park
1997).
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APPENDIX 2

HISTORICAL (pre-1970) GRIZZLY BEAR MORTALlTY OATABASE FOR

THE CENTRAL ROCKIES ECOSYSTEM (CRE)

Appendix 2. Historical (pre-1970) Grizzly Bear Mortality Database For The CRE.

Easting

Northing

Yr
1907
1908
1909
1910

1911

Mo Sex Age Mort.Type

Region
ABlBNP

Notes
155 hides

ABfBNP
ABlBNP

50 hides

Fur Trade
Fur Trade
Fur Trade
Fur Trade
Fur Trade

ABIBNP
ABISNP

Fur Trade

ABlBNP

PW

w

RN

FIW
RN

fw

RN
PW
PW

PW

fw

N

late 40searly 50s

44 hides
23 hides

15 hides
19 hides- suggests pop'n decline (Noble
1972)

-

Panther R 1st Warden Service control kill
Hector L. work camp dump
Hector C, work camp dump
Hector L. work camp dump
Hector L. work camp dump
bit a tourist
bit a professional photographer
Spray R; attacked warden; Shot all 3 bean
Spray R; attacked warden; Shot all 3 bears
Banff
Spny R; attacked warden; Shot ell 3 bears
Banff
Killed by warden; Poor diseased condition
Killed by warden; Breaking into cabin near Red
Banff
Deer Lakes

Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff

At least 20 shot by ranchers in the Sheep R &
North Fork areas of K. Country (McCrory &
AB
Herrero 1982)
Banff

shot
No b's documented as to how many GBs died
as result of trapping, shooting, & polsonlng
Banff
dudng antl-rabies program in park (L AB

Appendlx 2. Hlstorlcal (pre-1970) Grizzly Bear Mortality Database For The CRE.

Easting

Northing

Yr

Mo Sex

Age

Mort.Type

Region

Notes

AB

Estimated 3027 bears of both spp. died as
result of trapping, shooting, 8r poisoning
during anti-rables program (Ballantyne In
Noble 1972)

No nos, but heavy hunting along E bdry of
BNP such that harvest success & ages of
Banff
Banff
Banff

harvested bears declined (Woledge In Noble
1972)
Shot by warden; Oestroylng work crew camp
Hit by car; Bow-L
Hit on TCH near 8anll Townsite

Banff

Indiscriminate killing of GBs by wardens- no
estimate of nos. - at least 12 In WDs
7,8,9,&11 (Noble 1972)

AB

>500 QBs shot In E.Kootenays (DeMarchi In

BC

AB
Banff

Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff

KNP
Banff
Banff
Banff

Noble 1972)
At least 25 killed by hunters in K.Country
(McCrory & Herrero 1982)
Destroyed by warden; very aggressive
shot In WD8
shot in WD9
shot in WDS
shot
Bear caught In ungerground food storage
vault; was in poor condition so shot.
shot in WD6
shot in WD6
shot in W06

Appendix 2. Historical (pre-1970) Grizzly Bear Mortality Database For The CRE.

Easting

Northing

Yr

567900

5685400

62
63

Mo Sen Age

Region
Banff
Banff
Yoho
Banff
Banff
KNP

63
64

64
65
65

65
65
65
66

8
9

Trans
Trans
Trans

66
66
67
68

68
68
68
68
68

69

6

1

Ad

RN

Notes
Eldon
shot in W06

shot in WD2
shot in WD11

-

Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Yoho
Yoho
Yoho
Yoho
Yoho
Yoho

shot In WD12 Bow L
shot
to Calgary Zoo
to Calgary Zoo
to Calgary Zoo
polsoned in WD13 - Sask.R. Crossing
poisoned in WD13 Sask.R. Crossing
shot in WD6

Yoho

Wapta Lodge

-

APPENDIX 3

GRIZZLY BEAR MORTALITY DATABASE FOR THE NATIONAL PARKS OF

THE CENTRAL ROCKIES ECOSYSTEM (CRE), 1971-96

Appendix 3. Grluly Bear Mortality Database for the Natlonal Parks of the CRE, 1971-96.
Easting Northing

Yr Mo Sex

604000 5674000
604000 5674000
604000 5639800

71

5

0

71
71
71

6

0
1
0

71
71

6

1

6

71

7

72
72
72
72

6

0
2
0
0
0
1

Mort.Type Acc
WV A
fJW
A
Pw A

Region
Banff
Banff

U

U

Banff

H
H
PW

A
A
A
A
R
R
A

Yoho
Yoho
Yoho
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff

m
H
H
Pw

Banff

Notes
Banff Landfill (Retfalvi 1972)
Banff Landfill (Retfalvi 1972)
Bryant Creek Cabin

Banff

(Millson 1978)
Yoho Ranch west of Field
Yoho Ranch west of Field
Lake O'Hara Lodge
CPR line west of Vermilion Lakes
TCH- Lake Louise area
TCH- Lake Louise area
Johnston Canyon Campground
Lake Loulse V.S.C. & campground; aggressive; poor
condition

Banff

Lake Louise V.S.C. & campground

Banff
Banff
Banff

Upper Lake Loulse; 3rd capture
Upper Lake Louise
Upper Lake Louise; aggressive; poor condllon; YLG
Num-Ti-Jah Lodge; poor condition

Yob
Yoho

Hit on TCH at Feeder I.. (5/72); destroyed by wardens 22
days later at 529000;5675500
TCH at Yoho Valley TIO, Mother of next entry,

Banff

Yoho
Yoho

Yoho
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff

Wapta Lodge- YLG of previous entry.

Lake O'Hara Lodge
FieM
Castle Junction
Castle Junction to Calgary Zoo
Sunshine Skl Resort Hotel to Calgary Zoo
Sunshine Ski Resort Hotel to Calgary 200

Appendix 3. Grluly Bear Mortality Database for the Natlonal Parks of the CRE, 1971-96.

Easting

ort thing

Yr Mo Sex
73
2
73
0
73
0

Age

Ad
YOY
0

73
73

0

0

0

73
73
74
74
74
74
74
74

0
0
1
0
1
2
0
0
1

0
0
0

74

74
74
74
74
74

6

Ad
0

Mort.Type Acc
PW
U

Region
Banff

Notes

U

Banff
Banff
Banff

Between Millson (1978), Taylor (1984),
and all other records and databases, it was
deduced that 12 GBs died in RNP In 1973.

PIlV

ew

u

RIV

U
U

fw

w
w
C
wv

Ad
Ad
0

Rrcr
PW

0

PW

2

PW

2
1
1

2
VOV

2
0

VOV
YlOV

w

QW

wv

RN
PW
PW
RN

U
U

A
A
A
A
A
A
U
U
U
U
U
U

Banff

Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Bantf

Banfl
Banff
Banfl
Banff
Banff

Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff

Trapped at Cascade Landfill; Dled at Malloch Creek
Johnston Canyon Campground
Lake Louise Landfill
Lake Louise Landfill
Lake Louise Landfill
Lake Louise Landfill
Between Millson (1978), Taylor (1984),
and all other records and databases, it was
deduced that 12 GBs died in BNP in 1974.

Warden shot this diseased bear 100' oft TCH O.7rni E of
traffic circle, Crossed TCH at least twice in two days
(Warden report 1975)
Cascade Fire Road at Cuthead Ck

Between Millson (1978), Taylor (1984),
Kunelius & Meggs (1986), and all other
records & databases, It was deduced that
8 GBs died in BNP in 1975,
Lake Louise Village (not on TCH)
TCH E of Sunshine TIO at Healy Ck

Appendix 3. Grluly Bear Mortality Database for the National Parks of the CRE, 1971-96.

Easting Northing

Yr Mo Sex

Mort.Type Acc

Region

Notes
Cascade Fire Road- vehicle access. 30m from road (Herrero
Banff
pers.comrn)
Yoho
Schaffer Lake
TCH E of Sunshine TI0 at Healy Ck
Banff
Banff
TCH at Bow R, Bridge; Lake Louise
Banff
TCH- W of Banff Townslte
Cascade Landfill; this may be duplicate of JIM
Banff
Banff
Cascade Landfill; JIM
Louise; from t.Louise to the Calgary Zoo
Banff
Banff
Cascade Landfill
Banff
Protection Mtn. Campground
Banff
CPR line- 3km E of confluence of Bow R & Redearth Ck
predation; Red deer R, I krn inside park bdry.
Banff
Banff
diseased
Banff
Johnston Ck cabln
Johnston Ck- 1.5krn N of Luellen Lake
Banff
Banff
Upper L, Louise
548600,5765000- this UfM is at White Rabbit Ck, AB, well
Banff
outside of the park
Upper L. Loulse
Banff
Johnston Ck- 1,Skm N of Luellen Lake
Banff
Banff
Tyrrell Ck
Banff
Tynell Ck
1/2 mile west of Castle Jcn.
Banff
TCH at Forty Mile Ck.
Banff
Banff
TCH at W entrance to Alta,Prov,Museum;Lake Louise
Whiskey Ck
Banff
Banff
Cascade Dump
Banff
Cascade Dump
Vermillion Lakes
Banff

Banff

Cascade Dump
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Easting Northing
603000 5674800
5401 00 5696700
545300 5698800
556900 5715100

556900
564200
604200
584700
604000
604000
549500

5715100
5708200
5674700
5665600
5674800
5674800
5700200

Yr Mo Sex
80
1
80 7
1
80 10 1
81

6
6

81
81 7
81 8
81 8
81 10
81 10
81
81
82 5
82 5
82 7
82
83 7
84
7

0

0
2

1
0
2
2
0
1
2
0
2

1
2
0

Age
0

w

YOY
Ad

Ad
4
OOY

aYY
ax

Ad

0
Ad

Y
m
YUji

$-Ad
0

Ad
Ad

Mort.Type Acc
PW A
H A
H A
U A
U A
PN A
PWlAC A
PWlAC A
PWIAC A
PWKrans A
H A
PWlTrans U
PWIAC A
PWKrans A
PW A
PW/AC
A
W A
N A

Region

Banff
Yoho
Yoho
Banff

Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Bantf
Banff
Banff

Banff
Banff
Banff
Banff
Ad

PWIAC

A

Banff

Banff
Banff
Banff

Notes
Cascade Dump
TCH-E of Yoho Valley Turnoff
TCH at Wapta Lodge
Molar Ck; 4 km up from Pipestone
Molar Ck; 4 krn up from Pipestone; may be dupe,
Problem at Skoki Lodge & L.L. Ski Hill, Destroyed at Skokl,
Cascade Dump
Bourgeau Lake
Cascade Dump
Cascade Dump to Kimberly, 8C
E H , 100m into BC
this bear was Tn, wlln ES but became LH In A 6 In 1962.
2 Jack Lake Campground
2 Jack Lake Campground
Taylor Creek Picnic Site
2 Jack Lake Campground
Chateau Lake Louise Staff Residence
Johnston Ck, Cabin
Trans, from 2 Jack L.Cpgrd to Mt.Peters Plateau
NH682416. Poached at Otter Ck,AB blw the Ram Rivers.
UTM=capture site. Could not find kill site in AB database.
1 km W of Flints Park Cabin
Moraine L.Lodge(shot during release JNP)
PW at Skoki; destroyed near Point Camp on Pipestone R.
Trans from Morahe Lake Lodge to Snaring R. JNP where
destroyed
1987 This famHy cohort moved from LL Ski Hill to
McNaughton L. 1988-Returned. Sow destroyed at Brewster
Stables,
Brewster Stables, L.L,, to Short Ck,JNP
Brewster Stables, L.L., to Short Ck,JNP
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Easting . Northing

Yr

598100 5672900

89

Mo Sex
5

2

Age

Ad

Mort.Type Acc
WV
A

OOY PW/Trans/lt

4

4

Ad

PWlAC

PWlH
H

Region
Banff

Notes
Mt,Norquay Road

Mt, Norquay Road to Slffleur. IL in A 6 7/91. This Is the
Onion L.mort. (3 yr,old) UTM=capture site. A 2nd COY (no
A BanffIAB
sex) was translocated fate unknown,

-

A

Banff

A
A

Yoho Research Bear%lssyMTx from LL cpgrd to U. Panther
R. Killed by tour bus on 193, 50m S of MosquWo Ck.
Banff
UTM=kIII site
Banff
1.3 km south of Helen Ck.

6

PWmranslP
W

A

Banff

OOV

N

A

Banff

Banff
Banff

94 sum
95 9
95 9
95 9
95 9

0
2
2
2
0

OOY

N

Ad
MG
9
VU3

PW
PW
PW/Trans
PW/Trans

E
A
A
A
A

95 fall

0

YUj

N

U

95 spr

0

OOV

N

E

Banff
Banff

8

PWKrans

A

Banff

24
W

N

A

N

U

Banff
Banff

W

N

U

Banff

Banff
Banff
Banff

Chateau L,Louise "RuntM

Yoho Research Bear "Field", Trans several tlmes; last one
from 2.5 km SE of Lake Louise to Swan Hills where
destroyed as PW. UTM= LL capture site
Warden found carcass on west slope above Mawel L,
Grizzly or black?

-

Cascade Valley cub of 128 (ESGBP)
Lake Loulse Campground
Lake Louise Campground
Lake Louise Campground
Lake Louise Campground
yearllng lost to ESGBP bear 136 (Blondle) prior to dennlng;
Bow Summit area
Bryant CWMt.Assiniboine PP-cub of #18 (ESGBP)
Problem at L.Loulse- ESGBP bear Jt16 (Skokl) trapped at
Redearth Ck & Tx to Calgary Zoo
ESGBP bear 428- Cascade Valley prob.krHed by another
bear
yearling lost to ESGBP bear #32;Cascade Valley area
yearllng lost to ESQBP bear U33; Cascade Valley area

-
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Appendix 4. Grizzly Bear Mortality Database for the CRE Portion of Alberta, 1972-96.

Easting
558400
624800
610000
509000
636700

656300
635000
635000
635000

Northing Yr Mo Sen Age
5774400 7 2 9
1
2
5742500 7 2 9
1
3
5692500 7 3 5
1
3
581 5900 7 3 5
5696400 7 3 5
5596800 7 3 1 0
5672700 74 5
5672700 7 4 5
5672700 7 4 5

Mort.Type Acc

Region
AB
AB
AB
AB
A8
A6
AB
A8
A8

I

4

0
2
2
2

Ad
Ad
1

RN
RN

1

W

R
A
E
A
A
A
A
A
A

SD

A

A6

SD
SD
LH
IL
W
LH
U.1
LH

A
A
E
E
E
E
E

AB
AB
AB
AB
A0
A6
A8
A6

LH

E
A

AD
AB

R

R

AB
AB

R
A
R

A0
AB
A0

R
R
R
R

AB
AB
AB
A6

1 S-Ad

IL
IL
LH
LH
LH

I1

fVV
1L
IC
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
LH

R

Notes
S.Onion Ck
Wilson Ck Crossing at James R,
Ghost R
Just S of the confluence of Job Ck and Brazeau R
west to 1st drainage, shot bear 50m from road
Kananaskis-LanternCk. Just off trail 1 mi up from Highway 40
Brokenleg Lake
Brokenleg Lake
Brokenleg Lake
Kananaskls-McPhail Ck. Bears spooked from 1 hunter to another
on trail where shot.
Kananaskls-McPhall Ck. Bears spooked from 1 hunter to another
on trail where shot,
just off Burns L. trail, 1.5ml up from Sheep R & Bluerock Trail
Clearwater R
Waiparous Ck
Red Deer R
Between Clearwater R and Teepee Pole Ck
South Ram R
Waiparous Ck
Walparous Ck
Kananaskis- Ribbon Ck cmpgrd.
Williams Ck
Williams Ck
Lesseur Ck
Lesseur Ck at Ghost R- 0,5 mi, below road
Job Ck
Tay R
Brazeau R
Brazeau R
Fallen Timber Ck
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Mort.Type Acc Region
LH A
AB
LH A
AB
1
2
SD
A
AB
0 S-Ad
PW
A
AB
0
2
LH R
AB
1
4
U.(
A
AB
2
3

Northing Yr Mo Sex Age
638300 5714800 78 5
1
3
Easting

646300
628400
525700
517000
642400

5718700
5658500
5762200
5795000
5680700

78
78
78
79
79

5
5
9

5
5

W
IL

R
A
A

I\.

A

IL

A

IL

A

IL

A

IL

A

IL
W
LH

A
A
A

LH

R

LH
LH

R

CH

LH

LH
LH

eW

A
R

R
A
R

Notes
Fallen Timber Ck- cut line NW from end of gas plant road
shot on trail 100 m from Fallen Timber Ck
Exshaw- charged man 2X at residence
Thompson Ck. Campground
Coral Ck
Lesseur Ck at Ghost R- 0.5 mi. below road
W of Mtn.Aire Lodge; N of Red Deer R; along pack trail W of
A8
Wildhorse Ck. several kms off main road
A8
Scalp Ck; 4.5 mi N of YaHa Tinda Ranch
AB
YaHa Tinda- Big Horn Ck cmpgrd.
Area of intensive O&G activity N of TeepeePole Ck. shot off lease
A8
road
Area of intensive 0&Qactivity N of TeepeePole Ck. shot off lease
A0
road
Kananaskis-Etherington Ck. Shot over bears illciting attack. Sow
AB
had 2 COYs; could not be found afterwards.
Grease Ck- baited with dead wild horse. Scoped site from trall.
AB
Shot 1 km from trail
Grease C k baited with dead wild horse. Scoped site from trall.
A6
Shot 1 krn from trail
Grease C k baited with dead wild horse. Scoped site from trail.
A6
Shot 1 km from trail
AB
Cleawater R- N of Washout Ck about 114mi from trail
AB
Clearwater R- N of Washout Ck about 114mi from trail
A6
Ghost R
A6
Ghost R
AB
Harold Ck- possible baiting
A6
RamR
AB
Bighorn R
A6
Grease Ck
AB
Meadow Ck- cut-line runs parallel to creek
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Easting
618500
666300
554900

Northing Yr Mo Sex Age Mort.Type Acc Region
8
1 s-Ad
PW A
AB
f€
A
AB
8
2
6
FW
R
AB
5801300 80 10
1
3
5723900 8 0
5575600 8 0

IL
LH
LH
LH
IL
LH
lJi
U1
CH

LH
UI

H
IL
/AC
LH
LH
LH

LH
LH
LH: PW 1
TranslLH
IL

LH

CH
LH'

Notes
Mountain Air Lodge
Kananaskis- Etherington Ck- along logging road at clearcut
Mackinaw Camp; Bighorn Reserve

Kananaskis- shot GB found in bush at side of Spray L. Trail(Smith
A8 D.Hwy). Not known if this Is the kill site or just the discard site.
A8
Grease Ck
A8
Burnt Timber Ck
AB
Burnt Timber Ck
A6
Onion Ck
A6
Sheep Ck
AB
Sheep Ck
A0
Bighorn Ck
2:00 Ck about 1ml W of Hwy. 11. Hiked in & shot bear on elk
AB
carcass.
Hummingbird CC NW of Ram Falls
AB
A6
Ranger Ck
A0
Umtenay Plains- 2:00 Ck
AB
Kananaskis- Muir Ck
AB
James R- Blackstone R.- died after release
A0
20 rni,W.of Sundre- Pika Ck?- along cut-line
Panther R / Dogrib Ck
AB
AB
Panther R
AB
Waplabt Ck
AB
N, Ram R
1981-Trans.2~to Clearwater R, from Banff. Shot by ranchersA0
Burnt Timber, UTM=kI11 site,
AB
Along Forestry Trunk Rd blw James R and Cleamater R
AB
Ya Ha Tinda Ranch
AB
Williams Ck
Brown C k up draw about .5km from driveable trail
A8
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Easting
640500
634300
629300
640700
624900

Northing Yr
5682300 8 3
5696800 83
5676700 83
5692300 83
5712100 83

Mo Sex
4
5
5
5
5

1

Mort.Type Acc
LH A

1

LH

2
1

CH

1

Region
AB
R
A6

LH
LH

A
R
A

AB
A6
A6

LH

A

A6

LH

TI

A
A
A
R

A6
AB
AB
AB

LH

A

AB

LH

A
A
A
A

AB
A0

90

A
A
A

AB
AB
AB

LH
U.l
LH
LH
LH

A
R
R
R
A

A8
A8
AB
A6
AB

US

R

AB

SD
SD

CH
W

PW
9D
9D

AB

AB

Notes
Ghost R- coulee N of Lesseur Ck- 0.5 km from road
Waiparous Ck-Mockingbird Hill
S. Ghost R.- <Ikm from trail
West of Keystone Tower
Burnt Timber Ck- access by ATV along seismic lines to trail,
Ya Ha Tinda Ranch- sighted from road SW of ranch buildings
593000, 5730300. Shot 2km S of Red Oeer R
Ya Ha Tinda Ranch- sighted from road E of BNP 591300,
5730100. Shot 2km S of Red Deer R
Stud Ck- edge of cutblock on W side of Forestry Trunk Road
Stud Ck- edge of cutblock on W side of Forestry Trunk Road
Brokenleg Lake
E.otBlackmck Mtn- Meedow Ck. Hlked in,shot bear. Drove jeep in
along selsmlc line to retrleve bear.
B h Atkinson Ck & Little Red Deer R on leased land inside forest
reserve drove to kill site
Canary Ck
Canary Ck
Willow Ck- shot in yard while feeding on dead cow

-

Panther R- bear tollowl~ghunters out- shot bear on pack trail to
prevent it from running into others going opposite way
Bighorn R- attracted to carcass in hunters' camp.
Walparous Ck-200m off Forestry Trunk Road
Yara C k shot In drainege while feeding on dead moose. Blw road
and cut-line
Dry Wildhorse Ck
Dogrib Ck
Canyon Ck
Clearwater R- Harrison Flats
White Rabbit Ck
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Easting Northing Yr
526000 5788700 8 5

Ma Sex Age M0rt.Type Acc Region
5

1

9

LH

R

LH

A

9D

A

LH
LH
IH
LH

A
R
R
A

W
CH

A
E

W

A

LH

A

CH

A
R
E
R

Notes

E
R
A

Coral Ck
Job Ck- horse-packed in. Shot at confluence of Job and Blue
AB
Creeks,
Kananaskis- Mist Ck, Hunter returned to his elk. Sow was on it &
A0
charged when he yelled.
Benglman Ck- 2 mi W of Forestry Trunk Road. Hunter walked in
A8
along drainage
AB
Wilson Ck
A6
East Bullhill- Bunker Hill Grazing Lease
A6
N of Panther R lmite from trail- no motorized access
A6
N of Panther R Imile from trail- no motorized access
Ram R
A6
Kananaskls- Smuts Ck, 300m N ot Engadine Lodge, beside SmithAB
Dorrien Hwy
1 mile S of Little Red Deer R on tributary, Narrow trail barely
A6
accessible by ATV
Headwaters of Bear Ck- shot bear feeding in dHch along lease
A6
road
A0
Dogrib Ck
AB
Clearwater R
A6
S, Ram R
AB
White Rabbit Ck
AB
N, Ram R
AB
Mouth of Ranger Ck at S. Ram R,

A

AB Clearwater R- grazing land; kill she w/in 500m of oil rig and road

PW
IL
PWKrans

A
A
A

SD

A

A 6 Clearwater R- grazing Mnd; kill she w/in 500m of oil rig and road
A6
9 miles west of Sundre
A6
Kananaskis- Galatea Trail to Wapiabl Gap
AB
Kananaskis- Fitzslmrnons Ck

LH
LH
LH
LH
LH
W

W

AB
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Easting

Northing Yr Mo Sex Age

Mort.Type Acc

Region

SD

A

AB

IL
IL
1L
90
PW/Trans
PW/Trans
RN

A
A
A
A
A
A

AB
AB
A0
AB
A6
A6
AB

PWRrans

A
A
A
E

LH
IL

A
A

71
W
LH
LH

A
A
A
R

LH

A

PWlTrans

A

PWll'rans
PW/Trans
IL
IL
IL

A
R

9D

SD

A
A
A

Notes
S. Ram R- bears got into oats at sloppy outfitter's camp. Horse
access. 100m N of trail, Had 3, 2-yr olds.

along trail-North Burnt Timber
along trail-North Burnt Timber
along trail-North Burnt Timber
cut-lineJames R ITeepee Pole Ck
Cataract Ck campground to Opabin Ck
Cataract Ck campground to Opabln Ck
Fallen Timber Ck
A6
YaHa Tinda; Bighorn Ck <1km to trail
A8
Ranger Ck- hunting elk; along trail
AB
Fallen Timber Ck to Sirnonette R
Skeleton CL, north of Scalp Ck road. Accessed thru YaHaTInda by
AB
horse
AB
Beaver Ck; along 2ry road s. of Caroline
Kananaskls- S.slde ol Llneham Ck. 200m from Hwy.40- sighted
A8
from road,
A8
3l4rnile S of Cutoff Ck-200m from cut-line
A0
Panther R. Gap E of 3.I.Hill
AB
Fallen Timber Ck- shot off lease road
Canary Ck; 300m N of trail. Hiked in tor several miles from truck
AB
as area was not accessible by ATV at this time of year.
Feeding in grainary on ranch, Joshua Ck valley. Tx to Ptarmigan L
AB
(Jackplne R), Wlllmore Wilderness.
Feeding In grainary on ranch, Joshua Ck valley. Tx to Ptarmigan L
A8
(Jackplne R), Willmore Wilderness.
A6
Caroline to SImonette R
AB
YaHa Tinda, Scalp Ck along road
AB
YaHa Tinda, Scalp Ck along road
A6
YaHa Tlnda, Scalp Ck along road

-

-

-

Appendix 4. Grizzly Bear Mortality Database for the CRE Portlon of Alberta, 1972-96,

fasting Northing Yr IVk Sex Age
1
4
607200 5715600 90
578200 5746200 91 5
1
4

Mort,Type Acc Region
AB
Lt-l
E
A0
Lt-l
R

AB
A8
A0

A0
AB
AB
AB
A0

PW/Trans

1
RN
I1
PWlTrans
PWflrans

A
A
A

A
A

Lti

A
R

LH

A

PW

A

PWKrans

A

9D

A

A8
A0
A0
A0
A0

A0

Notes
Sheep C k Panther R area
Clearwater R. Harrison Flats
Job Ck below Job Pass. Horse-packed in. Shot bear 114 ml off
trail
Onion L road, 2km from For.Trunk Road. Shot from truck. This is
the1989 BNP COY trans. UTM=kill site
Salter Ck-wlln 500m of trail and campgrd,
Wildhorse Ck- horse pack in to area, glassed boar, hiked 2 km up
ravine to meadow, shot bear,
N,Burnt Timber Ck-112mile W of road
Limestone Ck
Ribbon Flats-S of Red Deer R along cut-line
Clearwater R- IMmile E of Lost Guide Ck along road
S. end of Kananaskis Qolf Course to Kakwa R; 1993-PWKrans to
Nordegg area; 1904 TI at Smallboys Camp in Brazeau area.
Kootenay Plains. 2:00 Ck; lots of garbage around the site.
Willow Ck; thought It was a black bear
PLPP- Elk Pass
pasture
pasture

-

112 way blw Rocky Ck & Limestone Ck.-accessed area by quad
Job C k horsepack in along Brazeau R. Shot bear 2 miles from
A0
camp in meadow 200m from trail.
Kananaskls- W side of Spray Lake S of cpgrd - Tx from
Revelstoke dump to Cross R, July 30193. Destroyed tent trailer
AB
in cpgrd. Averslve conditioning had no affect.
Into garbage in Canmore. Tn. to Owl Ck. Tx from Revelstoke
dump to Albert R (50k S of Canmore) believed shot by TI at
A0
Smallboy Camp, falV93
Red Deer A at Ys Ha Tlnda-hunting camp along trall;spoiled
AB
elk=teed for dogs

A8

-

9
a
m

e m

m m m
aaa

m
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aa
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Appendix 5, Grizzly Bear Mortality Database for the CRE Portion of the East Kootenays, B.C., 1976-96.
UTM locations for LH mortalities have been omitted at the request of the Wildlife Branch of the B.C,MOELP,

Year Month

Northing

Eastlng
0

0

76

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

76
77
77
77
77

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
589000
531000
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5636000
5667000
0
0
0
0
0
0

77
77
77
77
77
77
77
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
78
79
79
79

79
79
79
79

Sex Age Mort.type
5 M
2 0 LH
6 F
1 1 LH
4 M
0 LH
5 M
4 LH
5 M
7 LH
5M
12 US

Acc Region

U

BC

U
U

8C

U
U

a:
a:

U
U
U
U
U

BC
BC
BC
Ec

BC

5F
5F
5M
5M
5M
5F

1 1 CH
4LH
8 LH
5LH
12 LH
2 US

U

BC

M

8LH
0 LH
4LH
3lH

U

g:

R
R

BC
BC

R

4US
1 4 LH
4U4
23 W

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

BC
BC
BC
BC

5
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

M

M
F
F
M
M
M
M

5M
6M
6M
10 M
4 M
5 M
5 M
5F
5M
5M
5 F

4w
11 LH
3 1 LH
0 LH
O

M
22 U
0 LH
5w
3LH
4 LH
0 LH
OLH

u

R
R
R

R
R
R
R

Notes

8C
BC

2 MI NORTH OF ABBRUZ

clwstmcu

BC

WROGATE
NORTHWHITE RIVER
AlDmGECREEK
U)WECEW
UKCREEK

g:

PAlEsmRrn

BC
BC
BC

ALBERT RIVER
PINFIACtECREU(
MKCHELlRIVER

BC
BC

APPROX 3 ML S WAPTA
ELK R N ROUND !%AIR1
ABW RlOGE (ELK W E

ec

g:

8C
BC
BC
BC

IiCNVSPASSRD
BINGAY CREEK
NORTHWHITE RIVER
TOBEFIMORY-

Appendix 5. Grizzly Bear Mortality Database for the CRE Portion of the East Kootenays, B.C., 1976-96.
UTM locations for LH mortalities have been omitted at the request of the Wildlife Branch of the B.C.MOELP.

Northing

Easting
0
0
0

0

0
0
648000
612000
497000
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
645000

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Year Month Sex Age Mort.type
0 79
5 M
5 LH
0
79
5 F
6 LH
0
79
5F
1 2 LH
0
80
5M
4 LH
0 80
5M
15 Dl
0 80
5F
4 Ui
5563000 80
10 M
4 IL
10 M
5563000 80
3 IL
5698000 80
12 M
O W
0
81
4F
12 LH
0
81
4 F
OLH
0
81
4 M
OLH
0 81
5M
0 LH
0
81
5M
OW
0 81
5M
13 LH
0
81
5 F
12 LH
0 81
5F
OM
0
81
5 F
5u.l
5593000 81
9M
OM
0 82
5M
OLH
0
82
5F
4LH
0
82
5M
OW
0
82
5M
O M
0
82
5 M
8 LH
0
82
5M
4u-l
0
82
5F
9 LH
0
82
5M
10 LH
0 82
5M
10 LH
0 82
6M
8LH
0 82
6M
OW
0
83
5M
13W
0 83
5F
4l.H

Acc
R
R
R
R
R
I3

F!
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Region
BC

Notes

BC

5 KM NW BlAEBERRY R
ELK CREEK

BC

UPPER EM

BC
8C
BC

E MRIVER

a:
BC
BC
Ec
BC
Cr=
BC
B
BC
BC
BC
BC

ec
g:
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

ac
BC

a=
BC

-aEm
TIPPEMY CAKE
GFEWIIlSFWJGE
ELK CREEK
BLAEBERRY
\hrEARVCRa
WEARV CREEK
WEARVCREEK
MT BLEASDACE
COUlErnEEK
PINNACLECREEK
PALUSER PASS
MTMUMMERY
PALUSER RFVER

RIVER
N OF BLUEWATER RIDGE
HAEBERRY R&MARnNC
WHKE RIVER
GlumEFlCFIEEK
TIPPERY LAKE
MKCHEUCREEK
HEMEDALE CRf EK

M006ECREM
ALBERT RIVER
WEARY CREEK
ICE RIVER
CHAUNCEY CK

Appendix 5. Grizzly Bear Mortality Database for the CRE Portion of the East Kootenays, B.C., 1976-96.
UTM locations for LH mortalities have been omitted at the request of the Wildlife Branch of the B.C.MOELP,
Year Month Sex Age Mort.type
83
5 F
10 LH
0
83
5 M
1 1 LH
0
83
6 U
4 LH
0
83
6M
4u.l
83
6 F
9W
0
0
0
0
83
6M
OM
0
0
83
6F
4 W
0
0
84
5M
OW
0
0
84
5F
4US
0
0
84
5M
6LH
5 F
0 IL
506000 5709000 84
506000 5709000 84
5M
0 IL
506000 5709000 84
5 F
0 IL
0
0
84
5M
10 LH
0
0
84
5M
10 LH
OLH
0
0
84
5 F
0
0
84
5M
7LH
0
0
84
6F
OLH
0
0
84
3LH
6M
0
0
84
5LH
6M
0
0
84
6M
4W
0
0
84
6M
1 1 LH
0
0
85
5F
6 LH
0
0 85
5M
8I.H
0
0
85
5 M
4W
0
0
5
M
10
Lti
85
0
0
85
5M
10 CH
0
0
85
5 bl
3CH
0
0
85
5M
8LH
0
0
85
5M
18 LH
0
0
85
5M
SLH
0
0
85
5M
3W

Easting

Northing

0
0
0
0

0

Acc
fl
R
I3
R
R

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

Region
BC
BC
BC
BC

a=

WLDCAT CREEK

BC

PAUIS€R RIVER

ec
BC
0c

a:
83
BC

R

BC

R
R
R
R

BC
BC
BC
8C
BC

R

R
fl
R
R

R
R
R

MITCHELL R
M006ECREEX
LUXOR CREEK
SHUSWAP CREW

BC
BC
BC

R
R
R
R

R

Notes
PAUL CREEK

ec
BC
BC

BC
BC

ec
BC
f3C

BC
BC
E

sHlwAPmEEK
MARTINCREEK
~Y~
BCAEBERRYflNm
BlAOBORRV~
BLAEBERRYtwER
OOCHQAN CK
ELK RIVER
EWNCR
ABBEY RIDGE
ALBERT CREEK
W
A
l S CR
rnD€MTN
&USH RNER ARM
SPRAY PASS
BLACKERRY R
MOSOOWCR
TOBORMORYCR

UPPER ELK V A W
HDWTRSALBERT RIVER
BINGAY CREE%
WVE CREEK
UOOTENAY RIVER
PiNNlOLECR
MrrCHUL RIVER

Appendix 5, Grizzly Bear Mortallly Database for the CRE Portion of the East Kootenays, B.C., 1976-96,
UTM locations for LH mortalities have been ornltted at the request of the Wildlife Branch of the B.C.MOELP.
Easting

Year Month Sex Age Mort.type
0 85
6 M
7 LH
0 85
6 M
2 LH
5555000
85
11 F
19 PW
0 86
5 M
10 LH
0
86
5 F
8 LH
0
86
5 M
9 LH
0 86
5 hd
7lH
0 86
5M
4LH
0
86
5M
4 LH
0
86
5M
4 LH
0
86
5M
9LH
0
86
5 F
24 U4
0
86
5F
15 LH
0
86
5M
25 W
0 86
5M
7 CH
0
86
5 F
20 LH
0
86
5M
16 LH
5556000 86
10 M
0 IL
0
87
5M
4Ul
0 87
5F
6l.H
0
87
5M
6LH
0
87
5F
9LH
0
87
5M
10 LH
0
87
5 M
6LH
0
87
5 F
5 LH
0 87
5M
6W
0 87
5M
9LH
0 87
5M
6CH
0
87
5M
8 LH
0 87
5M
3Ll-l
0
07
5 M
24 Ul
0
87
6 F
17 LH

Northing

0
0
642000
0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
608000
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

Acc Region
BC
R
R
E
R
8C
R
BC
R
ec
R
BC
R
BC
R
BC
R
E
R
BC
R
BC
R
BC
R
BC
R
BC
R
BC
R
BC
R
BC
f3
BC
R
BC

R
R
R
R
R
f3
R

R
R

ec
BC
BC
C3C

ec

BC
BC
BC

ec

R

BC

R

g:

I3
R

BC
BC

Notes
ALBERT RIVER
BLEASDELL MT
LEACH LAKE
BLUE CAKE
GOAT CREEK
WEARY CREEK

MEBERRY
MT GLEN
BLAEBERRY
UPPER FORDINGRIVER
EASTWHITE RIVER
EAST WHITE RIVER
LUXOR CREEK
NINEMILE CREEK
M006ECR

ABBEY RIDGE
IAMB CREEK
NOFITHWHITE RIVER
STORKCREEK
WHITE RIVER
WEBERRYRMER
HORNEELCREEK
WHITE RIVER

EU(CREU(
CADORNACR
DAIfuARDCREU(,

PINTO MOUNTAIN
Wm
I CREOK
MOSCWWCREEU
WHITE RIVER

Appendix 5. Grizzly Bear Mortality Database for the CRE Portion of the East Kootenays, B.C., 1976-96.
UTM locations for LH mortalities have been omitted at the request of the Wildlife Branch of the B.C.MOELP.

Northing

Easting

Year Month

0

0

88

0
0
0

0

88

0
0

88

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

88
88
88
88
88
88
88

0
0

0
655000
648700
648700
648700
652000

0
0
5540000
5547700
5547700
5547700
5551000

541000

5652000

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
524000
0

0

0
5662000
0

0
0

0
0

0

0

88

88
88
88

88
88
88
88
88
88
88
89
89
89
89
89
89

89
89

89
89
89

Sex Age Mort.type
5M
5 Dl
5 M
2 LH
5 F
4 LH
5 F
6LH
5 F
5 LH
5 hd
4LH
5M
17 LH
5M
5LH
5M
6U.r
5M
14 LH
5M
15 LH
5 F
2 1 LH
5M
19 LH
5 M
11 CH
5M
7 tH
7M
11 U
9F
OW
9F
2PW
9F
2RN
9F
1 4 RIV
10 M
0 IL
4 F
5Ul
5 F
2 1 u.1
5M
3 LH
5 M
12 Ln
5 M
7CH
5 M
5u.l
5 M
OW
5 M
6LH
5M
4LH
5M
10 LH
5 F
4 LH

Acc Region
BC
R
R
81:
R
BC
R
EN2
R
BC
I3
BC

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

E

Bc
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

m

R
R
R

a=

R
R
R
R

BC

ec

Ec
Ec
BC
BC
BC
BC

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

a:
0c

Notes
BLAEBERRY RIVER
WHITE RIVER
ABBN RIDGE
CADORNACREEK
RXKCREEK
NORTHWHITE RIVER
MOUNT MOCENSEN
LCrWECREEK

VPPERARY M E
WXrncREEK
BLAEBERRYRIVER
EAST WHITE RIVER
BlAEEwYRNER
PUSEFIRIVER
ELK RIVER
EU(mDUMP
MrnDUMP
UKK)RDDuMP
GREENHILLS

wml€

ALDRIDGE CREEK
ELKCREEK
INCETCREEK
PALUSER RIVER
ELK RIVER
THOMAS CREEK
2625 HWY.95, MCMURDO
MTMUMMERY
G(-ENOOCECR

ELK RIVER
UPPER ELK VAUEY

Appendix 5. Grizzly Bear Mortality Database for the CAE Portion of the East Kootenays, B.C., 1976-96.
UTM locations for LH mortalities have been omitted at the request of the Wildlife Branch of the B.C.MOELP.
Year Month

Northing

Easting
0
0
0
0
648000
655000
648000
569000
569000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
651000
0

0

93

0

93
93
93
93
93

0
0

0
0
5542000
5524000
5542000
5601000
5601000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5562000
0
0
0

0

0

94

0
648700
648700
648700
648700

0
5547700
5547700
5547700
5547700

94
94
94
94
94

93
93
93
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94
94

94
94

5
5
6
6
6
6

Sex Age Mort.type
M
5 LH
M
10 U4
M
24 LH
M
7 LH

M
F
9F
9F

Acc Region
R
BC

Notes
ELK RIVER

R
R

BC
BC

BEAR CREEK
E M RIVER

R

BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

EU( CR
EUORD
GRCENmlls
ELKFORD
STOOObRTCREEK

OM

R

O

M

R

RN

RV

R
R
R

5 LH
5LH

R
R

5M
5 M
5M
5 M
5 F
5M
5M
5 F
5F
5M
5M
5 M
5 F
5M
5 M

6LH
5 UI
12 LH
5 w

R
R
R

3lJi

R
R
R
R

6F
6M

9F
5M
5M

7M

7F
7M
7F

A

4PW

A

OLH
5LH
5LH
5LH
4LH
8LH

R

ec
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

g:
BC
BC
Ec
BC

13 LH
6LH
14 LH

R
R
R
R
R
R
R

3Ul

R

BC

3 LH
A
RIV

R

BC

R
R
R

g3

3PW

3
A
3

RN
RN
RN

R

Ec
BC
BC

BC

Ec
BC

swswAPfEs€RvE
BUSHARM
WISHRlVER
LITTLE ELK CR

BCISHRER
WHITE RIVER (MIDDLEF
BEAR ISCAND
NWHITE RIVER DRAIN
CFK)GSRNER

M006ECREEK
W W T CREEK
M006ECEEK
W r n E CREEK
ALDRlOGECREEK
FORDING COAL
BUSHRIVER
ELK RIVER
CEDAR CWALBERT R, ESGBP Bear #22

UJxmCRm

ELKKlmREFUsErn
ELKFORD REFUSE SITE (may be dupe)
EUVoRD REFUSE SITE (may be dupe)
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UTM locations for LH mortalities have been omitted at the request of the Wildlife Branch of the B.C.bAOELP.

Northing

Easting
606000
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0
512000
0
647000
587000

Year Month Sex Age Mort.type
95
10 F
OM
96
5 M
4 LH
96
5 M
4 LH
96
5M
5LH
96
5M
4 lkl
96
5M
1 1 LH
0 96
5M
4LH
0
5M
7LH
96
0
96
5 M
3 LH
0
96
5M
4 LH
0
96
5 F
17 u.l
0
96
5M
8LH
0 96
5M
3LH
0
96
5M
4US
0
96
5M
6LH
0
96
5M
7CH
0
96
5F
15CH
0
96
5 F
8W
0
96
5F
4LH
0
96
5F
OLH
0
96
5M
10 US
0
5F
7LH
96
0
96
5 M
1 1 IH
0
96
5 F
20 UI
0
96
6M
2 LH
0
96
6 F
6 LH
0
96
6 F
8lJi
5670000 96
7M
O W
0
O W
96
9 &l
5556000 96
9 F
QPW
5601000 96
9 hA
3U

5618000
0
0
0
0
0

Acc Region

R
R
R
R

R
R
fl
R
R
R
R

R
R
R
R
R
R

C3C
E

8C
BC

Notes
ALBERT RIVER
EU(FORD

ELKFWD
PRA7n-E CK

BC
BC
BC
E3C
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC
BC

ALERT RlVRE
PAUlSER RIVER

Bc

~
ELKRIVER

BC
E

EU(FORD

BLUEWATER CK
ABBY RIDGE
NCNWHm K WHITE R
LOWE CK
BINGAY CK
COUN CK

Y

R
R
R
R
R

ec

BC
BC

WHKERNER
clUAmlECK
WHITE R 1 ELK CK
ELK VALLEY I ALDRIDGE
PALUSER
SIMP505JRNER

R

BC

SOESCK

R
R
R
R

BC
BC
BC
BC

STrnUKMM
BEAR ISLAND

I3
R
R
R

Ec
BC
BC
BC

BC

g:

BLAEBERRYRlVER
LUXORCK
1239 CAMPDELL ROAD
EU(#]RD

ElKFOFlR LANDFILL

M

